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For every one you send for processing
by the Everyday Electronics Colour
Print Service.

Fast, efficient, high quality film
processing is now as close to you as
your nearest post box. Hundreds of
thousands of magazine readers are
delighted with this reliable Colour
Print Film Service-and the replace-
ment film that comes free every time
they use it! So why don't you give it a
try?

Here's what you do. Send any
make of colour print film inside the
envelope enclosed in this issue. Or
fill in the coupon below and send it
with your colour film in a strong
envelope to:
Everyday Electronics Colour Print
Service, FREEPOST, READING
RGI 1BR. No stamp is required.

SEND NO MONEY
We are so confident in the

reliability of the service and the
quality of our prints, (each one is
date stamped with the month and
year of developing) that you don't .
pay until you have received them!

LUXURY COLOUR PRINTS
You will be amazed at the

beautiful colours and hi -definition
sheen finish of the prints we

In the event of any query. please write to:
Customer Relations Dept.. Colour Print Express
Ltd., P.O. Box 180. READING RGI 3PF or
phone Reading (0734) 597332.

supply . . . with elegant rounded
corners and borderless to give you
maximum picture area. And now
with the new Giant Superprints you
get 30% more picture area than the
standard enprints at no extra cost.

UNBEATABLE VALUE
The new Giant Superprints cost

you only 17p each and a further
charge of £1.10 is made towards
developing, postage and packing.
That's all you pay and, when we
send your prints, a replacement film,
of the size you use, is included
absolutely free. That's a saving of up
to £2.39.

The offer is limited to the U.K.
For Eire, C.I: and B.EP.O., a
handling surcharge will be made.

FREE ALBUM SHEETS
One album voucher is sent with

each film we process. Collect 3
vouchers and we send you a set of
FREE album sheets to fit into our
specially designed album to show off
both superprints and standardprints.

MORE BENEFITS TO YOU
You benefit in two additional

ways. Firstly, you enjoy a personal
service with every care taken over
each individual order. And secondly,
you pay only for what you get-with
no credit vouchers as with many
other companies. An invoice comes
with your prints, so it is a straight
business transaction.

Your prints will normally be
despatched within five working days
of receipt, but please allow for postal
times and possible delays.

Offer exc. Minolta A Sub -miniature film. Roll film 20p surclunwe. 4(41 A SA 211p.pirelr-sw. Superprints
can only be produced from Kodacolour II, C41 and Agfa CNS cassette and cartridge film not ha frame.
Prices correct at time of going to press.

Use this label if you

have no envelope,

or pass it to a friend.

It is used to send
your prints and
FREE film.

From: Everyday Electronics Colour Print Service, FREEPOST,
READING RG1 IBR. Please print my film Superprint/Standard
Enprint size. (delete size which is not required).

Sir Si',

EE8/82COliC
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COMMENT ... POPULAR FEATURES ...

Electronic Design Award

Winners of this competition were announced
at a special Prizegiving Ceremony held at
Mullard House, London on Tuesday June
29, 1982.

A full report will appear next month.

© IPC Magazines Limited 1982. Copyright in all
drawings, photographs and articles published in
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS is fully protected,
and reproduction or imitations in whole or in part
are expressly forbidden.

PROJECTS
TEMPERATURE INTERFACE FOR THE TRS-80
by O. N. Bishoo
Computes and displays the temperature of a remote sensor

CB ROGER BLEEPER by R. A. Penfold
Produces an audio tone at the end of each transmission

TWO-TONE DOORBELL by W. English
Audible alarm unit for the front door

QUIZMASTER by C. J. Bowes
Versatile unit for team quiz games

INSTRUMENT PRE -AMP by D. J. Edwards
Expands the lower voltage ranges on a multimeter

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM by E. A. Rule
Part 4: Testing and setting up procedures

SERIES
TEACH -IN 82 by 0. N. Bishop
Part 11: Power Supplies

A.C. MAINS by A. Kenyon
Part 2: Earthing the neutral; metering electricity

FEATURES
EDITORIAL
Computer Add-On's; Good Game

JACK PLUG AND FAMILY by Doug Baker
Cartoon

BRIGHT IDEAS
Readers' hints and tips

EVERYDAY NEWS
Whats happening in the world of electronics

FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT by Barry Fox
To BT a Bouquet, Plug in to Moscow, Outrageous One

SHOP TALK by Dave Barrington
Product news and component buying

COUNTER INTELLIGENCE by Paul Young
A retailer comments

SQUARE ONE
Beginner's Page: Dry cell battery data

NEW PRODUCTS
Facts and photos of instruments, equipments and tools

CIRCUIT EXCHANGE
A forum for readers' ideas

RADIO WORLD by Pat Hawker G3VA
Home entertainment centres, satellite broadcasting, Australian UHF CB
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Our September issue will be published on Friday,
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Ell-PAK
r "IRRESISTABLE

RESISTOR BARGAINS"
Pak No. Qty' Description Price

SXIO 400 Mixed ''All Type" Resistors El

SX11 400 Pre formed 4 '6 watt Carbon
Resistors El

SX12 200 la watt Carbon Resistors El
5X:3 200 watt Carbon Resistors LI
SX14 150 is watt Resistors 22 ohm

2m2 Mixed El
SX15 100 I and 2 watt Resistors 22

ohm -2m2 Mixed El
Paks SO12 15 contain a range of Carbon Film Resistors
of assorted values from 22 ohms to 2.2 meg Save
pounds on these resistor paks and have a full range to
corer your projects

Quantities approximate. count by weight

A

r AUDIO PLUGS, SOCKETS-I
AND ACCESSORIES

0, pieces of Audio Plugs Sockets and Connectors
IC gt to include DIN 180°,240°. Inline 3-6 Pin.
Speakers. Phono. lack. Stereo and Mono. etc etc Valued
at well ores E3 normal Order No SX25 Our Price El 50
per oak Guaranteed to save you money

5320 3 Prs of 6 pin 240° DIN Plugs and Chassis

Sockets

SX27 I x Right Angle Stereo lack Plug 6 3mm plus
matching metal chassis mounting socket

SUS 4 Phono plugs and 2 dual phono connectors

SX29 I x 2 5mm Plug to 3 5mm Socket adaptor

5130 I x 3 5mm Plug to 2 5mm Socket adaptor

X3I I x 3 5mm Plug to Phono Socket adaptor

50p

30p

30p

200

209
20p

A

1 Amp SILICON RECTIFIERS-7
Glass Type similar 104000 SERIES 104001-1N4004

50 - 500v - uncoded - you select for VLTS.
ALL perfect devices - NO duds Min 50v
50 for £1.00 - worth double ORDER NO. SX76

Silicon General Purpose NPN Transitors TO -18 Casei

Lock lit leads - coded C07644 Similar to BC147
- BC107- /T89 ALL NEW, VCE 70v 10500mA

Hle 75-250 50 off 100 on 500 off 1000 off ;'
PRICE £2.00 £3.80 £17.50 £30.00 g

Silicon General Purpose PNP Transistors TO.5 Case

Lock fit leads coded CV9507 similar 2N2905A to

BFX30 VC 60 IC 600mA Min Hfe 50 ALL NEW,

50 off WO off 500 off 1000 off

PRICE £2.50 £4.00 £19.00 £35.00
Order as CV9507 .A

BI-PAK PCB ETCHANT
AND DRILL KIT
Complete PCB Kit comprises
1 Expo Mini Drill 10.000RPM 12v DC incl 3
collets & 1 x 1mm Twist bit
1 Sheet PCB Transfers. 210mm x 150mm.
1 Etch Resist Pen.

1 Yz lb pack FERRIC CHLORIDE crystals

3 sheets copper clad board
2 sheets Fibreglass copper clad board.
Full instructions for making your own PCB

boards.
Retail Value over £18.00
OUR Bt-PAK SPECIAL KIT PRICE £9.75
ORDER NO. SX81

Pak No

SX16

5017

"CAPABLE
CAPACITOR PAKS"

Qty" Description Price

250 Capacitors Mixed Types El
200 Ceramic Capacitors Miniature

Mixed El
5018 100 Mixed Ceramics Ipt 5 of El
5019 100 Mixed Ceramics 6806 Oi5mt El
SX20 100 Assorted Polyester/Polystyrene

Capacitors El
SX21 60 Mixed C280 type capacitors

metal foil

SX22 100 Electrolytics, all sorts

5X23 50 Quality Electrolyttcs
50-1000mf

SX24 20 Tantalum Beads. mixed
'Quantities approximate. count by weight.

El
El

El
El

'11

r5

X91

BARGAINS
20S a Large 2" RED LED Cl

SX42 20 small 125 Red LEDs El
143 I 0 Rectangular Green LED s 2 LI

SX44 30 Assorted dener Diodes
250mtv 2 watt mixed voltages
all coded New LI

5147 4 Black Instrument
Knobs -winged with pointer r."
Standard screw Fit six 291
20mm 50p

5349 20 Assorted Slider Knobs
Black/Chrome etc El

5188 12 Neon: end Figment Limps OW
voltage and maim - various types

1...._

and callers - some panel mounting El,

ilicon NPN`l: TypeTransir70
TO -92 Plastic centre collector
Like BC182L - 183L - 184L
VCBO 45 VCEO 30 IC200mA Hle t00-400

ALL perfect devices - uncoded ORDER AS SX183L

50 on 100 off 500 on 1000 Off

£1.50 £2.50 £10.00 £17.00

PNP SILICON TRANSISTORS:
Similar ZTX500 - ZTX2t4 - E -Line
VCEO 40 VCBO 35 Ic 300mA Hle 50-400

Brand New - Uncoded - Feted Devices

50 off 100 off 500 off 1000 off

f2.00 £3.50 £15.00 £25.00
Order as ZTXPNP -`1

BI-PAK SOLDER - ("44\1
DESOLDER KIT
Kit comprises ORDER NO SX80
1 High Duality 40 watt General Purpose
Lightweight Soldering Iron 240v mains incl
3/16" (4.7mm) bit.
1 Quality Desoldering pump High Suction with
automatic election. Knurled. anti -corrosive
casing and teflon nozzle.
1.5 metres of De -soldering braid on plastic

dispenser.
2 yds (1 83m) Resin Cored Solder on Card
1 Heat Shunt tool tweezer Type
Total Retail Value over £1 2.00
OUR SPECIAL KIT PRICE £8.95

BI-PAK's COMPLETELY NEW CATALOGUE
Completely re -designed Full of the type of components you require plus some

very interesting ones you will soon be using and of course the largest range of

semiconductors lot the Amateur and Professional you could hope to find

There are no wasted pages of useless information so often included in

Catalogues published nowadays lust solid lactste price description and

individual features of what we have available But remember. Bi Pak s policy

has always been to sell quality components at competitive prices and THAT

WE STILL DO.

BI-PAKS COMPLETELY NEW CATALOGUE is now available to you You will be

amazed how much you can save when you shop for Electronic Components with

a Bt -Pak Catalogue Have one by you all the time -it pays to buy 01-PAK.

Send your orders to Dept EE 8
BI PAK PO BOX 6 WARE HERTS.

SHOP AT 3 BALDOCK ST
WARE HERTS

To receive your copy send 75p plus 25p p&p

Use your credit card. Ring us on Ware 3182 NOW and

gel your order even taster Goods nor malty sent 2nd

Class Mail

Remember you must add ART at 15% to your order

Total Postage add 75p per Total adz);

OP"
ititostd.1)

,0%

\'N

ICS have
helped thousands

of ambitious people
to move up into higher paid

more secure jobs in the field of
electronics-now it can be your turn.

Whether you are a newcomer to the field
or already working in the industry. ICS can

provide you with the specialised training so
essential to success.

Personal Tuition and Guaranteed Success

The expert and personal guidance by fully qualified
tutors, backed by the ICS guarantee of tuition until
successful, is the key to our outstanding record in the
technical training field. You study at the time and
pace that suits you best and in your own home. In the
words of one of our many successful students: "Since
starting my course, my salary has trebled and I am
expecting a further increase when my course is
completed."

City and Guilds Certificates

Excellent job prospects await those who hold one
of these recognised certificates.
ICS can coach you for:

City Et Guilds/ICS Basic Electronics
Telecommunications Technicians
Radio Amateurs
Electrical Installation Work

Certificate Courses

Colour T.V. Servicing
CCTV Engineering
Electronic Engineering Er Maintenance
Computer Engineering Et Programming
Radio, T.V. and Audio, Engineering Et Servicing
Electrical Engineering, Installations Et Contracting

Other Career Courses

A wide range of other technical and professional
courses are available including GCE.

Post this coupon today or 'phone
for free ICS careers guide in
Electronics

Name

Address

Age

To ICS, Dept268X, Intertext House,
London SW8 4UJ or
telephone 01-622 9911 (all hours)
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WATFORD ELECTRONICS
35 CARDIFF ROAD, WATFORD, HERTS., ENGLAND

MAIL ORDER, CALLERS WELCOME. Tel. Watford 40588/9

ALL DEVICES BRAND NEW. FULL SPEC. AND FULLY GUARANTEED ORDERS
DISPATCHED BY RETURN OF POST. TERMS OF BUSINESS: CASH/CHEQUE/
P.O. OR BANKRS DRAFT WITH ORDER. GOVERNMENT AND EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS'

E
OFFICIAL ORDERS ACCEPTED. TRADE AND EXPORT INQUIRY

WELCOME. PAP ADD 50p TO ALL CASH ORDERS. OVERSEAS ORDIRS POST-
AGE AT COST. AIR/SURFACE. (ACCESS orders by telephone welcome).

VAT ellEpporriteozidoerres exclusive of
ApplicablertPloon.U,; Ko.d rd

15% to
te.
total cost

.01../tnilnecsieu:

Including
otherwisewise

We stock many more items. It pays to visit us. W are situated behind Watford Football
Ground. Nearest Underground/BR Station: Watford High Street. Open Monday to
Saturday CO am -8.00 pm. Ample Free Car Parking space available.

POLYESTER CAPACITORS: Axial lead type (Values are In nF)
400V: InF, 1n5, 2n2, 3n3, 4n7, 6n8 11p; 10n, 150, 18n, 22n 12p; 33n, 47n, 68n 15p; 100n, 150n
20p; 220n 30p; 330n 42p; 470n 52p; 680n 60p; I pF lip; 2o2 829 ; 4o7 859.
110V: 10nF, 12n, 100n 11p; I50n, 220n 17p; 330n, 470n 30p; 680n 33p; loF 42p; Ins 45p; sus
48p; 4µ7 Up. 1000V: 1nF 17p; lOnF 30p; 15nF 40p; 22n 369; 33n 42p; 47n, 100n 55p.

POLYESTER RADIAL LEAD CAPACITORS (250V)
lOnF, I5n, 22n, 27n fp; 33n, 47n, 68n, 100n 7p; 150n, 220n 10p; 330n,
470n 17p; 680n 19p; I0F 23p; 105 40p; 202 469.

Teach -in 81 all parts
available.

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS: (Values in pF) 500V : 10(iF 52p; 47 78p; 63V: 0.47, 1 0

1.5, 2.2, 3.3, 4 7 8p; 10109; 15, 2212p; 3315p; 4712p; 68 20p ; 100199; 220269; 1000 70p; 2200
99p; 50V : 68 20p; 10017p; 220 240; 40V : 6.8, 15p; 22 9p; 33 129; 330, 470 32p; 1000 dip; 2200
90p; 25V: 1 5, 4 7, 10, 22, 47 8p; 10011p; 15012p; 220 15p; 330 22p; 470 25p; 680, 1000 34p;
1500 42p; 2200 50p; 330076p; 470092p; 16V;2 5, 4089; 47 68, 1009p; 12512p; 22013p; 330

18P: 470 20p; 680 34p; 1000 27p; 1500 319; 2200 36p; 4700 799.
TAG END CAPACITORS: 64V: 2200 139p; 3300196p; 4701 245p. 50V: 2200110p; 3300
154p. 40V: 4700 160p. 25V: 2200 90p; 3300 98p; 4000, 4700 98p; 10,000 320p; 15,000 345p.

TANTALUM Bead Capacitors POTENTIOMETERS: (ROTARY)
35V: 0 10, 0.22, 0.33 15p; 0.47, Carbon Track. 0 25W Log & 0 -SW
0.08, 1.0, 1 5 16p; 2.2, 3 3 18p; Linear Value.
4.7, 6.8 22p; 10 289. i5V , 2.2, 500 0,1 K 62K (Lin. only) Single 30p
3 3 109; 4.7, 6 10 1ep; 15 38p; 014-2 MO single gang 30p
22 30p; 33, 47 40p; 100 75p. 51(-2 M CI single with OP swItch 719
10V115, 22 289 ; 33, 47 359 ; 100559. 5K-2 MCI double gang 889

MYLAR FILM CAPACITORS
150V lnF, 2n, 4n, 4n7, 10n 5P:
16n F, 22n, 30n, 40n, 47n 7p; 56n,
100n, 200n 9p. 470n/50V 12p.

MINIATURE TYPE TRIMMERS
4-8pF, 2-10pF 22p; 2-25pF, 5-85pF
30p; 10-88pF 35p.

COMPRESSION TRIMMERS
3-40pF, 10-800F 20p; 20-2500F 2119;
100-580pF 39p; 400-12509F 4311.

POLYSTYRENE CAPACITORS
10pF to 1nF Op; 1 5nF to 12nF 10p.

S ILVER MICA: 2pF, 3.3, 4 7,
a 13, 8 2, 10, 12, 15, 18, 22, 27, 33,
99, 47, 50, 56, 68, 75, 82, 85, 100,
120, 150, 180 i5p. 200, 220, 250,

1170, 300, 330, 360, 390, 470, 600,
800, 820 21p. 1000, 1200, 1800,
2000 30p. 3300, 4700 60p.

CERAMIC CAPACITORS: SOV
0 -OF to 10n, 4p; 22n to 100n 7p.

SLIDER POTENTIOMETER
0-28W log end linear values 60mm
OK (1-1500K 1-) single gang 709
10K 0-500K 0 duel gang 110p
Sell Stick Graduated Bezels 40p

POTENTIOMETERS
Vertical & Horizontal
0-1W 600-5tA1) Miniature 7p
0 -SEW 100 ()-3 3M CI Horiz lop
0-25W 2000-4-1M1) Vert lip
RESISTORS: Carbon Film, High
Stability. Low Noise, Miniature
Tolerance 5%.

Range Val. 1-00 100+
ft/1/ 2-4M7 E24 Sp 1p
-1W 202-4M7 E12 Op 1p
1W 202-10M EI2 Sp 4p
2% Metal Film 100-1M Op 4p
1% Metal Film 510-1M Op 111,

100+ price applies to Resistors of
each value not mixed.

TGS 812 or 813 gas and smoke
EURO BREADBOARD 11520. detector 575p. Socket for above 50p.

VOLTAGE REGULATORS
IA TO3 +ve -ve

11V 7805 145p 7905 220p
12V 7812 1459 7912 2209 Special
18V 7815 1459 7915 220p
18V 1818 1459 - Offer
IA T0220 Plastic Casing RAM
IV 7805 40p 7905 45p for

ISV 7812 40p 7912 45p BBC
111V 7815 40p 7015 45p MICRO
18V 7818 40p 7018 45p 4816 AP
24V 7824 40p 7924 45p 120ns SWITCHES Miniature Non -Locking
1119mA TO02 Plastic Casing £2 00 Push to Melte 15p Push to Break 20p

6V 78L05 30p 79L05 50p ROCKER: SPST on/oft 10A 250V 289

eV 78L62 30p - ROCKER: Illuminated DPST
IV 78L82 30p - Lights when on: 10A 240V 359

12V 78L12 30p 79L12 809 ROTARY: (ADJUSTABLE STOP) 1 pole/
15V 78L15 30p 79L15 OOP 2-12 way 2p/2 -6W, 3p/2 -4W, 4p/2 -3W. 45p
723 38 LM317T 125 78H05+5V/5A ROTARY: Mains 250V AC, 4 Amp 589
CA3085 OS LM323K SOO 550
LM300H 170 TA A550 SO

78HG 5A 4 5V
LM305H 140 to +25V 599 DIL SOCKETS (Low Profit.- Tens)
LM309K 135 TBA825B 75 79HG 5A, -2.25 0 Pin Op; 14 pin 10p; 16 pin 10p; 18 pie lip;
1.543178 350 TDAI412 150 to -24V 7859 20 pin Sip; 24 pIn 25p; 28 pin 28p; 40 pin 30p.

OPTO
ELECTRONICS
LEDs plus clips
TIL209 Red 3mm 11
TIL211 Grn 3mm 14
TIL212 Yellow 14
-2" Red 12
2"YellowGreen 14
Square LED 35
Triangle LED 18
OCP71 126
ORP12 78
ORP61 85
IN5777 15
7 Sag Displays
T1L321 C An 8" 115
TIL322 C Cth 8"111
DL704 C Cth 3" 19
DL707 C.A. -3" 50
DL747 C.A. 8" 155
FND357 or 500 1211

MAN3040 175
-3" Green C.A. 105
TIL32 Inf. Red 82
TIL78 detector S4
TIL81 55
TIL100 90
Bargraph Red.
Ten segment 225p
LCD DISPLAYS
39 Digit 525p

2)(81 16K RAM pack.
16K RAM Pack, Fully built & tested.
Plugs straight on to your ZX81.

Only £17.35

We stock a wide selection of Com-
puter ICs, Printers, Floppy Disc
Drives, BBC Micro upgrade Kits,
Micro peripherals, Books etc. at
very competitive prices.

DINCO COILS RDT2 1459
'DP' VALVE TYPE RFC 5 1409
Range 1 to 5 BI., RFC 7(1 gmH)160p
Rd., Yl. Wht.122p IFT 13; 14; 15;
6-7 B.Y.R. 1109 16;17 1209
1 8 Green 1509 IFT 18/16 135p
'T' 1 to 5 BI., VI., IFT 18/465 1529
Rd., Wht. 1509 TOC 1 125p
BOA Valve Holder MW5FR 1229

609 MW/LW 5FR 154p

VEROBOARDS -1" COPPER
clad plain clad boards

x If" 739 529 Fibreglass
x 839 - 6 x 6" 90p

31" 839 - 6 x 12" 150p

17" 4269 -
x 1" 959 79p S.R.B.P.
x 17" 326p 2119 9.5 x 8 95P

Pkt. o1100 pins 50p
ride 1Face Cutter 1189

Pln Insertion Tool Anhydr. 11/5P
152p Delo Pen 44

SLID! 250V:
IA DPDT 14p
IA DP c/off. 15p
9A, DPDT 13p

PUSH BUTTON
Latching or
Momentary.
SPST C/Over 99p
DPDT C/Over 14513

SWITCHES
TOGGLE 2A 250V
SPOT 339
OPDT
SUB -MIN

44p

TOGGLE
OP changeover lip
OW' on/off 149
DPDT 0 tags 759
DPDT c/off Sip
DPDT Biased 1419

DIODES ZENERS SCRs
AAI29 2 isg.420vonv.A ThyrIstors
8A100 1

BY126 1 Op each
BYI27 1 Range 8V8 to

33V. 1.3W
lip each

CR033 25
0A9
0A47 1

0A70 1

0A70 1

0A81
°AIN 1

0A90
0A91
0A95
04,200
OA202
N914
N916
N400112
N4003
N4004/5
N4008/7
N4148
544

JA/100V 1

3A/400V 1

3A/800V 1

3A/1000V 3
6A/400V50

We stock a
wide selection
of Electronic
Books and
Magazines

NOISE
Diode 195

B RIDGE
RECTIFIERS
1A1110V 13

1A/100V 20
1A/200V 25
1A/400V 28

1A/600V 34
tARIOV SO

2A/200V 40
2A/400V 45
2A/000V 85
1A/100V 83
0A1400V 95
10A/200V 215
10A/600V 298
25A/200V 215
25A/600V 315
B YI54 58
VMI8 ()IL SS

DIAC
ST2 25

1A/100V
5A/400V
IIA/600V
SA/300V
8A/400V
11A/800V
12A/100V
12A/400V
12A/800V
111A1700V
2N4444
2N8082
ON5064
117106
C1081)
TIC44
TIC46
TIC47

42
49
48
SO

75
91
78
95

188

130
32

150
2$
14
29
35

TRIACS
3A/100V 48
3A/400V 56
SA/100V IS
SA/400V 59
8A/800V 115
12A/100V 78
12A/400V 82
12A/300V 135
18A/100V 103
16A/400V 105
25A/400V 105
25A/800V 195
25A/1000V ICI
30A/400V 525
728000D 121

BC17213 11
BC177/8 16
BC179/81 20

BC182/3 10
BCI84 10
BCI82L 19
BC183L 10
BCI84L 10
BC186/7 26
BC212/3 10
BC212L 10
BC213L II

55 ! LS93
175 LS95
210 , LS96
210 LS107
50 LS109
90 LSI12
70 LS113
50 LS114
40 LS122
40 LS123
55 LS124
40 ! LS125
40 LS126
30 LS132
80 LS133
50 LS136
48 LS138
48 LS139
48 LS145

48
08

150
125
275

60
54

LS153
LS155
LS156
LS157
LS158
LS160
L5161

N LS162
10 LS163

LS164
LS165
LS166

10 LS170
115 LS173

LS174
LS175
LS181
LS183
LS190

:5
8:

Transistors BC214 10

AC125/6 35 BC214L 10
AC127/8 35 BC238 II

8C237/8 14
BC307B 15
BC308B 15
BC327/8 15
BC441 34
BC461 34
BC47711 40
BC5I6/7 40
BC547/8 12
8C549C 14
BC557/8 15
BC550 15
BCY70/71 10
BCY72 20

130144/5 198
80205 119
BD214 Ill
80245 198
BD378 70
BD434 55
BD5I7 75
80805A 99
80696A 99
BIlY56 18$
8E115 35

TTL 74
7400
7401
7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7409
7410
7411
7412
7413
7414
7416
7417
7420
7421
7422
7423
7425
7426
7427
7428
7430
7432
7433
7437
7438
7440
7441
7442
7443
7444
7445
7446
7447
7448
7450
7451
7453
7454
7460
7470
7472
7473
7474
7475
7476
7480
7481
7482
7483
7484
7485
7486
7489
7490
7491
7492
7493
7494
7495
7496
7497

74100
74104
74105
74107
74109
74110
74111
74112
74116
74118
74119
74120
74121
74122
74123
74125
74126
74128
74132
74136

1 1

11

12
13
15
20
20
14
14
14
16
13
18
20
20
20
15
20
20
20
24
23
22
25
14
22
22
25
25
15
58
32
90
90
55
SO

35
40
16
15
16
18
16
30

;:
20
32
30
40

120
85
311

70
80
20

205
20
35
25

1:

1:
90

80
50

20
25

35
55

170
50
80
30
60
25
40
40
35
35
35
23
28

74141
74142
74143
74144
74145
74147
74148
74150
74151
74153
74154
74155
74156
74157
74159
74160
74161
74162
74163
74164
74165
74166
74167
74170
74172
74173
74174
74175
74176
74177
74178
74179
74180
74181
74182
74184
74185
74188
74190
74191
74192

60
90
95

250
48
46
46

74L8
LSOO
LS01
LSO2
LSO3
LSO4
LSO5
LSO8
LSO9
LSIO
LS11
LS12
LSI3
Lsta
LS15
LS20
LS21
LS22
LS26
LS27
LS28
LS30
LS32
LS33
LS37
LS38
LS40
LS42
LS47
LS48
LS49
LS51
LS54
LS55
LS63
LS73
LS74
LS75
LS76
LS78
LS83
LS85
LS86
LS90
LS91
LS92

11
11
11
12
12
13
12
12
13
13
12
20
30
13
13
12
13
12
12
14
12
13
14
14
15
13
28
35

100
50
14
14
14

120
18
18
20
IS
10
36
N
16
24
60
32

LS191
LS192
LS193
LS194
LS195
LS196
LS197
LS200
LS221
LS240
LS241
LS242
LS243
LS244
LS245
LS251
LS253
LS257
LS258
LS259
LS261
LS266
LS273
LS275
LS279
LS280
LS283
LS290
LS293
LS295
LS298
LS299
LS323
LS365
LS366
LS367
LS373
LS374
LS375
LS377
LS378
LS379
LS390
LS393
LS668
LS669
LS670
LS673

23 CMOS
40 4000 10
95 4001 10
40
23
22
16
22
36
le 4011
90 4012
24
25
40
30
24
28
28
70
40
40
30
36
26
30
35
35

3:
40
60
52
70
55
50

40

1::
35
36
36
37
33
33
38
48

275
55
55
55
55
55
60
70
32
32
35
35
55

138
18
60

225
30

130
40
45
40
86
85

190
160
28
30
28
60
65
70
70
60
65
46
42

125
120
150
550

4002 12
4006 50
4007 14
4008 32
4009 24
4010 24

10
16

4013 20
4014 46
4015 40
4016 20
4017 32
4018 45
4019 25
4020 42
4021 40
4022 40
4023 13
4024 32
4025 13
4026 80
4027 20
4028
4029
4030
4031
4032
4033
4034
4035
4036
4037
4038
4039
4040
4041
4042
4043
4044
4046
4047
4048
4049
4050
4051
4052
4053
4054
4055
4056
4060
4063
4066
4068
4069
4070
4071
4072
4073
4075
4076
4077
4078
4081
4082
4085
4086

4093
4094
4095
4096
4097
4098
4099
4411
4412
4501
4502
4503
4507
4508
4510
4511

4512 42
4514 115
4515 115
4516 65
4518 40
4519 30
4520 70

IIIIMMONIMMIOW11

LINEAR IC's
702 75
709C 8 pin 35
710° 48
733 75
741 8 pin 14
747C 14 pin 55
748C 8 pin
753 8 pin
810
2114L-3006
21I4L-200
2708
2716-5V
4116-1606
4116-200N
6116-150n
AY -1-1320

45 AY -1-5051
15 AY -3-8910

125 AY -5-1230 450
80 CA3011 130

125 CA3012 175
140 CA3014 273
45 CA3018 80

275 CA3019
2101110 CA3020

110 CA3023 2;(51

290 CA3028A
40 CA3035 255
40 !CA3036 270
40 CA3043 275
40 CA3045 395

45 CA3048 2720
40 CA30461
40 CA3059 285
40 CA3075 215
25 CA3080E 70
25 CA3081 1N
45 CA30819E 200
60 CA30110A0 375
50 CA3123 150
85 CA3130 99
85 1CA3140 40
85 CA3160 90
45 ICL7106 704)
85 ICL7107
24 IC L8038CC
14 ICM7205
13 LC7137 395
13 ICM7215 1050
13 ICM7216A 1154
13 ICM7217A 790
13 ICM7224 783
13 ; ICM7555
45 1LA3350
13 LA4032
15 ILA403P
13 LC7120
13 LC7130
SO LF351
52 LF353

.LF355
20 LF356
70 LM1O
75 LM301A
70 LM308T

190 LM311H
75 LM318
75 LM324

690 LM339
790 LM348

28 LM349
60 LM358
35 LM379
35 LM380

130 LM3816
46 LM382
45 LM384

LM386
LM387
LM389
LM1458
LM2917
LM3000
LM39396

-113:11
LM39I5
LM3916
LM13600

MC3302
MC3340
MC3401
MC3403

MMC34601FC 0
M K50398

434 MM5303
NE529
N E543
NE544
NE555
NE556
NE560
NE581
NE582
NE584
NE565
NE566
NE667
NE570
NE571
RC4136D
358613
SAB3209
SAB3210
SN76477

5SPN8786218

TA7120
TA7130
TA7204
TA7205A

1300TTBAA7252520Q

970 TA7310
300 TBA120

TBA600
TBA810
TBA820
TDA1004
TDA1008
TDA1022

250 TDA1024
295 TDA2020
340 TDA2030
3411.71_1-006461CP 40

98
TL071CP 24
TL074CN 108

24
75
90

uUAAAA1107003

935
170

151 UPC575 350
30 UPC1025H 375
47 XR2206 IN
04 ZOOACPU4M 325

A11121

138

100 ZN425E 345

118 ZN428E 300

140 ZN1034 200

11;\
120
95
35

195
50
85

125
180
200
220
110

MC1303
MCI304P
MC1310P
MCl/88

31 MC1489
105 MC1494
155 MC1495

80 MC1496L

2250
8 MC1598

225
74
70

420
225

00
200
150

55
55

894
3311

70
215

90
125

55
75

130
70

535
935
225
225
210

16
45

323
395
410
420
120
155
140
410
400

55
221
420
315
450
480
190
ISO
150
200

90
150
150

75
334

00
95
80

290
315
499
425
325
295

AC141/2 30
AC176 28
ACY17/I8 70
ACY19/20 75
ACY21/22 75
AD181/2 42
AF1I8 90
AF139 40
AFI78 75
AF230 65
BC107 10
BC107B 12
BC108 10
BC108B 12
BC108C 12
BC109 19 8013112 48

BD133
Si

BC109B 12
BD135 45BC109C 12

BC117/8 20 BD136/7 40

BC124 115 BDI38/9 40

BC140 30
5C142/3 30
BC141
BC14O
BC148C 10
BC149
BC153/4 27
BC157/8 10
BC159 11
BC160 45
BCI67/8 10
BC169C 111

BC170 15 aF167 20BFI80 38

BF196/7 12
BF198/9 18
BF200 30
5E224 24
BF244/5 28
BF244B 30
8E256 3S

BF257/8 32
8E259 35
13E274 42
BF336 411

13E451 35
BF594 30
8E790 00
BFR30/40 23
BFR41 23
BFR79 23
BFR80/81 24
BFR98 105
BFX29 25
BFX84 28
BFX85/86 20
BFX87/8 25
BFY50 23

BFY51 /52 23
BFY56 32

BFY84
BFY81
BRY39
BSX20
BSY95A
BUI05
BU205
BU208

35
120

40
20
25

170
IN
250

MJ491 175
MJ2955 70
MJE340 54
MJE370/71 100
M J E2955
MJE3055 70
MPFI02 40
MPF103/104 30
MPF105 30
MPF106
MPSA05
MPSA06
MPSAI2
MPSA55
MPSA56
MPSA70
MPSUO6
0C23/26
0C28
0C35/36
0C41 /42
0C44
0C45
0070/71
0072/74

40
25
25
32
30

25
55

170
130
75
75
75
40
40
50

0075/76
0081/82
0033/84
0C170/1
0C200
TIP29
TIP29A
TIP29C
TIP30A
TIP30C
TIP31 A
TIP31C
TIP32A
TIP32C
TIP33A
TIP33C
TIP34A
TIP34C
TIP35A
TIP35C
TIP36A
TIP36C
TIP41 A
TIP4IS
TI P42.4
TIP4213
T1P120
TIPI21
TIP142/7
TIP2955
TIP3055
TIS43
TIS44/45
TI588A
TIS90
TIS91
VK1010
VN1OKM
VN46AF
VN66AF
VN88AF
VN89AF
ZTX107/8
ZTX100
ZTX300
ZTX301/2
ZTX303
ZTX304

50
50
40
50
50
34
32
38
36

37
38
37
38

42
05
70

74
88

110
128
130
140

50
52
55
58
75
73

105 2N3053
110 2N3054
SO 2N3055
32 2N3442
45 2N34163
50 2N3702/3
30 2N3704/5
32 2N3706/7
80 2N308/9
53 263710/1
75 2N3771
96 2N3772

105 2N3773
99 2N3819
11 2N3820
11 2N3822/3
13 2N3866
14 2N3903/4
25 2N3905
17 2N3000

ZTX314 25
ZTX326 39
ZTX34I 35
ZTX500 14
ZTX501/502 15
ZTX503
ZTX504 21
ZTX531 25
ZTX550
2N697
2N698
2N500
2N700A
2N700
211918
2N1131/2
2N1303
2N1304/5
2N167113
2N2219A
2N2220A
2N2221 A
262222A
262389A

2N4037 48
2N4058 18
264061/2 10
2N4427 89

263859 78
2N4871 SI
265172 10
265170 45

.211 2N5101 79
266805 24
265457/8 30

35
111

19
33
24

2N0485 IS
265642 756
265777 41

2N6027 12

65
2SA715 55
2SC495/6 70

210 9.8C1096 85
78 2SC1172 125

28 25C1173 128

n 2SCI308 100

25
17

2621346 4$
2N2004/5 28
2N2905A 20
2N2005/7 21
2N2925G 10

25
ss

140
15
10
10
10
10
10

170
195
215

22
38
45
N
38
15
15

2SC1307 155
2SC1449 85
2SC1678 140
2SC1923 IS
2SC1945 225
2SC1953 90

2SC1957 99
2SC1089 140
2SC2028 05
2SC2029 210
25C2078 170
2SC2001 85
2SC2314 85
2SC2166 155
2SC1679 1111

250234 75
3N128 112
3N140 112
40316 85
40361/2 711

40408 95
40411 280
40467 55

40594/5 90

40803 so
40673 35
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ENFIELD ELECTRONICS
WHEN ORDERING, PLEASE ALLOW 12 DAYS FOR DELIVERY.

111.0

This 31 inch super horn (Flush
Flange) piezo ceramic tweeter
converts electrical energy into
acoustic energy at an efficiency
in excess of 50%, a level not
possible with any other type of
loudspeaker. Economy is added
to high efficiency by the elimina-
tion of crossover networks,
because the unit rejects low
frequency power. It has a high
impedance of over 1,000 ohms at

I kHz and 20 ohms at 40 kHz and
it presents no added load to the
amplifier.
A Super Special Offer of E4.65

Order No L052

NOISE FILTER SYSTEM
A sophisticated combination of filters
designed to eliminate interfering noises
from all vehicular sources including
ignition spark, alternator/generator,

"". other accessories, metal to metal contact
etc.
Contents:- Generator noise filter, alter-
nator noise filter, Dual line noise filter
and ignition noise filter.

Price E850
Order No. NFS-1000

A superb stereo headphone
Specifications:
I) sensitivity I IODB at 1,000Hz with I mw
2) Frequency response: 20-19,000Hz
3) UNIT impedance 8 ohms
4) matching impedance 4-16 ohms
5) Maximum input 0.5 watts per channel
6) Individual slide volume control (stereo/
mono switch)
7) 10 foot coiled cord with stereo phone plug
8) Leathery -soft ear pads and head cushion
price E595.
Order No. LE-76VS

Universal NI -CAD, battery charger. All
plastic case with lift up lid. Charge/Test
switch. LED indicators at each of the five
charging points.

4 Charges:- PP3 (9V), U12 (I .5V penlite).
Ull (1.5V "C"), U2 (I .5V "D"), Power: -
220 -240V AC, Dims:- 210 x 100 x 50mm.
Super Special Offer at only 17.50.

Order No. MW 398

Altai Multitester & Transistor Tester
DC volts 0 -1v -5v -2 -5v -10v -50v -250v -1000v *3%
AC volts 0 -10v -50v -250v -1000v f 3%
DC current 0-50uA-2.5mA-25mA-0-25A *3%
Resistance:
Minimum 0.2-2-200-200k ohms
Midscale 20 -200 -20k -200k ohms
Maximum 2k -20k -2m -20m ohms
As a transistor tester
Leakage current 0-150uA at XI k range

0-15mA at X10 range *5%
0-150mA at XI range

Price E1495
Order No YN 360TR

-1?-*3%,

IDEX
stereo headphone

Sensitivity 98dB at
'kHz with I mw.
Frequency response
20-25,000 Hz. Im-
pedance 35 ohms.
Maximum input 0.4
watts. 7ft cord with
3-5 stereo phone
plug.

Price E7.50
Order No. MHD-3

AS YOU HAVE SEEN FROM OUR PREVIOUS ADVERTISEMENTS, WE STOCK A VAST RANGE OF PRODUCTS-GIVE US A RING
OUR NEEDS-WE STOCK EVERYTHING FOR THE ELECTRONICS ENTHUSIAST AT VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES.

FOR,

At, es,Aft 208 Baker Street, Enfield, Middlesex.
01-366 1873.

BARCLAYCARD

Constructor Series Speakers

IT'S
SO

EASY
Have fun, save
money, building
a Kef design
with a
Wilmslow Audio
CS Total kit.
No electronic or
woodworking
knowledge
necessary and
the end result is

a proven top-
quality design
that you'll be proud of.
Each kit contains all cabinet components, accurately machined for easy
assembly, speaker drive units, crossovers, wadding, grille fabric,
terminals, nuts, bolts, etc.
The cabinets can be painted or stained or finished with iron -on veneer or
self adhesive woodgrain vynil.
Easy foolproof assembly instructions supplied. Set of constructor leaflets
sent free on receipt of large S.A.E.

Prices: CS1 (81108/T27A) £1 10 pr. inc. VAT, plus carriins. £ 5
CS1A(B110A/T27A) £103 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. E 5
CS3 (B200G/T33A) £129 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £10
CS5 (B200G/BD139B/T33A) £192 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £15
CS7 (B139B/B110B/T33A) £250 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £15

1'24
iCk-4

The firm for SpeakersL

WILMSLOW
MUD 0625 529599

35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 lAS
1982 Catalogue - 1'1.50 post free

Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders!

marshallys
OF LONDON

SPECIALIST ELECTRONIC COMPONENT DISTRIBUTORS
Tel : 723-4242

MARSHALL'S
HAVE NOW FULL
DISTRIBUTOR-
SHIP FOR
CRIMSON
ELEKTRIK POWER
AMPLIFIER
MODULES.

SPECIAL
OFFER

STEINAL
MULTICHECK

£7.50
+ VAT

Normal price £10 26

BAHCO TOOLS
SIDE CUTTERS

2132 £7.10
2112 £9.40

END CUTTERS
2211 £1043

PLIERS
2411 £6.75

LARGE RANGE OF 2415 £6.78
ACCESSORIES

Plugs
Sockets
Audio Connectors
Veroboards
IC Sockets

BUY WITH
ACCESS

BARCLAYCARD
A/EXPRESS

DINERS

ICE MULTIMETERS
Microtest 80 £1660
Supertest 680 R £32.00
Supertest 680E £2450

Soldering equipment
Screwdrivers

(BAHCO)
Sifam Knobs

Just phone we do the
rest

EXPERIMENTER
BREADBOARD'S

EXP 325 EXP 600
EXP 350 EXP 650etc.

LARGE RANGE OF MAIL EXP 300 EXP 4B

ICs
Transistors
Capacitors
Diodes
Triacs

ORDER
FASTER
SERVICE
PHONE

LOGIC PROBES
LP1 £31  00
LP2 £1800

Thyristors
Opto

723-4242 EXPERIMENTER
KITSResistors

Potentiometers
Fuses

40 WAY RIBBON
CABLE £2.20 metre

PB6 £9.20
PB100 £11.80

Bridges
Please send S.A.E. for
list.

Header plugs 14 way,
16 way, 40 way

PLEASE REMEMBER
To ADD 15% VAT

325 EGWARE ROAD LONDON W2 1BN
BARCLAYCARD * ACCESS * DINERS * A/EXPRESS
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Rapid
TElectronics

Tel: 0206 36412
Hill Farm Industrial Estate
Boxted
Colchester Essex C04 5RD

Al\

HARDWARE
PP3 battery clips
Red or Black crocodile clips
Black pointer control knob
Pr Ultrasonic transducers
*6V Electronic buzzer
*12V Electronic buzzer
*PB2720 Piezo transducer
*64mm U ohm speaker
*64mm 8 ohm speaker
20mm panel tuseholder

Sp
Op

15p
3509

OOP
65p
75p
70p
70p
25p

NEW CATALOGUE
Our new catalogue details over 2000 stock lines
all at very competitive prices backed by Rapids
return of post service. Send 45p for your copy
(free with orders over £.10).
SOLDERING IRONS
Antes CS 17W Soldering Iron 456p
2.3 and 4.7 mm bits to suit 65p
CS 17W Element 210p
Antes XS 25W Soldering Iron 480p
3.3 and 4.7mm bits to suit 65p
Solder pump Desoldering tool 480p
Spare nozzle for above 70p
10 metres 22 swg solder 100p
Soldering iron stand for above 190p

PANEL METERS CABLES
Size 60 x 46 x 35mm 20 metre pack single core
0-50 pA connecting cable ten differ -
0 -1000A 0-500mA ant colours 65p
0-500pA 0-1A Speaker cable 109/m
0-1mA 0-50V AC Standard screened 169/01

0-10mA VU Twin screened 24p/m
2.5A 3 core mains 23p/m

0-50mA 0-300V AC 10 way rainbow ribbon 65p/m
0-100mA 0-25V 20 way rainbow ribbon
405p each 0-30V DC 120p/m

POTENTIOMETERS
Rotary. Carbon rack Log or Lin 1K -2M2. Single
32p. Stereo 15p. Single switched 80p. Slide
60rnm travel single Log or Lin 5K -500K. 63p each.
Preset. Submin. hor. 100 ohms -1M. 7p each.
Cermetprecision multi turn, 0.75W tin 100 ohms
to 100K. 88p each.

FREE TRANSISTORS
* Yes thats right! Its transistor month at Rapid! *,
* On all orders over £15 received we give you 10 W
* BC184L general purpose transistors (value 709 *
* absolutely free of charge. Offer expires 31st August *
* 1982. Please mention this magazine.

* ********************* *
SWITCHES
Submin toggle
SPST 55p. SPDT 60p. *DPDT 50p.
Miniature toggle
SPDT 80p. SPDT centre off 909.
DPDT 90p. DPDT centre off 100p.
Standard toggle SPST 35p. DPDT 48p
*Miniature ()PDT slide 12p.
*Push to make 12p. Push to break 22p
Rotary type adjustable stop
1P12W 2P6W 3P4W 4P3W all 55p ea.
DIL switches
4 SPSTIRIp. 6 SPST 80p. 8 SPST 100p

VERO
* Verobloc 350p *
Size 0-1 matrix
2.5 x 1 22p
2.5 x 3.75 75p
2.5 x 5 85p
3.75x 5 95p
VQ board 160p
Veropins per 100
Single sided 50p
Double sided 60p
Spot face cutter 105p
Pin Insert. Too! 162p

SOCKETS
Low Wire -

profile wrap
*8 pin 7p 25p
*14pin 9p 35p
*16 pin 10p 42p
18 pin 15p 52p
20 pin 18p 60p
22 pin 20p 70p
24 pin 22p 70p
28 pin 26p 809
40 pin 32p 98p
Soldercon pins

CAPACITORS
Polyester. Radial leads. 250V, C280 type.
0.01, 0015, 0.022, 0-033, 6p; 0.047, 0068,
0.1, 7p; 0.15, 0.22, 9p; 0.33, 0 47, 13p; 0.68
209; -14423p.
Electrolytic. Radial or axial leads.
0.47/63V, 1/63V, 2.2/63V, 4 7/63V, 10/25V,
7p; 22/25V, 47/25V, 8p; 100/25V 9p; 220/25V,
149; 470/25V, 22p; 1000/25V. 30p; 2200/25V,
50p.
Tag end Power Supply Electrolytics.
2200/40V 110p; 4700/40V 160p; 2200/63V 140p;
4700/63V 230p.
Polyester. Miniature Siemens PCB.
ln. 2n2, 3n3, 4n7, 6n8, 10n, 15n, 7p; 22n, 33n,
47n, 68n, 0p; 100n, 9p; 150n, 11p; 220n, 13p;
330n. 20p; 470n, 26p; 680n, 29p; 1p, 33p; 2p2,
50p.
Tantalum bead.
0.1, 0'22, 0.33, 0-47,1 '0@ 35V, 12p; 2.2, 4.7,
10 @ 25V, 20p; 15/16V, 30p; 22/16V, 27p;
33/16V, 45p; 47/6V, 27p; 47/16V, 70p; 68/6V,
40p; 100/10V, 909
Ceramic disc. 22p -0.01p 50V, 3p each.
Mullard miniature ceramic plate.
1.8pF to 100pF 6p each.
Polystyrene. 5% tolerance.
100-1000p Op. 1500-4700p Op. 6800-0-0129 10p.
Trimmers. Mullard 808 Series.
2-10pF 22p. 2-22pF 30p. 5 -5-65pF 35p.

BRIDGE RECTIFIERS
1A 50V 22 6A 100V /10
lA 400V35 6A 400V 95
2A 200V40, VM18 DIL
2A 400V45 0-9A200V SO

RESISTORS
1W 5% Carbon film E12
series 4-751-10M 1p each.
ilAr 5% Carbon film E12
series 4.753 to 4M7, 2p each.
11.iV 1% Metal film. E24 series
1053-1M, Op each.

Simply phone
0206 36412

with your order
ORDERING INFO
All prices exclude VAT. Please add to total order.
Please add 50p carriage to all orders under £10 in
value. Send cheque/PO or Access/Visa number with
your order. Please note new address. Callers most
welcome-we are just 10 minutes from the centre
of Colchester. Telephone orders welcome with
Access and Visa. Official orders welcome from
colleges and schools etc. Export orders no VAT but
please add carriage. All components brand new +
full spec.
REGULATORS DIODES
78L05 30 79L05 65 BY127 12 *184004 3

78L12 30 79L12 65 0A47 10 1N4002 5

78L15 30 79L15 95 0A90 II 184006 7
7805 40 7905 45 0A91 7 184007 7

7812 40 7912 45 0A200 0 1N5401 15

7815 40 7915 45 0A202 1 1N5404 16
1N914 4 1N5406 17
*184148 2 400mW zen

6

BZX61 Se les zeners
1-3W 4V7 -39V 15p each.

LM309K 130
LM317K 350
LM317T 120
LM323K 350

LM723
LM338K 475
78H05
5A 5V 550

TRANSFORMERS
Please add carriage charges to our normal
post charges.
Miniature mains.
606V, 909V, 12012V all @ 100mA 100p each.
PCB mounting. Miniature.
3VA 0-6, 0-6 @ 0.25A; 0-9, 0-9 @ 0'15A; 0-12,
0-12 @ 0.12A, 200p each.
6VA 0-6, 0-6 @ 0 5A; 0-9, 0-9 @ 0.3A; 0-12,
0-12@ 0.25A. 270p each.
High quality. Split bobbin construction.
6VA 0-6, 0-6 @ 0 5A, 0-9, 0-9 @ 0;4A, 0-12,

0-12V @ 0.3A, 220p each.
12VA 0-6, 0-6 @ 1A, 0-9, 0-9 @ 0.8A, 0-12,

0-12 @ 0.5A, 0-15, 0-15 @ 0.4A 295p each
(plus 40p carriage)

25VA 0-6, 0-6 @ 1.5A, 0-9, 0-9 @ 1.2A, 0-12,
0-12 @ 1A, 0-15, 0-15 @ 0' OA, 330p each
(plus 60p carriage)

50VA 0-12, 0-12 @ 2A, 0-15, 0-15 @ 1 5A, 440p
each (plus 75p carriage)

CONNECTORS
DIN Plug Skt ; Jack Plug Skt
2 pin 9p 9p 2.5mm 10p 10p
3 pin 12p 10p 35mm 9P 9P
5 pin 13p 11p Standard 16p 20p
Phono 10p 129 Stereo 24p 25p
1mm 12p 13p ' 4mm 16p 17p
UHF (CB) Connectors
PL259 Plug 409 Reducer 14p
50239 square chassis skt 38p
SO 2395 round chassis socket 40p
IEC 3 pin 250V/6A
Plug chassis mounting
Socket free hanging
Socket with 2m lead

COMPONENT KITS
An ideal opportunity for he beginner or the experi-
enced constructor to obtain a wide range of compo-
nents at greatly reduced prices.
IW 5% Resistor kit. Con sins 10 of each value from
4.751 to 1M (650 resistors) 490p.
Ceramic Capacitor Kit. Contains 5 of each value from
22p to 0.01p (135 caps.) 370p.
Polyester Capacitor Kit. Contains 5 of each value from
0-01 to 1pF (65 caps.) 575p each.
Preset Kit. Contains 5 of each value from 100 ohms to
1M (total 65 presets) 425p each.

Nut and Bolt Kit. Total 300 items
180p.
25 6BA 1" bolts 25 4BA )" bolts
25 6BA 4" bolts 25 6BA 1" bolts
50 6BA nuts 50 6BA nuts
50 6BA washers 50 6BA washers

VERO WIRING
PEN

Pen + spool 310p
Spare spool 75p
Combs Op

31p
60p

120p

OPTO
*3mm red 8 *5mm red
*3mm green 12 1 *5mm green
*3mm yellow 12 I *5mm yellow
Clips to suit 3p each.
Rectangular TIL32
*red 12 TIL78
green 17 TIL111
yellow 17 ORP12
TIL3O 40 TIL100
2N5777 45 Dual color
Seven segment displays
Corn athode Com anode
DL704 0.3" 95 DL707 0.3"
*FND500 0.5" 00 END507 0.5"
TIL313 0.3" 105 TIL312 0.3"
TIL322 0.5" 115 TIL321 0.5"
LCD: 3; digit 580p. 4 digit 620p.

11
12

40
40
60
85
90
60

95
90

105
115

*CA3240E110 LM358 50 LM3915 220 NE570 400 iTL071 30
ICL7106 790 LM377 150 LM13600 120 NE571 4001TL072 50
ICL7611 95 *LM380 65 MC1310 150
ICL7621 180 LM381 120 MC1496 68
ICL7622 180 LM382 120 MC3340 135
ICL8038 320 LM384 130 ML922 400 SL490 250
ICL8211A 200 LM386 65 ML924 195 SN75018 150
CM7224 785 LM387 120 ML925 210 SN76477 250
CM7555 80 LM393 100 ML926 140 SP8629 250
LF351 45 LM709 25 ML927 140 TBA120S 70
LF353 85 LM711 60 ML928 140 TBA800 80

LM1O 360 LM733 75 MM5387A 465 TBA820 80

*XR2206 300
LF356 90 LM725 350 ML929 140 TBA810 96

ZN414 100

LM301A 25 M741 14 NE529 225 TBA950 290 ZN123 135

M1458 40 NE544 205 *TDA1022
ZN424 135LM747 75 NE531 ISO TDA1008 320
ZN425E 350L525
ZN425E 330LM2917 200 *NE555 16

M3900 50 44NE556 45 TDA1024 125 ZN427E 650
*LM3909 70 NE565 120 71_061 40 ZN428E 480
LM3911 120 NE566 150 TL062 60 ZN459 285

CA3189 290 LM348 65 LM3914 200 NE567 100 TL064 96 ZN1034E 200
*4017 38 4036 275 4055 05 4082 16 4502 60 4529 150
4018 45 4039 290 4059 480 14085 65 4503 40 4532 80

4000 10 4019 25 4040 50 4060 65 ,4086 60 4507 30 4534 485
*4001 10 4020 50 404 60 4063 85 .4089 125 4508 150 4538 110
4002 12 4021 50 4042 45 *4066 30 *4093 30 4510 50 4543 100
4006 SO 4022 50 4043 50 4067 295 4094 120 *4511 50 4549 360
4007 15 4023 14, 4044 50 4068 10 4095 75 4512 50 4553 275
4008 48 4024 33 *4046 60 4069 16 4097 290 4514 120 4555 35
4009 24 4025 16 4047 60 4070 15 4098 75 4515 120 4556 35
4010 24 *4026 80 4048 40 4071 15 4099 90 4516 65 4559 390
*4011 11 4027 24 *4049 25 4072 15 40106 50 *4518 40 4560 175
4012 15 4028 50 *4050 25 4073 15 40109 110 4520 70 4584 45
*4013 25 4029 60 4051 45 4075 15 40163 100 4521 130 4585 60
4014 50 4030 30 4052 60 4076 50 40173 100 4526 70 4724 140
4015 50 4031 125 4053 50 4077 18140175 100 4527 80
4016 20 4034 140 4054 95 4081 14140193 95 4528 70

LS21 12 LS76 16 LS125 26 LS161 37 LS221 54
LS22 12 LS78 111 LS126 25I LS162 37 LS240 89

11 LS26 14 LS83 40 LS132 421LS163 37 L5241 99
11 LS27 12 LS85 52 LS136 2111LS164 43 LS242 75
11 LS30 12 LS86 19 *LS138 32, LS165 75 LS243 75
12 LS32 13 *LS90 28 *LS139 321 LS166 75 *LS244 60
12 LS37 15 LS92 32 LS170 85 *LS245 70
13 LS38 15 *LS93 2$ LS147 150 LS173 65 LS247 50
12 LS40 13 LS95 40 L5148 85 LS174 45 LS251 35
12 *LS42 32 LS96 95 LS151 38 LS175 45 LS257 35
12 *LS47 311 LS107 40 LS153 40 LS190 45 LS258 35
12 LS48 45 LS109 21 LS154 90 LS191 45 LS259 75
12 LS51 14 LS112 21 L5155 35 LS192 45 LS266 22
22 LS55 14 LS113 23 LS156 36 LS193 45 LS273 88
38 LS73 18 LS114 22 *LS157 30 LS195 36 LS279 35
12 *LS74 18 L$122 3S LS158 30 LS196 50 LS283 40
12 LS75 22 LS123 36 LS160 37 LS197 60 LS353 88

7442 32`7480 48 74107 25 74155 40 74177 45
7444 90 7482 65 74109 25 74156 40 74179 80

*7400 7446 65 7483 40 *74121 25 74157 30 74180 40
7447 40 7485 60 74122 40 74160 60 74181 1157401

7402 7448 45 7486 20 74123 40 74161 50 74182 60

7774447545

7450 16 7489 180 74125 35 74162 50 74190 50
7451 16 *7490 21 74126 36
7453 16 7491 45 74132 30 74164 50 74192 50

74163 50 74191 50

7406 7454 16 7492 25 74141 60 74165 50 74193 45
7460 18 *7493 25 74145 50 74167 150 74194 50

74087457 7472 26 7494 38 74147 90 74170 125 74195 50
7409 7473 26 7495 35 74148 70 74173 60 74196 50
7410 *7474 20 7496 40 74150 55 74174 80 74197 50
7411 7475 26 7497 95 74153 40 74175 55 74198 90

476 30 74100 ISO 74154 55 74176 40 74199 90

TRANSISTORS
AC125 35
AC126 25
AC127 25
*AC128 20
AC178 25
AC187 22
AC188 22
AD142 120
AD149 90
AD161 40
AD162 40
AF124 60
AF126 50
AF139 40
AF186 70
AF239 75
BC107 19
BC107B 12
*BC108 9
BC10813 12
BC108C 12
*BC109 9
BC109C 12
BC114 22
BC115 22
BC117 22
BC119 35
BC137 40
BC139 40
BC140
BC141
BC142
BC143
BC147
BC148
BC149

BC157 10
BC158 18
BC159
BC160 45
BC168C 10
BC169C 10
BC170
BC171 10
BC172
BC177 It
BC178 11
BC179 111

BC182 10
*8C182L $
BC183 10
BC183L 10
BC184 10
*BC184L 7
BC212 10
BC212L 10
BC213 10
BC213L 10
BC214 10
*BC214L 8
BC237 11

BC238 14
BC308 15
BC327 14

30 BC337 14
30 BC338 14
25 BC477 30
25 BC478 30
 BC479 30
$ BC517 40
 BC547 7

LINEAR
*555 CMOS

80
556 CMOs 150
709 25
*741 14
748 35
9400CJ 350
AY -3-1270 840
AY -3-8910 600
AY -3-8912 625
CA3046 60
CA3080 65
CA3089 215 LM311 70
CA3090AQ LM318 120

375 LM324 40
CA3130E 90 LM334Z 100
*CA3140E 45 LM335Z 125
CA3161E 100 LM339 50

BC548 10 BER40 231TIP29A 40 *ZTX107 II 2N3053 23
BC549 10 BER80 25 , TIP29B 55 *ZTX108 I 2N3054 55
BC558 10 BFX29 251TIP29C se rrx109 12 2N3055 50

BCY70 IS BFX84 25 , TIP30A 45 ZTX300 14 2N3442 120
BCY71 16 BFX85 251TIP3013 50 ZTX301 16 *2N3702 6
BCY72 ig 13FX86 28 TIP30C 60 ZTX302 15 2N3703 9

BD131B315

nee BFX87 25 TIP31A 45 fp)(c3,401 17e :N238103,704 96

BFX88 TIP31C 55

BFY51 23 TIP32C ``' ZTX501 IS 2N3707 10
ZTX500 15 2N3706 9

BFY52

BBD13113332 5350 BFY50 2325 TLP32A .15,

BD135 50 23 TIP33A 50 ZTX502 15 2N3708 10
32 TIP33C 75 27X503 18 2N3709 10BD136 30 BFY53

8D137 , BFY55 32 TIP34A 60 ZTY.504 25 2N3772 190
28697 20 2N3773 210

40 *2N381918
BD140 35

9 401TIP35A 160
20 2N3820 40

2N708 20 2N3823 6580204 110 BSX29 35 ,TillpP3366cA 179:

BD206 110 BSY95A 25 28918 35 283866 90

BD222 85 BU206 1602N1132 22 2N3903 10

B80 35 BU206 200 TIP42A4A 6560

TIP120 941 281613 30 283904 108F102E1
35 MJ2955BU208 170 Tip.,2, 90 282218A 45 2N3905 6

8E184 25 282219A 25 2N3906 10
8E185 25 mM JJEE532400 2N4037 45

8E194 12 2N4058 10

8E195 12 2N4060 10

6555
TIP141 120 2N2221A 25

8E196 12

MJE521 951T1P142 120 2N2222A 20

2N4061 10
54,1E3055 70 TIP147 120 2N2368 25

BF438 10 MPF104 40

TIP2955 60 2N2369 16
TIP3055 55 2N2484 25 2N4062 108E197 12 MPF102 40

T1S43 40 *282646 45 2N5457 36

T1S44 45 2N2904 20 2N5458 368E199 13 MPSA05 22
TIS45 45 2N2904A 20 2N5459 30BF200 30 MPSA06 25

BF245 30 MPSA55 30
BF256B 45 ,APSA56 30

IS90 30 2N2905 22 2N5485 36*BF244B22 MPSA12 30 T
TIS91 30 2N2905A 22 2N5777 45

45 282906A 25 40360 40
*VN1OKM 2N2906 25 286027 30

8E258 25 MPSUO6 55 VN46AF 75 2N2907 25 40361 50
8F259 35 MPSU55 601 VN66AF 85 282907A 25 40362 50

BF257 32 MPSUO5 55 ,

8F337 401 MPSU56 601 VN88AF 95 2N2926 9 40408 70

CMOS

LS TTL
* LSOO
LSO1
LSO2
LSO3
LSO4
LSO5
LSO8
LSO9
LS10
LS11
LS12
*LS13
LS14
LS15
LS20

TTL *7413 16
7414 28

11 7416 24
11 7417 24
11 7420 15
12 7421 20
13 7422 20
15 7427 22
24 7428 26
25 7430 14
14 7432 20
14 7433 25
14 7438 25
16 7437 2S

7412 18 7440 15

TRIACS
400V 4A SO
400V 8A 65 4 x 3

BOXES
Aluminium
3 x 2 x 1in 70p

t5p
400V 16A 95 4 x 3 x 2in 100p
BR100 25 6 x 4 x 2in 120p

6 x 4 x Sin 150p

Plastic
With lid 4- screws
3 x 2 x tin 55p
41 x 3 x 11in tap
7 x 4 x 2in 160p

PCB MATERIALSSCRS Alfac transfer sheets-please state type (e.g.
TIC45 28 OIL pads etc.) 459
C1 06D 30 Dalo etch resist pen 100p
400V 8A 70 Fibre glass board 3.75" x 8" 75p
400V 12A 99 Ferric Chloride 250m1 bottle 100.

*RC4136 68 'TL074 95
*RC4558 60 *TL081 25
SL480 170 *TL082 45

*TL084 95
TL170 50
*UA2240 120
ULN2003 85
U LN2004 90

LS365 30
LS366 30
LS367 30
LS368 35
*1.5373 65
1.5374 65
L5375 45
LS377 70
LS378 60
LS390 55
LS393 55
LS399 175
LS541 120
LS670 150

CRYSTALS
100KHz 290 80M 200
200KHz 370 6.144M 180
1MHz 300 7.0M 250
1.003M 370 8OM 170
1-8432 300 10.0M 180
2-0M 270 12.0M 290
2.4576M 220 16.0M 240
3.276M 240 18-0M 240
3.579M 120 18.432 220
4.0M 150 19968 300
4-194M 150 38.667 320
4 43M 125 48 OM 220

The Rapid Guarantee *
* Same day despatch * Competitive prices

Top quality components * In-depth stock
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AT -80
Electronic Car Security System

NPNINFilla
BRANDLEADING ELECTRONICS

NOW AVAILABLE IN KIT FORM

 Arms doors, boot, bonnet and has security loop to protect
fog/spot lamps. radio/tape. CB equipment

 Programmable personal code entry system
 Armed and disarmed from outside vehicle using a special

magnetic key fob against a windscreen sensor pad adhered to
the inside of the screen  Fits all 12V neg earth vehicles

 Over 250 components to assemble

SX1000
Electronic Ignition

 Inductive Discharge
 Extended coil energy

storage circuit
 Contact breaker driven
 Three position changeover switch
 Over 65 components to assemble
 Patented clip -to -coil fitting
 Fits all 12v neg earth vehicles

SX2000
Electronic Ignition

 The brandleading system
on the market today

 Unique Reactive Discharge
 Combined Inductive and

Capacitive Discharge
 Contact breaker driven
 Three position changeover switch
 Over 130 components to assemble
 Patented clip -to -coil fitting
 Fits all 12v neg. earth vehicles

SPECIAL OFFER
"FREE" MAGIDICE KIT WITH
ALL ORDERS OVER £45.00

Ara\Atk,II
EDA SPARKRITE LIMITED 82 Bath Street. Walsall. West Midlands. WS 1 3DE England

VOYAGER Car Drive Computer
 A most sophisticated accessory  Utilises a single chip mask
programmed microprocessor incorporating a unique programme
designed by EDA Sparkrite Ltd  Affords 12 functions centred
on Fuel, Speed. Distance and Time  Visual and Audible alarms
warning of Excess Speed, Frost/Ice, Lights -left -on  Facility to
operate LOG and TRIP functions independently or synchronously
 Large 10mm high 400ft-L fluorescent display with auto
intensity  Unique speed and fuel transducers giving a
programmed accuracy of + or - 1%  Large LOG & TRIP
memories 2,000 miles 180 gallons 100 hours  Full Imperial
and Metric calibrations  Over 300 components to assemble
A real challenge for the electronics enthusiast,

TX1002
Electronic Ignition
 Contactless or contact triggered
 Extended coil energy storage circuit
 Inductive Discharge  Three position
changeover switch  Distributor
triggerhead adaptors included  Die cast
weatherproof case  Clip -to -coil or remote
mounting facility  Fits majority of 4 Et6cyl.
12V neg. earth vehicles  Over 145
components to assemble.

TX2002
Electronic Ignition

 The ultimate system  Switchable
contactless  Three position switch with

Auxiliary back-up inductive circuit
 Reactive Discharge. Combined capacitive

and inductive  Extended coil energy storage
circuit  Magnetic contactless distributor trigger.
head  Distributor triggerhead adaptors included

 Can also be triggered by existing contact breakers
 Die cast waterproof case with clip -to -coil fitting  Fits

majority of 4 and 6 cylinder 12v neg. earth vehicles
 Over 150 components to assemble

All EDA SPARKRITE products and designs are fully covered by one or more World Patents

SELF
ASSEMBLY

KIT

READY
BUILT
UNITS

SX 1000 £12.95 £25.90
SX 2000 £19.95 £39.90

TX 2002 £29.95 £59 90
TX 1002 £22 95 £45.90
AT 80 £29.95 £59.90

VOYAGER f59.95 £119.90
MAGIDICE £9.95 f19 90

PRICES INC VAT. POSTAGE & PACKING11.1.1. INN

NAME
ADDRESS

MAGIDICE
Electronic Dice

 Not an auto item but great fun
for the family

 Total random selection
 Triggered by waving of hand

over dice
 Bleeps and flashes during a 4 second

tumble sequence
 Throw displayed for 10 seconds
 Auto display of last throw 1 second in 5
 Muting and Off switch on base
 Hours of continuous use from PP7 battery
 Over 100 components to assemble

JIM 11=1 INN MIN NM
Tel 10922)614791 Allow 28 days for delivery

I ENCLOSE CHEQUE(S)/POSTAL ORDERS FOR

KIT REF

CHEQUE NO
24 hr. Answerphone
PHONE YOUR ORDER WITH ACCE SS/BARCLAYCARD
SEND ONLY SAE IF BROCHURE IS REQUIRED

MI MI MO MIN 1.1 110. CUT OUT THE COUPON NOW!
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COMPUTER ADD-ON'S
Are you getting the most out of your computer?

With tens of thousands of personal computers in private hands, this
is quite a reasonable question and one that will be highly relevant to
an appreciable proportion of our readership.

Those computer owners who are experienced in circuit construction
are indeed in an enviable position. Using this practical expertise they
will find new fields to conquer and added zest given to that hobby in
the process of extending further their computing interests in a worth-
while manner, as we hope to demonstrate,

There are many intriguing uses for the personal computer beyond
conventional "hands on" computing; uses that will help justify the
capital outlay for a fairly expensive piece of equipment. Moreover such
uses need not in any way interfere with normal operation, be it playing
games or more serious computing tasks.

As an example, remotely sited sensors could be connected to an avail-
able address on the computer and a program produced to display stored
temperature readings in the form of graphs, upon demand. Such an
application would make sense to anyone interested in monitoring tem-
perature in some important and sensitive area-a greenhouse possibly.
The add-on Temperature Interface Unit described this month was de-
signed to suit the Tandy TRS-80 microcomputer but is capable of
modification for application to other computers.

Continuing on this theme, we will be publishing further designs for
computer add-on's in the coming months. So if you want to employ your
personal computer fully, to explore and exploit those latent (and possibly
unsuspected) capabilities, don't miss an issue of EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS.

GOOD GAME
Television has encouraged growth of "The Quiz". This kind of inter-

rogative game provides good entertainment and tests one's general
knowledge, and is a popular favourite at family parties and larger social
gatherings, as well as at scholastic functions.

To give that touch of professionalism and to ensure the proceedings
are smoothly conducted, an electronic system that registers indisputably
which contestant first "hit the button" is a desirable -prop. We have just
the thing in the Quiz Master described in this issue. It is a versatile
system that can accommodate various numbers of teams and contestants
and will give finesse to any game.

Readers' Enquiries
We cannot undertake to answer readers' letters requesting modifications,

designs or information on commercial equipment or subjects not published
by us. All letters requiring a personal reply should be accompanied by a
stamped self-addressed envelope.

We cannot undertake to engage in discussions on the telephone.

Component Supplies
Readers should note that we do not supply electronic components for

building the projects featured in EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS, but these
requirements can be met by our advertisers.

All reasonable precautions are taken to ensure that the advice and data
given to readers are reliable. We cannot however guarantee it, and we
cannot accept legal responsibility for it. Prices quoted are those current
as we go to press.

Back Issues
Certain back issues of EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS are available

worldwide price 80p inclusive of postage and packing per copy. Enquiries
with remittance should be sent to Post Sales Department, IPC Magazines
Ltd., Lavington House, 25 Lavington Street, London SE1 OPF. In the event
of non -availability remittances will be returned.
Binders

Binders to hold one volume (12 issues) are available from the above
address for £4.60 inclusive of postage and packing worldwide.
Please state which Volume.
Subscriptions

Annual subscription for delivery direct to any address in the UK: £11 .00.
Overseas: £12.00. Cheques should be made payable to IPC Magazines
Ltd., and sent to Room 2613, Kings Reach Tower, Stamford Street,
London SE1 9LS.
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TEMPERATURE
IFITERFACE

FOR THE TANDY TRS-80
BY 0.N. BISHOP

TI2S-80
'1(11 x'rall ire

THE Temperature Interface des-
cribed here allows you to use

your microcomputer as a thermometer.
With this device attached to the
computer and a suitable program
running, the computer displays room
temperature in degrees Celsius or
Fahrenheit.

The unit described here has been
tailored for use with the TRS-80
Model I Microcomputer, but could be
used with other computers provided
there is access to the required signals
and suitable software is developed.

The 19 lines to the computer will
need to be re -arranged and termin-
ated in a plug/socket to suit the
particular computer.

MEMORY
An ordinary thermometer can only

show the temperature as it is at the
moment. A computer has memory,
so it can store away the details of all
the temperatures it has measured. It
can find the maximum and minimum
temperatures and it can work out
rates of change.

In this way it has several applica-
tions in connection with, weather re-
cording. A series of temperatures can
be plotted out later as a graph on
the monitor screen or a printer.

There is even more it can do.
Having measured the temperature,
the computer can take appropriate
action. For example, it can control
the domestic heating system. It can
sound an alarm when the green-
house is getting too hot, or when
there is danger of frost. It can be
programmed to sound a fire alarm
when it registers an excessively high
temperature.

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The sensor used in this circuit has

a range of 0 to 70 degrees Celsius,
which is wide enough for most home
applications. It has the advantage
that the reading is not affected by the
length of wire between the sensor
and the main circuit. This makes it
ideal for remote sensing, which is a
useful feature, since the computer is
likely to be located centrally (for
example, in the living room or study)
with one or more sensors scattered
around the house and possibly out-
doors as well.

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of
the links between the temperature
which is to be measured and the
computer which is to register that
temperature.

Temperature is what is known as
an analogue quantity. It can take any
value over a given range and changes
smoothly from one value to another.
For example, as it changes from 15
to 16 degrees it passes through all
intermediate values (15.01, 15.02,
. . . 15.98 degrees and 15.99 degrees
C). By contrast, a computer deals
with values expressed in binary
digital form.

The computer recognises that a key
is pressed or not pressed - a half -
pressed key has no meaning. Simi-
larly, one of its input lines may be
at OV or at 5V. Voltages close to
OV are read as OV, while values
close to +5V are read as if they
were 5V. A voltage of 4.56V is not
recognised as 4.56V, but as 5V (or
"high"). The conversion of analogue

t°

VARYING
TEMPERATURE

TIME
SENSOR

SALT 8 ICE

I

0

VARYING
CURRENT

TIME
SERIES

RESISTOR
(R2)

VARYING P.D.

V

TIME

V

+5V
OV

A-TO-D
CONVERTER

VARYING
PULSE LENGTH

TIME

Fig. 1. The stages of conversion of temperature into pulse length.

COMPUTER
MEASURES
LENGTH OF
PULSES
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SENSOR ANALOGUE-TO-DIGITAL POWER SUPPLY

REMOTE
SENSOR

LIA-.
8127011

PL1

vrrki)-
SK11

.711
V47415126

OE

1C3a

3

IC1
LM3342

VCC EN

K 1C2 OUT
I L507C

GNDP/NV-
1=310) j2F

ICtla

R2
10611=CI

4.7pF
2

RD
IS )

DO
30 )

415 IC3 PIN 14

7) 104 PINS 8,9,11,12,14.
106 PIN 14Ald 2la)

Al3 3 107 PIN 14

9)
6)

All 4 1C8 PINS 9,10,12,13.
8 4

A9 5
17 )

38 ) A6 6 IC6
5

35
ICE 74L030

) t.
IC7 74L S27
ICR 74L500

0125)

0

12
9 6

34)

410 h_4)
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IC7a 2 Ater -
1C7c

1C8

A8 IC3 PINS 3,4,5,7,9,10,12,13.
104 PINS 5,6,7.
106 PIN 7
1C7 PIN?

36
A7)
Ad

31) 1C7b 1C8 PINS 4,5,7,8.

40)
A

Al
27 )

AO
25

OV
29 )

TOP s82 BOTTOM
ROW ROW ADDRESS DECODER

R3
47011

C3
l7OnF

01
TIL220

CWT

1 C5
7805

OUT IN

COM

C4
220nF

2

EN 3

VCC 1500-.
01

Id

0213

03
12

a- 11

04

1C9
74L5138

0 in
o 05

06
9

7
07

SELECT
INPUTS

C B A GND

3 2 1

A

NOT
USED

data into digital form is an essential
step in the operation of the inter-
face.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The complete circuit diagram of

the Interface appears in Fig. 2.
The sensor is a constant current

generator i.c. IC1 in Fig. 2. At a fixed
temperature it produces a constant
current, provided that a voltage is
applied to it. The size of the current
is determined by the resistor Rl. At
25 degrees Celsius the constant cur-
rent / may be calculated from:

I = 67.7/RI
where RI is in ohms and I is in mA.
In this circuit, / = 67.7/270 = 0.25
mA or 250µA. The current is propor-
tional to the absolute temperature
of the sensor (the Kelvin scale):

I=(227 x T)/R1
where I is in pik and T is in degrees
Kelvin. Zero degrees C corresponds to

- 273 degrees K, so at that temperature
the constant current is (227 X 273)
/270 = 230pA.

As temperature increases, the cur-
rent increases in proportion, so that
at 70 degrees C, for example, the
current is 288µ.A.

The current flowing through IC1
depends only on the temperature and
the fixed value of Rl. The resistance
of the wires joining IC1 to the rest of
the circuit make no difference to the
current, which is why the sensor may
be used remotely without loss of
accuracy.

The next stage of conversion is
done by a single resistor, R2. As
the current from ICI flows through
R2 to the OV line, a p.d. is genera-
ted across R2, according to the
well-known equation: V = IR. Thus
at 0 degrees C, the p.d. is V = 230 X
10-" X 10I=2.3V. At 70 degrees C
the p.d. is 2.88V.

We have now converted tempera-
ture to current, and current to volt-
age. All of these are analogue quan-
tities.

The conversion of the analogue
voltage to digital form is done by
IC2. The 507C is much cheaper than
most A -to -D converter i.c.s. A further
advantage is that it has only one
output, so only one line is needed
to connect it to the computer, so
helping to simplify the wiring. The
disadvantage is that the computer has
to do a little more work in order to
read the temperature, but this is no
problem in this application.

V

Fig. 2. The complete circuit
diagram for the Temperature
Interface for the Tandy TRS-
80 Model I microcomputer.
The pin numbers on SK2
have been labelled to be in
accordance with the double -
sided finger set on the TRS-
80.

vpA7.4P
3.75V -

(o)

2.55 SECONDS

I

I25v --I- --H
I

I

Vow
I I I I

-1-2V

101

TV

VIN

Fig. 3. 3. Waveform in the analogue -to -
digital converter, IC2, for supply
voltage of +5V.

1C2 is a voltage -to -time converter.
Fig. 3 shows how it operates. It con-
tains a voltage generator which pro-
duces a ramp voltage. This starts at
a value equal to three-quarters of the
supply voltage a n d decreases at
steady rate until it reaches one -
quarter of the supply voltage. Then
it instantly returns to its highest
value again. Actually it is not a
smooth ramp down, but a series of
128 small steps down.

The rate at which the voltage de-
creases is controlled by a clock input.
For simplicity, we use an alternating
signal (50Hz) taken from the power
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supply board. This gives a relatively
slow ramp and hence a relatively
long conversion time, but it is fast
enough for almost all applications.

Whenever the ramp voltage is
greater than the input voltage (that
is, the p.d. across R2) the output of
the i.c. is high ( +5V). At other
times it is low (OV). This means that
we get a series of pulses at 0.39Hz
(50/128). The length of its low period
is proportional to the input voltage.

In Fig. 3 the length of the low
period increases steadily in propor-
tion to the value of VIN. A new read-
ing is available every 2.56 seconds.
The job of the computer is to mea-
sure the length of the low period and
use this to calculate the correspond-
ing temperature.

POWER SUPPLY
Since the circuit requires only

20mA, it is feasible to take its power
supply from the 5V rail of the com-
puter itself. However, many compu-
ters, including the Level II TRS-80,
for which this project was designed,
do not give access to the 5V line, so
an external power supply is essential.

The power supply section is a con-
ventional mains derived 5V supply
circuit, based on a regulator i.c.
(IC5). (Dl indicates that power is
turned on.)

If your computer has a 5V output
there is no need for you to build this
section of the circuit, but you will
need a source of alternating current
(maximum ± 20V) to drive the
clock input of the A -to -D converter
(see later). On the other hand, if you
are contemplating building m o r e
computer interfaces, you are likely to
need more power than most compu-
ters can spare, so the power supply
board will ultimately prove to be
essential. It can supply up to 500mA,
which is enough for operating several
interfaces simultaneously.

DECODER
The decoder section is the means

by which the computer activates the
temperature -measuring circuit to read
its output. The temperature interface
is allocated an address in the com-
puter memory. This must be an
address that is not already allocated
to its ROM or RAM, its monitor

COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1 27052iW hi -stability ± 2%
R2 10k52 hi -stability ± 2%
R3 47052
R4 4.7kf/
All carbon ±5% except where stated otherwise

Capacitors
C1 4- 7 µ F 6V tantalum bead
C2 1µF 6V tantalum bead
C3 470nF polyester type C280
C4 200nF polyester type C280
C5 220µF 10V elect
C6 4 7µF 6V tantalum bead

Semiconductors
D1 TIL220 0-2 inch red I.e.d.
D2 -D5 W005 50V 1 A bridge rectifier
C1 LM334Z programmable current source
C2 TL507C analogue -to -digital converter
C3 74LS126 TTL quad buffers, tri-state output
C4 74LS02 TTL quad 2 -input NOR gates
C5 7805 5V regulator TO -220 case style
C6 74LS30 TTL 8 -input NAND gates
C7 74LS27 TTL triple 3 -input NOR gates
C8 74LS00 TTL quad 2 -input NAND gates
C9 74LS139 TTL 3 -to -8 line decoder

See

Sho
Talk

page 523

Miscellaneous
T1 mains primary/0-6V, 0-6V 250mA secondaries p.c:b. mounting (RS

207-829)
SK1 panel mounting phono socket
SK2 20 + 20 way edge connector with wire -wrap pins
PL1 phono plug
S1 s.p. on/off rocker suitable for mains use

Printed circuit board, single -sided size 112 x 81mm; stripboard: 0.1 inch
pitch size 20 strips x 7 holes; plastic stand-off pillars 6mm (Vero type 203-
21321K)-(4 off); plastic case size 100 x 110 x 55 (Vero type 202-21391 A); 20 -
way ribbon cable, 20cm; i.c. sockets 8 -pin (1 off), 14 -pin (5 off), 16 -pin
(1 off); mains cable, approx 1 metre 3 -core; bush and clip for D1; ribbon cable
clips 20 -way (2 off); length of twisted wire to connect sensor to unit; strain relief
bush to suit mains cable; rubber feet for case (4 off).

VOL

00-1011ERMOMEIER

01

02

FOR ANY
OTHER
RITERFACES

os

0121.015

o (e 0 a

Fig. 4. The 3 -to -8 -line decoder i.c. (IC9)
which may be used to select other
interfaces at addresses 60001 to 60007
using Q1 to Q7.

screen, or to any other peripheral de-
vice. The address chosen for the
temperature interface is 60,000 (deci-
mal). Most computers (even small
ones) can address up to 64K bytes
of memory so this address falls
within that range. Unless you actually
have 64K of RAM, you are not likely
to have anything else already occu-
pying that address. If by any rare
chance you have already used that
address, it is a simple matter to
modify the decoding circuit to change
its address to another one.

The address 60,000 is written in
binary form as 1110 1010 0110 0000.
The address bus of the computer has
16 lines (A0 to A15) and, when the
address is present on the bus, lines
A15, A14, A13, All, A9, A6, and A5
are all at +5V, while the others are
at OV. The 8 -input NAND gate (IC6)
receives its inputs from the seven
lines listed above. When all of these
are high (5V) the output of this
gate goes low (OV). This provides low
inputs to EN1 and EN2 of IC9.

The remaining lines of the address
bus, except A0 -A2, go to three -input
NOR gates (IC7). When all these are
low (OV) the outputs of the NOR gates
go high. Their outputs go to IC8 a
NAND gate, the output of which then
goes low. This is inverted by a NOR
gate IC7c wired as an inverter. The
output of this goes high, taking input
EN3 of TC9 high too.

The result of this decoding to
EN1, EN2 and EN3 is to enable the
outputs of IC9. The i.c. has 8 outputs.
only one of which is used in this
application. When the i.c. is not
enabled, all of these outputs are high.
When it is enabled, one of the out-
puts goes low, depending on the in-
puts to the three SELECT inputs A,
B and C. For the address 60 000, the
three inputs are all low. This selects
output QO to be made low. We call
the signal from this output A, to
indicate that it goes low when (and
only when) the required address
(60,000) is present on the address bus.
This output is used to inform the
analogue -to -digital section that it is to
be read by the computer.

SELECT INPUTS
Depending upon the states of the

"select inputs", any one of the 8 out-
puts of IC5 can be made low. For
example, if AO is high, while Al and
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Interior view of the fully assembled prototype
p.c.b.

A2 are low (001), the output Q1 goes
low (Fig. 4). This could be connected
to a second analogue -to -digital section
or some other interface board. This
low output occurs only when the
address on the bus is 60 001. The de-
coder board can be used for any ad-
dress from 60 000 to 60 007. Later,
you may wish to connect other inter-
faces to your computer, you can use
this board to decode their addresses.

ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL
The way ICI and IC2 work has al-

ready been described. They operate
continuously, with IC2 sending out a
steady stream of pulses. When the
computer is to measure the length of
a pulse, the output from IC2 must be

built on a single The completed unit ready for plugging into the expansion
on the TRS-80.

fed to one of the lines of the com-
puter data bus. Line DO is used here.

The data bus is used for transfer-
ring data between the various parts
of the computer, including the micro-
processor, and the ROM and RAM.
Since all these other devices need to
use the data bus, too, the signal from
the thermometer must not be present
on the bus except when it is to be
read. The signal is fed to a buffer
gate (IC3a) with tri-state output.

The meaning of the term "tri-state"
or "3 -state" is that the output can be
high or low when the gate is enabled,
but when the gate is disabled, it is
in effect disconnected .from the data
bus and there is no output. This is
the "high impedance" state.

slot

The gate is enabled by a high in-
put to its "strobe" terminal (pin 1)
labelled OE. This is controlled by a
2 -input NOR gate (IC4a). One input of
this gate is the A signal (meaning
"address 60 000 present"), the other
is the RD signal. The computer has a
control line called RD, which is nor-
mally high, but which is made low
whenever the microprocessor is to re-
ceive data and the address it is to
receive it from is already present on
the address bus. So when A is low,
and RD is low, the output of IC4a
goes high and the tri-state buffer is
enabled.

Signals from IC2 are then trans-
ferred to the data bus (DO) and read
by the computer.

JACK PLUG & FAMILY... BY DOUG BAKER

1

THERE HE WAS THE OTHER NIGHT,
WORKING ON A FRONT DOOR WITH
HIS BURGLAR'S TOOLS, WHEN A
POLICEMAN CAUGHT HIM

tur

/HE'S NOT. HE WAS AT HIS OWN
HOUSE, INSTALLING A BURGLAR
ALARM SYSTEM. IT TOOK HIM A
WHILE TO CONVINCE THE COP HE
WASN'T A CROOK... NOW HE'S
WORKING ON ANOTHER PROTECT.

WHAT'S THAT?

A POLICE
ALARM SYSTEM.
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BY R.A. PEN FOLD

AROGER BLEEPER is a useful device
which is featured on some of the

more expensive citizens band trans-
ceivers. The purpose of the Roger
Bleeper is simply to produce a brief
audio tone at the end of each trans-
mission, making it clear to other oper-
ators that the transmission has ceased.

This facility can easily be added to
a citizens band transceiver that does
not have a built-in bleeper, and there
is no need to modify the transceiver
in any way. The add-on Roger Bleeper
circuit is simply fitted between the
microphone and the transceiver. The
add-on Roger Bleeper described here
operates from an internal 9 volt (PP3
size) battery, and as it has a current
consumption of only about lmA the
battery life is very long indeed.

OPERATING PRINCIPLE
Citizens band transceivers normally

have the transmit/receive switch on
the microphone in the form of a P.T.T.
(Push To Talk) switch. The P.T.T. micro-
phone usually has two switches, as
shown in the circuit diagram of Fig. 1,
and one of these (Sla) simply dis-
connects the non -earthy lead of the
microphone when the switch is in the
"receive" position.

The other switch (Sib) is a double
throw type, and it produces a short
circuit across leads "2" and "4" when
the switch is in the "transmit" posi-
tion. This short circuit is used to
operate the transmit/receive switching

circuit of the transceiver, and this is
almost invariably some form of elec-
tronic switching these days rather
than mechanical switching via a relay.

Lead "1" is not always used, but it
is often connected to the loudspeaker
and provides a path to earth for this
in the "receive" mode, but not in the
"transmit" mode. This ensures that
there can be no breakthrough of the
audio modulation to the loudspeaker
if the transmit/receive switching of
the transceiver does not mute the
audio output stage.

AUDIO TONE
The Roger Bleeper must

an audio tone and mix it
microphone output signal.

generate
with the

This is

PUSH -TO -TALK
SWITCH

MIC.

REC.

0
TRANS

0
REC. TRANS

Sib

03

02

Fig. 1. The circuit of a CB P.T.T.
Microphone.

easily achieved in practice and simply
requires an audio oscillator with its
output fed to lead "3" via a high value
resistor. The only slight complication
here is that the oscillator must be
muted while the P.T.T. switch is in
the "transmit" position so that the
audio tone is not mixed with the voice
modulation, and this is not difficult to
arrange in practice. There is no need
to mute the oscillator during" receive"
since the tone will not break through
to the output.

The other function the unit must
fulfil is to hold the transmit/receive
switching in the "transmit" mode for
about 100 to 200 milliseconds after the
P.T.T. switch has been released. This
means that the switch in the micro-
phone can no longer directly control
the transmit/receive switching, but
must instead control it via circuitry
within the Roger Bleeper that gives
the required brief hold on.

THE CIRCUIT
Refer to Fig. 2 for the circuit dia-

gram of the Roger Bleeper.

COMPONENTS

Resistors
R1 10k12
R2 100W
R3 8.252
R4 1-8MO.
R5 lokn
R6 1.2Mil
R7 12kil
R8 121d)
All 1W carbon ±5%

See

Shop
Talk

page 523

Capacitors
C1 33µF 10V tantalum
C2 2.2nF ceramic
C3 3.3nF ceramic
C4 3.3nF ceramic
C5 3.3nF ceramic
C6 10/iF elect. 25V

Semiconductors
TR1 BC109 npn silicon
TR2 BC109 npn silicon
TR3 BC109 npn silicon
D1 1N4148 signal diode

Switch
S1 miniature toggle type d.p.d.t.

Miscellaneous
B1 PP3 9V battery and connector

to suit
of

PL1 4 -way chassis audio
inverting plug connec-

SK1 4 -way line tors
socket (Maplin

YX53H)
Metal case type AB7 or similar.
Four-way screened ead. Strip -
board 0.1in. matrix 21 holes by
14 strips.

Approx. cost
Guidance only £670
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A phase shift oscillator is used to
generate the audio tone, and this uses
TR3 in the usual configuration. This
transistor is used as a high gain com-
mon emitter amplifier with feedback
applied between the collector and
base terminals by way of the three
section phase shift network which
comprises C3 to C5, R7, and R8.

Although the collector and base of
TR3 are 180 degrees out -of -phase, at
a certain frequency there is a 60
degree phase shift through each
section of the phase shift network,
giving a total shift of 180 degrees and
bringing TR3 collector and base effec-
tively in -phase with one another. As
the voltage gain of TR3 is greater
than the losses through the phase
shift network the circuit oscillates at
the frequency where the 180 degree
phase shift occurs, which is about
1.5kHz with the specified component
values.

OSCILLATOR MUTING
When S1 is in the "on" position Sla

connects the cathode (+) terminal of
D1 to the transmit/receive switch in
the microphone, and D1 cathode is
connected to the negative supply rail
during transmissions. This taps off
most of TR3 base bias and mutes the
oscillator during transmissions.

The output signal from the collector
of TR3 is far larger than the micro-
phone signal, and R4 is therefore used
to attenuate the signal to a suitable
level and feed it to the input of the
transmitter. The high value of R4 en-
sures that adding the Roger Bleeper
unit does not significantly shunt the
input impedance of the transmitter.

TRANSMIT MODE
When the unit is switched on the

transmitheceivellpswitch in the micro-
phone also connects to the base of
TR2 via R3, and in the transmit mode
it holds TR2 in the off state. TR1 is
therefore biased hard into conduction
by R1, and the low collector to emit-
ter impedance of TR1 is coupled to
the output lead and used to hold the
transceiver in the transmit mode.

When the P.T.T. switch is released,
Cl soon charges via R2 to the point
where TR2 is biased into conduction
and TR1 is switched off. There is a
brief delay of about 100 to 200 milli-
seconds before this happens, and be-
fore TR1 switches the transceiver to
the receive mode.

During this period the oscillator is
"enabled" and the "bleep" tone is
transmitted. R3 provides current
limiting when the P.T.T. switch is
operated again, so that the current
surge as Cl discharges is not so high
that it causes sparking at the switch
contacts and possible damage after
numerous operations.

TR1
BC109

RI R2
10412 100412

TR2
90109

R3 8.213

C2
2.2 'IF

CI
133pF SKI

d c4

2C

Rd 180417

PLI

rtiv
[9

am 2
id

R5
Ok ft

CO
3.3 ,F

TR3
SC109

01
INd148

1.204/2

C3 Cd
3.311F 3.3,,F

Re
1241 >12k1

c
m"10pF

th
B1

9V

mim

Fig. 2. The complete circuit diagram for the CB Roger Bleeper.

SOCKET CONNECTIONS
Most of the terminals on the input

plug connect straight through to their
respective pins on the output socket,
only exception being pin 2 which, as
explained earlier, must normally con-
trol the transmit/receive switching via
a delay circuit. However, when the
unit is switched off Sla connects pin 2
of the input, plug straight through to
pin 2 of the output socket, and the
transceiver then operates normally
without the "bleep" tone being trans-
mitted.

It should be noted that with sets
where the loudspeaker is muted dur-
kg/transmissions, the P.T.T. switch will
in fact reconnect the loudspeaker
when the "bleep" tone is transmitted.
This is of no great importance though,
and the resultant short burst of tone
from the loudspeaker could be re-
garded as desirable as it helps to
confirm that everything is working
properly.

CIRCUIT BOARD
All the components are assembled

on a 0.1in stripboard 21 holes by 14
strips according to the layout of
Fig. 3. There is only one break in the
copper strips, and this can be made
using a cutter or a few turns of a
small twist drill bit will make a neat
cut. Make quite sure that the strip is
fully cut through. The two mounting
holes are drilled for 6BA or M3
clearance, and a diameter of 3.3mm
is suitable in either case.

The completed "bleeper" showing the front panel chassis mounted Mic. plug and the
4 -way line socket, with lead attached.
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TO SKI

0= BREAK IN COPPER STRIP
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Fig. 3. Component layout on the stripboard and
interwiring details to off -board components.

Mount the components one at a
time, trimming the leadout wires and
then soldering them in place. Then
wire the negative battery clip lead to
the board and connect flying leads
about 50mm long to (eventually) take
the connections to Si and PL1.

HOUSING
The case can be any small metal

box which is able to accommodate all
the parts, and a box measuring ap-
proximately 133 x 70 x 38mm houses
the prototype. This is somewhat larger
than is absolutely necessary and the
unit could easily be made a little
smaller than this if desired.

One of the end panels of the case is
used here as the front panel, and PL1

Case cover removed showing the board
mounted on spacers.

and Si are fitted on this panel. PL1
is a four-way locking audio connector
of the type used on P.T.T. micro-
phones, and a 16mm diameter mount-
ing hole will be needed for this. A
hole for the output lead is drilled in
the rear panel of the case, and this
should be fitted with a p.v.c. grommet
to protect the cable.

OUTPUT CABLE
A four-way screened output cable is

used, and this can be either an over-
all screened or individually screened
type. One of the inner conductors
and the screen (or screens) are used
to carry the earth connection (lead 4),
and the other three inner conductors

Close-up of the circuit board mounted in
the case.

are used to carry the remaining
three connections.

The output lead is fitted with a four-
way locking line socket, and a note
should be made of which colour wire
connects to which pin of the plug so
that there is no confusion when the
free end of the wire is connected into
circuit. Note that PL1 and SKI are ob-
tainable as a pair-see component list.

The component panel is bolted to
the base panel of the case just to the
rear of S1 and PL1, and extra nuts
or spacers are used so that the under-
side of the board does not come into
contact with the case.

After the remaining connections
have been completed the unit is ready
for use. There is plenty of space for
the battery to the rear of the com-
ponent panel, and a piece of foam
material or an aluminium bracket can
be used to hold the battery in place.

CHECKING OUT
Give all the wiring a thorough

check prior to connecting the unit to
the system and switching on. Initially
the unit should be tried in the "off"
mode to ensure that the system
operates normally. If it does not,
check the wiring to Si, PL1, and the
output lead very carefully as the
fault will almost certainly be in this
wiring.

When the unit is functioning pro-
perly in this mode, switch on and
check with a contact that the "bleep"
tone is produced properly. If the
transmit/receive switching fails to
operate properly check the circuitry
around TR1 and TR2. If the tone is
not produced check the circuitry asso-
ciated with TR3.

NON-STANDARD SETS
Unfortunately there are a few CB

transceivers which ,do not use the
standard four -pin locking connector,
but are of European design and use a
five -way DIN type.

It is also possible that not all equip-
ment using a four-way locking con-
nector uses the method of connection
shown here. In such cases a few tests
with a multimeter set to a low ohms
range should reveal the method of
connection and enable the "bleeper"
unit to be wired into the microphone
lead correctly.

The only problem is differentiating
between the lead carrying the output
of the microphone and the one which
is short circuited to the earth lead
when the P.T.T. switch is operated
(leads 1 and 3 respectively of Fig. 1).
There will be a resistance of a few
hundred ohms or more between the
microphone lead and the earth lead
when the P.T.T. switch is operated,
and not a true short circuit, so that
there should be no great difficulty in
deciding which lead is which.
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SEPTEMBER
1982 ISSUE ON SALE FRIDAY

AUGUST
20

soma SPLITTER
A musical effects "pedal" device with a
wide range of applications. Combines an
improved pseudo -stereo effect (frequency
split mode) with two other useful func-
tions, switcher mode and crossmix mode.

SCREEN WASHER
DELAY

Operates the electric screenwashers of a
car for a period of up to ten seconds or
so after a single press of the switch. A
most useful aid for the motorist. Simple
but effective.

AUTOMATIC CHARGER
FOR Ni Cad BATTERIES

Designed to charge a battery of ten AA size
Ni-Cad cells as used in CB portable rigs.
The constant current is progressively
reduced thus preventing any overcharging
of Ni -Cads.

MONTHLY PLANNER
This electronic calendar displays the date
and a particular event due to occur on
that day. Nine possible events can be
stored, one of which can be selected for
a particular day. Uses two simple 64 -bit
RAM memories, these are easily pro-
grammed using DIP switches.

SEDAC RESULTS-List of winners and report of Prizegiving Ceremony
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E E TEACH as IN $2
PART II
BY O.N. BISHOP

BASIC ELECTRONIC THEORY
WITH EXPERIMENTS
POWER SUPPLIES

THIS
month we look at ways of obtaining

I power for operating electronic circuits.
The power supply to Minilab comes from a
number of cells connected in series to make
a battery. A battery is able to provide a
steady current which flows around a

circuit in one direction only, from the
positive terminal to the negative terminal
of the battery. Such a steady, one-way
current is called direct current (d.c.).

MAINS CURRENT
The current which we obtain from a

mains socket is quite different from this.
If we measure the current that is passing
through a mains -powered electric light
bulb, for example, we find that it is far
from steady. Fig. 11.1 shows how it varies.

It changes both in size and direction in a
regular manner. At one moment the
current is a maximum in a given direction.
Then it decreases until there is no current
at all. Following this, it increases again, but
in the opposite direction. After it has
reached its maximum in this direction it
decreases to zero, then increase in its
original direction.

It repeats this cycle 50 times per second.
We say the mains frequency is 50Hz. Such
a current is called alternating current (a.c.).

The mains supply is generated as alternat-
ing current at the power station. The e.m.f.
of the generator may be 10kV or more.
In Fig. 11.2 we see what would happen if
we connected a heavy-duty resistor across
the terminals. When the current is at its
maximum, the p.d. across R is also a
maximum. One of the mains power lines,
called the Neutral line is connected to a
large metal plate buried in the soil at the
power station. We take the Earth's potential
as our reference, so the Neutral line is at
OV and the Live line is at 10kV. One
hundredth of a second later the polarity of
the e.m.f. has reversed, making the Live
line 10kV negative of Earth.

The Neutral line is always at OV, while
the voltage of the Live line alternates
between +10kV and -10kV. At all
stages V=IR and, since R is a constant,

the graph of Live voltage against time has
the same shape as Fig. 11.1.

TRANSFORMERS
When a current passes through a coil of

wire a magnetic field is generated. This is the
principle of the electromagnet, as used in
the electric bell and the relay. The reverse
effect, the generation of an electric current in
a coil which is in a magnetic field, also
occurs, provided that the field around the
coil is changing.

If we connect a battery to the primary
coil of the transformer shown in Fig. 11.3

I CYCLE

TIME

,

i

I

1

i

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 ms

Fig. 11.1. Variation of current flow through
a mains powered electric light bulb.

Fig. 11.2. Current flow direction through a
load connected to an a.c. supply.
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and switch on the current, the primary
coil generates a magnetic field. There is a
sudden increase in the field in the soft iron
core and also in the secondary coil which
is wound around the coil.

The sudden increase in field induces a
current in the secondary coil. This is only a
short pulse of current because once the
switch is closed, a steady (direct) current is
flowing. Once the field has been produced
it is steady too. No change means no
further current in the secondary coil.

When we switch the primary current off
again, the sudden removal of the magnetic

SOFT IRON
CORE

PRIMARY
COIL

Fig. 11.3. An iron -cored step-up trans-
former showing the primary and second-
ary windings.
Fig. 11.4. Upper trace shows the current
waveform in the transformer primary
winding; lower trace shows resulting
current waveform in the secondary
winding.
CURRENT PRIMARY CURRENT

SWITCH SWITCH SW SW
ON OFF ON OFF TIME

SECONDARY
CURRENT
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field induces another current in the second-
ary coil, in the opposite direction. If we
switch the primary current on and off in
rapid succession, we obtain an alternating
series of pulses of current in the secondary
coil (Fig. 11.4).

We can do better than this by supplying
an alternating current to the primary coil
instead of switching a direct current on and
off. The a.c. is continually changing, so
there is always a changing magnetic field,
inducing an alternating current in the
secondary coil.

The relative sizes of the primary currents
depends on the numbers of turns in the
two coils. If the primary ccil has Np turns
and the secondary coil has N8 turns, and if
the voltage across two coils at any instant
are Vp and V8, we find that:

N
Vs Ns

This equation indicates that when Ns is
greater than Arp the voltage across the
secondary coil at any instant is greater
than the voltage across the primary. For
example if Np =200, Ns= 2000 and Vp =5,
then Vs= Vp x Ns/Np =50 volts. Such a
transformer is called a step-up transformer.
If Ns is less than Np, we have a step-down
transformer.

POWER
Although we gain voltage with a step-up

transformer, we do not gain power. There
is little power loss in a well -designed trans-
former so that we can consider input power
and output power to be approximately
equal. For this reason we can say that:

Power=tpVp=isVe

If the voltage is stepped up by 10 times,
as above, the current in the secondary coil
is only a tenth of that in the primary coil.

The power rating of a transformer is
usually stated as so many "VA".

For example, a 20V transformer rated
at 50VA can deliver a current of up to
2.5A from its secondary coil. Often it may
have two coils (Fig. 11.5) each delivering
IOV. Connected in parallel, they deliver
IOV, but since the rating is 50VA, up to
5A can be safely drawn. Connected in series
they give 20V, but only up to 2.5A. In
short, if you multiply the volts by the
amps, the products must not exceed the VA
rating.

MEAN VOLTAGES
The equations for transformers given

above refer to the voltage across the
secondary coil at any one instant of time.
The situation is made more complicated
because the voltages are always changing.
We need to define some kind of mean (or
average) voltage. We could take a simple
mean, measuring the voltage at, say, 100
equally spaced instants during 1 cycle and
dividing their total by 100. As Fig. 11.1
shows, every positive value has an equal
but opposite negative value to balance it.
The total of the voltage readings is zero,
and so is the mean. A simple mean is no
use.

Instead of finding a simple mean we
could take 100 readings, square them, add
them, dividh the sum by 100, then take the
square root of the result. Squaring the
values gets rid of the negative signs, for the
square of a negative number is always

Fig. 11.5. Power rating of a transformer. The transformer shown is a step-down type.

PRIMARY
COIL% a LOAD

RECTA.CIFIED

,CIRCUIT

c./<
R4,.

3.

4.

CURRENT
-1,-

-  ,E XTEUITR MN.
CIRC

+,

40/1 A A
TIM

-v

Fig. 11.6 (left). Half -wave rectification
circuit. The diode allows current flow
from a to k only.
Fig. 11.7 (bottom left). Waveform of half -
wave rectified sinewave.

TEACH -IN ERRATA
In Fig. 10.1 the emitter terminal has
been incorrectly labelled with a "c". It
should be "e".
In Fig. 10.4, there should be no con-
nection at location J19.
In Fig. 10.9, the output waveform
should be out of phase with the input
waveform. Invert the output waveform.

positive. We do not want to finish up with
"square volts", so we take the square root
at the end to get back to our original units.
This figure is called the root mean square
voltage, or r.m.s. voltage, for short.

When we refer to an a.c. voltage it is
usually the r.m.s. value, not the value at
any particular instant. If the form of the
a.c. is a sine wave, the r.m.s. voltage

and the peak voltage ( VpsAK, the
maximum in either dire:tion) are related
by the equation:
VPEAK = VY X Vrms =1.414 X lima -

Thus for a nominal mains voltage of
240V, the peak voltage is about ± 339V.
This point must be remembered when
specifying components that are to be used
at mains voltages.

MAINS TRANSMISSION
When a current flows through a wire,

the resistance of the wire causes electrical
energy to be converted to heat energy. This
energy is lost to the surroundings. Although
mains power lines use cables with low
resistance, there is still an appreciable loss
of energy between the generating station
and the places where the current is used.

The heating effect of a current is pro-
portional to the square of the current. If we
transmit at a given power and make the
voltage very high, the current can be
relatively small. This is why the power from
the generator is fed to a step-up transformer
before it leaves the station, and is dis-
tributed at high voltage (400kV or more).
In each area where power is to be used
there is a sub -station with a transformer
to step down the voltage to the normal
mains level, 240V.

POWER FOR ELECTRONICS
Even when the mains supply has been

transformed down to 240V, the voltage is
still too high for most electronic circuits.
Most of these operate at voltages lower
than 20V. Microcomputer circuits usually
require 5V.

The first stage of supplying power from
the mains is to use a transformer to reduce
the voltage still further. It is because it is
so easy to transform voltages, with little
loss of power, that a.c. is used in power
distribution.

However, when we have eventually
transformed voltage to a suitable level we
are faced with the problem that most
electronic circuits do not work on an a.c.
supply. They require d.c., such as is ob-
tained from the battery of Minilab. The
next stage is to convert a.c. into d.c., in
other words to rectify the a.c.

RECTIFIERS
The semiconductor diode allows current

to pass in only one direction, as explained
in Part 3 (E.E., Dec. 1981). If we put a
diode in the output circuit of a transformer
(Fig. 11.6), it allows current to flow only
when terminal A is positive with respect to
terminal B. When B is positive with respect
to A the diode blocks the flow. The wave-
form of this rectified a.c. is shown in
Fig. 11.7. It is easy to see why this is
called half -wave rectification.
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EXPERIMENT 11.1
Half -wave rectification

Consider the experimental circuit in
Fig. 11.8. Although we do not normally
use a light -emitting diode as a rectifier, it is
helpful in this demonstration, for you can
tell when the diode is conducting and when
it is not. R23 acts as a load, to conduct
current rectified by the diode. The a.c. is
obtained from the Astable module, operating
at 1Hz, so that you can follow the working
of the circuit. This is a square -wave a.c._
not a sine wave, but this does not affect the
demonstration.

The output of the module (osc o/P)
swings from OV to +6V and back. If we
take the +3V battery terminal as our
reference, and call it OV, the output of the
module can be taken as an alternating
current with VpEqic= 3V.

EXPERIMENT 11.1

SS

0

OSC
0/P

DI

TIL 220

The layout of these components on the
Verobloc is shown in Fig. 11.9. Watch the
motion of the needle of ME1. Note how this
corresponds with the light and dark
phases of DI. The diode is conducting for
only half the time, so half of the power is
not being used. Also the voltage across the
load varies wildly, from OV to VpgAK, that
it would be quite unsuitable for powering
an electronic circuit. The voltage is less
than +3V due to a drop across the diode;
this is why the 100,uA input of the meter is
used. If your meter has a 41(11 coil, a
reading of 100,uA corresponds to 0-4V.

Replace R23 with a 100k11 resistor.
The load draws less current than before,
making it too small to light the I.e.d., but
the meter still shows when it is flowing.
Depending on the type of meter used, the
needle flicks backward and forward across
the full range of the scale.

R23 +1_ C9
opc!

3911 .7 $22,F

1100 rn AI

ME I

100,uA

=1

STRIP 826 - F26

Fig. 11.8. Circuit diagram for the Experiment to demonstrate half -wave
rectification.
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 DO 00 007000 0 OL

13
OM00000 00000 00000 00130 0 0000 ONIO

0

0

1

+ B7
sr 1.5V

-I-B8
15V

El

Fig. 11.9. Layout of the components on the Verobloc for the circuit in Fia. 11.8.

Now plug a 220tiF capacitor into sockets
E20(-1-) and E26(-) on the Verobloc.
Watch the needle now. Its swing is much
reduced, showing that the variations in
voltage are being smoothed out. When the
voltage is at its highest, the capacitor
stores charge. When the voltage is zero, the
capacitor supplies charge to the circuit,
keeping a current flowing. The smoothing

AL
GENERATOR

DI AND D4
NOT CONDUCT!

(a)

GENERATOR

URREN1

D2 AND D3
NOT CONDUCTING

(b)

(C)

Fig. 11.10. (a) and (b) Fullwave rectification
showing current flow paths during the
opposite phases of the a.c. source. (c)
five common bridge rectifier packages.
(d) Fullwave rectified a.c. waveform.
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effect would be even greater with largre
capacitance.

FULL -WAVE RECTIFIER
A capacitor helps smooth out the voltage

fluctations of a half -wave rectifier, but does
not make it any more efficient.

A full -wave rectifier has four diodes,
connected in a bridge arrangement (Fig.
11.10). One pair of diodes conducts when
the other pair is not conducting, so feeding
the full output of the transformer to the
load circuit. With a smoothing capacitor
added, the voltage is reasonably steady.
Such a circuit is adequate for powering
many kinds of load circuit.

When the output voltage at the diode is
near VpEAK the smoothing capacitor must
store enough charge to supply the load
while the voltage is near zero. If the load
requires a large current, then the capacitance
must be correspondingly large. Even with a
capacitor of large value, and a load which
draws low current, the smoothed voltage
shows a certain degree of ripple (Fig. 11.11)
at 100Hz. If the load circuit is an amplifier,
this ripple may result in an audible "mains
hum".

SLOW DISCHARGE

SMOOTHING
THROUGH LOAD

CAPACITOR
CIRC

RAFU1Y RAPID
.. CHARGED ,(RECHARGE

TIME

ORIGINAL A.C.
--- FULL WAVE RECTIFIED A.C.

FULL WAVE RECTIFIED AND
SMOOTHED AC. I- D.C)

Fig. 11.11. The stages in producing
a smoothed d.c. from a.c.

Vz

ZENER
VOLTAGE

REVERSE
VOLTAGE

ZENER
C DUCTION

ce

c.)

ce

NORMAL
FORWARD
CONDUCTION

ARDFORW
VOLTAGE

+V

Fig. 11.12. Current -voltage characteristic
curve for a Zener diode.

STABILIZATION
The output voltage from a rectifying

circuit depends upon the amount of current
being drawn. The greater the current, the
lower the voltage. The current drawn by a
circuit may vary from time to time. If the
supply voltage varies because of this, the
operation of the circuit may be upset. We
need to be able to stabilize the voltage so
that it is independent of the load.

A common way of doing this is to use a
Zener diode. If we apply a small reverse
voltage to a Zener diode, it behaves like an
ordinary diode and does not conduct. But
if the reverse voltage exceeds a fixed
value, the Zener voltage, it begins to
conduct readily (Fig. 11.12). The p.d.
across the diode remains steady at the
fixed value.

Zener diodes are manufactured for a
range of Zener voltages. The next experi-
ment shows how we use them.

EXPERIMENT 11.2
Using a Zener diode

The circuit for Expt. 11.2 is shown in
Fig. 11.13. Here we are using the battery
as if it were the smoothed output from a
full -wave rectifier. We need to begin with a
voltage which is appreciably higher than the
voltage we wish to stabilize. R23 is a
dropping resistor to reduce the voltage

EXPERIMENT 11.2

Fig.11.13. Circuit diagram for investigating
the action of a Zener diode for voltage
stabilisation.

Fig. 11.14. The experimental layout for the
circuit in Fig. 11.13.

-81 -88
OV

A0 0 0 0 0

31 Boo 0 0
205

0 0
O Coo o o o 0
 DO o o o
o Eo D 0 0 0 0
o Fop DOD

1-ME1

across the load (R24) to approximately the
required level.

Without D4 in position, try varying the
load by using resistors of different values,
ranging from 4700 to 10k52. With a 10k52
load there is about 10V across it. Thus the
load current is about ImA. With loads of
lower resistance the voltage falls appreciably
as the current through the load increases.
This is to be expected, since R23 and R24
act as a potential divider. If the supply
came from a rectifier circuit the effect
would be even more pronounced.

Now plug the Zener diode into Verobloc
sockets K28 (cathode, banded end) and
M28 (the anode). This is a 5.IV Zener, so,
if the p.d. across it exceeds 5.1 V, it con-
ducts. You will see that the meter reading
has fallen to about 5.1 V, though it might
be slightly more or less than this, depending
on the diode. Once again, try a range of
resistors from 47011 to 10k52.

The voltage changes very little now,
staying within a few tenths of a volt of its
stabilized value. When a Zener diode was
tested, the voltage was 5.9V when R24 was

okn and fell only to 5.5V when R24 was
5600. Fig. 11.15 shows why this happened.

First we calculate /E, and /LOADS 1z is the
difference between them. Increasing the
load current from 0.5mA to 9.8mA (a
1630 per cent increase), decreased voltage
by only 0.4V (a 7 per cent decrease).
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V=12V
IN

R
22011

= 27.7-0.6
=271mA

(b)

CURRENT THROUGH THIS
DROPPER RESISTOR IS

V__ 12-59 _ 6.1

R 220 220
= 27.7mA

IN
=12V

I

ILOAD

k =0.6mA

(a)

LOAD
--.10k

v = 5 9V

CURRENT THROUGH THIS
DROPPER RESISTOR IS

12-5.5 65 29.5mA
22011 Cr 220 '220

I =29.5-9.8
=197mA

LOAD
.560

11

t
VZ=5.5V

Fig. 11.15. Currents in a Zener diode
circuit with (a) high and (b) low load
resistances. In (a) the Zener diode passes
the excess current not taken by the load.

V =7.5V
IN

TO12V 47012

TR4
ZTX 300

Vow.

k =4.5V

BZV88
C5V1

+

CR
>LOAD

-

Fig. 11.16. A circuit to provide a larger
current at a stabilised voltage.

7805

INPUT OUTPUT

COMMON

IN=
7v To
25 D.0

METAL TAG
(BOLT TO
HEAT SINK)

OUTPUT

INPUT
COMMON

VOUT
(5V D.C.)

Fig. 11.17. A voltage regulator i.c., the
pA7805. One of the available packages is
shown, style TO -220.

Use a 3 .3k0 resistor for R24; measure
the voltage. Next connect the circuit to the
+9V terminal of the battery instead of the
+ I2V terminal. You have reduced the
input voltage by 25 per cent. What is the
percentage reduction of the stabilized
voltage? A Zener circuit like this enables
us to obtain a fixed voltage in spite of
changes in the loading and changes in the
input voltage (including the mains voltage
supplied to a transformer).

LARGER CURRENTS
If the load normally requires a large

current, but at other times needs only a
small current, the Zener diode must be able
to carry the large surplus current at such
times. Zener diodes of high power rating
are available, but it is wasteful of power to
shunt current through the Zener when it is
not being used by the load. A better
solution is to use a circuit such as that in
Fig. 11.16. You could set up such a circuit
on the Minilab yourself and test its
action. TR4 would normally be a power
transistor, but a ZTX300 can be used
to supply up to 500mA.

The Zener diode holds the base of the
transistor at a steady 5.1V. Allowing for
base -emitter voltage drop of 0.6V, the
output voltage is stabilized at 4.5V. If you
compare this circuit with Fig. 7.2 (E.E.,
April 1982), you can see that it is really an
emitter -follower amplifier. The base voltage
is held fixed by the Zener diode, so the
emitter voltage (that is the output) must
also remain fixed. Being an emitter -
follower, it has high input impedance
(small currents to base and in the Zener
diode) but low output impedance (it can
supply a large current to the load circuit).

VOLTAGE REGULATORS
Many power supply circuits make use of

voltage regulator i.c.s (Fig. 11.17). These
give even better stabilization than the
single Zener diode, but are relatively more
expensive. Some of them incorporate
current -limiting circuitry. If the load
draws excessive current, the output voltage
's sharply reduced. This prevents damage

Answers to Part 10
10.1 Harmonic.
10.2 Saw -tooth, spike.
10.3 Frequency is precisely deter-

mined and accurately main-
tained.

10.4. Hartley.
10.5. 3.
10.6. Positive.

LOW
VOLTAGE

D.C.
OUTPUT

MAINS
IN

Fig. 11.18. Block diagram of a switched -mode power supply.

QUESTION TIME
11.1. Why is a.c. favoured for

mains power transmission?
11.2. Why is mains power trans-

mitted at very high voltage?
11.3. What is the potential of the

Neutral mains line, relative to
Earth potential?

11.4. What is the maximum poten-
tial of the Live mains line
relative to Earth, on a 240V
a.c. supply?

11.5. If the primary coil of a trans-
former has 4,800 turns and its
secondary coil has 300 turns,
what input voltage is neces-
sary to provide an output
r.m.s voltage of 9V?

11.6. With the transformer of
Q.11.5, if the load draws
100mA from the transformer,
what current flows through
the secondary coil?

11.7. If the transformer of Q.11.5
is rated at 10VA, what is the
maximum current which may
safely be drawn from it?

11.8 If the Zener diode in Fig.
1114 was rated at 9V, what
would be the stabilized out-
put voltage?

11.9. What is the r.m.s. value for an
alternative current for which
peak VPEAK =5V?

11.10. What happens to the ripple
current as the load on a

power -supply circuit is in-
creased?

to the load and also to the power supply
circuit.

SWITCHED -MODE SUPPLIES
Switched mode supplies operate on a

different principle from those already
described. The stages in a typical circuit
are illustrated in Fig. 11.18. The mains is
rectified without transforming it first.

The rectified current is switched on and
off at high frequency by circuits using
transistors or thyristors (see Part 7, E.E.,
April 1982). This high -frequency a.c.
supply is then transformed to lower volt-
ages as required. Since the frequency is so
high (10 to 20kHz) the transformer can be
small. This means that the power supply
circuit is altogether much more compact
and lighter in weight than those previously
described. The higher frequency means that
the smoothing capacitors can be small too.

The voltage is regulated by switching the
current on for a greater or lesser fraction of
each switching cycle. The current is
switched at the high -voltage stage, where
the currents are correspondingly lower; so
less power is wasted and little heat is given
off.

The chief disadvantage of this kind of
supply is that the high frequencies are
liable to cause radio -frequency inter-
ference on nearby equipment.

To be continued
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TWO -TONE

WHEN the old front door bell
started to show the signs of age,

it was decided to design and build a
replacement using TTL i.c.s. Experi-
mentation soon showed that a con-
tinuous two-tone signal penetrated
the various household distractions far
better than an intermittent pip -tone
or a constant pitch.

In fact, the tone generator part of
this circuit could also be used in an
alarm system with a higher power
audio amplifier and speaker being
added if necessary.

BY W.ENGLISH

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The circuit diagram is shown in

Fig. 1 and is based around two 7400
TTL quad 2 -input NAND gate i.c.s.

Gates ICla and IC1b form a clock
oscillator operating at about two cycles
per second. Capacitors Cl and C2 and
resistors R1 and R2 govern this oper-
ating frequency.

There are two anti -phase output
signals from this clock, from pins 3
and 6, and these alternately enable
two additional oscillators consisting
of IC1c/ICId and IC2a/IC2b. When

pin 3 is high, oscillator IC1c/ICld will
operate at approximately 1kHz and
when pin 6 is high (pin 3 will now be
low) oscillator IC2a/IC2b operates at
approximately 2kHz.

The net result is two alternating
tones of 1 and 2kHz, each sounding
one after the other, and these are
coupled to the amplifier section via
gate IC2d and capacitor C7.

IC2c is unused, and in accordance
with the recommended guidelines for
using TTL logic, the unused inputs are
commoned to the positive supply rail
via R7. This eliminates distributed
capacity associated with floating in-
puts and ensures no degradation of
propagation delay times.

AMPLIFIER
The audio amplifier section is of

simple design. In the absence of a
signal, TR1 is biased so that the col-
lector voltage is about half the supply
voltage. A positive going signal on the
base of TR1 will cause the collector
current to increase, resulting in the
collector voltage falling thus turning
on TR3 and turning off TR2.

A negative going signal on the base
of TR1 will have the opposite effect.

VR1 is adjusted to bias TRI midway
between the positive supply rail and
OV for economical current consump-
tion and in practice is set to give the
best compromise between tonal
quality and current consumption.

Negative feedback via R10 improves
the quality of the amplifier. The com-
pleted prototype drew just over

1C1,2 PIN 14

IC1 7400

1C2 7400

IC1,2 PIN 7

R5 2,2k12
C5

-11--i
0.47pF

IC2c

8
N/C

C7
10/.iF

R8
(Oka

VR1

R9
22012

TR1
BC107

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the Two -Tone Doorbell Alarm unit.

TR2
BC107

+ 5V 0
(VIA 51)

C8 220,uF

6 ®TR3
AC128

R10 39012

L51
8R

OV
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100mA from the 5V supply and de-
livered sufficient volume from a
125mm diameter 8 ohm loudspeaker.

POWER SUPPLY
It was decided to utilise the existing

bell transformer and this type of
transformer supplies 8V a.c., so a
regulator circuit was necessary to pro-
vide 5V for the TTL and this is shown
in Fig. 2. The power supply is wired
to the bell push (S1) as shown and
then connected to the main circuit.

The system only consumes power
when the bell push is pressed.

CIRCUIT BOARD
The Two -Tone Door bell was con-

structed on the large piece of strip -
board and the layout is shown in Fig. 3.

EXISTING
BELL PUSH

r\
+sv

L
"0"-t-0

ov

330,uC9 F

TR4
(0,151

EXISTING BELL
TRANSFORMER

240V
A.C.MAINSJ

Fig. 2. The circuit diagram of the power supply section of the unit utilising a standard
bell transformer and bell push.

Special caution must be exercised
when positioning the component, as
many are vertically mounted.

Note that capacitors C3 to C6 re-
quire preforming to fit the layout and
this must be done with caution as this
type of polyester capacitor is quite
fragile where the leads join the body.

The two i.c.s are mounted into
Soldercon strip sockets and not stan-
dard 14 pin d.i.l. holders. The reason
for this being that access is required
beneath the i.c.s to fit links.

The layout is quite complicated and
as such, great care must be taken
when inserting and positioning both
the components and the track breaks
(also shown on Fig. 3). It is recom-
mended that where links and com-
ponent leads cross over one another
or they are very close that p.v.c.
sleeving be used to prevent short-
circuits.

Space has been left on tracks M,
N, 0 and P for the positioning of
two mounting holes.
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Fig. 3. Stripboard layout for the Alarm section only. Note links beneath the i.c.s.
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COMPONENTS

Resistors
R1,2 4.7kf/ (2 off) See
R3-6 2-2k0 (4 off) doh
R7 1142

R8 10k0

11:1CR9 22051
R10 39kil
R11 18052 P523
All 1W carbon + 10%

Capacitors
C1,2 100/2F 6V elect (2 off)
C3, 4 0.22µF polyester type C280

(2 off)
C5, 6 0.47,uF polyester type C280

(2 off)
C7,10 1012F 10V elect (2 off)
C8 220/2F 6V elect
C9 330,uF 16V elect
C11 100,uF 16V elect

Semiconductors
D1 BZ Y88 C5 V6 5-6 V, 400m W

Zener diode
D2-5 1 N4001 silicon diode (4 off)
TR1,2 BC107 npn silicon (2 off)
TR3 AC128 pnp gormanium
TR4 BFY51 npn silicon
IC1,2 7400 TTL quad 2 -input

NAND gate (2 off)

Miscellaneous
LS1 sn loudspeaker, 125mm dia-

meter
VR1 1k5I miniature horizonal pre-

set
S1 Bell -push (see text)
T1 Bell transformer (see text)
Stripboard, 0.1 in. matrix, 16 strips
by 36 holes and 10 strips by 18
holes (2 pieces); case to suit;
28 way Solderon strip socket;
7/0.2 equipment wire; tinned
copper wire; p.v.c. sleeving; twin
cored bell wire.

Guidance only £6.50 excluding
Approx. costcase

SI
0 0 Ce c0.0

0 RII

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

OV °
00 000.00

(8) = BREAKS IN COPPER STRIPS 12)

DIRECTION OF
COPPER STRIPS

TI

Fig. 4. Component assembly diagram for the power supply section. Note the two breaks
in the copper tracks.

REGULATOR CIRCUIT
The smaller piece of board is used

to construct the power supply on and
the layout for this is shown in Fig. 4.

This board only requires two breaks
in the copper track so these are also
indicated on the component side view
(unlike Fig. 3, which has an addi-
tional underside view).

All the usual precautions regarding
the orientation of polarised capacitors,
diodes and transistors are to be taken.

INSTALLATION
When the two boards are completed,

the system can be installed. No cases
have been specified, however, it is
suggested that the power supply
board is mounted in an insulated
plastic case adjecent to the bell trans-
former. The enclosure for the Bell
unit must be large enough for LSI.

To wire the two units and the door
push (SI) together, twin -cored bell
wire is ideal.

Actual size photograph of the prototype unit circuit board.

Readers' Bright Ideas; any idea that is published
will be awarded payment according to its merit. The
ideas have not been proved by us.

I.C. REMOVAL TOOL
Removing i.c.s from their sockets can be done in

various ways, with a screwdriver, with a pair of pliers or
by hand.

It is almost impossible to use a screwdriver on a densely
packed circuit board and using pliers can often result in

the cracking of the package. Using the fingers can also
harm the device by bending the pins or quite often they
can become embedded in the person's skin.

To overcome all these problems, the following tool was
made up from an old pair of tweezers. By bending the
tweezers as shown in the diagram, a very useful removal
tool can be made with the added advantage that it can
also be used in confined spaces.

Because the tweezers are
metal, it is possible to attach
a connecting wire to them,
this can then be connected to
an earthed point such as a
radiator or a coldwater tap.
By earthing this tool, it is
possible to then use it for
the removal of cmos devices.

This tool has been in con-
stant use for several weeks
and has always been reliable
and done its job perfectly.

N. Kendrick,
West Sussex.

IOmm

5mm 22mm
OTHER DIMENSIONS DEPEND
ON SIZE OF TWEEZERS USED
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Everyday News
CITY BUSINESS

SYSTEM
British Telecom (London) unveiled its unique Multi -Line

Communications Unit on May 17 at Williams & Glyn's Bank in the
City of London. This City Business System gives instant access to
hundreds of private circuits, exchange lines and private switch-
boards at the touch of a VDU screen.

The "Dealer Board", as it is known, has been designed to cater
specifically for the needs of dealers and brokers in the heart of
London's financial world who constantly require fast and direct
telephone links to stock, commodity and currency brokers all
over the world. It has been developed by BT in close co-operation
with Williams & Glyn's Bank over the past three years and now
represents the most advanced system available anywhere in the
world in this highly specialised market.

The City Business System
provides a maximum of 512
dealer boards, and each
position has a VDU and two
telephone handsets. The user
has access to 5,000 pages of
stored information as well
as access to information held
in the company's own com-
puter. The 1,000 telephone
lines to which the system
can be connected to are
accessed from a "touch sen-
sitive" keypad on the VDU
screen.

This keypad, presented in
an eight by eight matrix
format and stored on as
many pages as required, is

one of the most interesting
features of the system. Run-
ning above the glass VDU
screen is a criss-cross matrix
of infra -red beams, two of
which will be broken when
the user touches a "key" on
the screen thus involving no
moving parts to break or
wear out.

Mr Tony Booth, Director
of BT London, said of the
system "The interest it has
aroused in the last few
weeks has been phenomenal",
and added that orders worth
more than £114 million were
now being processed.

DESIGN ADVISORY SERVICE

Mr Patrick Jenkin, MP, Secretary of State for Industry, an-
nounced that the Government is committing £3 million over the
next three years to a scheme to make manufacturers aware of
the benefits of good design. The scheme is to be operated by the
Design Council, under contract to the Department of Industry.

The money is to be made available to extend the operations of
the Design Advisory Service (DAS), originally set up in 1976 to
help manufacturers improve the design of their product and
become more competitive in world markets.

Under the extended scheme, manufacturers employing between
60 and 1,000 people will be able to obtain 15 days free consultancy
from the DAS.

BBC TRAINING PACKAGE
The BBC's Engineering Training Department have recently

developed a new technique for training students in the funda-
mentals of television engineering.

Based on the "packaged -learning" concept, the system uses
special demonstration equipment accompanied by a set of learning
texts. The overall package consists of two main racks of equipment,
including colour and black and white monitors, an oscilloscope,
a VHS cassette tape and four supporting books.

The course is divided into three parts, covering the fundamentals
of television engineering, picture processing, colorimetry and
finally, the coding and decoding of PAL and NTSC signals. It is
estimated that the whole course should take about five days to
complete.

The package may be made available to colleges, industry and
other broadcasting organisations in the near future.

The new Central Treasury at Williams & Glyn's Bank in London holds
the world's first British Telecom City Business System.

Complete Fluke . . .

Fluke's latest 412 digit
multimeter, the 8060A, has
so many microprocessor con-
trolled measurement func-
tions that it is virtually a
complete test laboratory in
one package claims the
manufacturer. 'Brain' of the
instrument is an advanced
chip developed in Fluke's
own microelectronics plant
with an investment of £20
million US dollars.

Three meters . . .

Three famous instrument
companies are being centred
in the Avo factory at Dover
in a new company, Thorn
EMI Instruments. They are
Avo, Evershed & Vignoles,
and H. W. Sullivan. Together
they will produce 150 pro-
duct lines generating £10
million p.a. turnover with 50
per cent exports. The well
known trade names Avo
Megger, Sullivan and Foster
will be retained.

Engineers at the BBC's Training Department in Evesham teach themselves
the fundamentals of colour television engineering using the packaged
learning concept.
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. from the World of Electronics

The British Standards In-
stitution has introduced a
new standard governing
printed circuit boards (re-
ferred to as printed wiring
boards in the new docu-
ment). This new standard,
denoted BS 6221, replaces
the outdated BS 4025 and BS
4579 and complements the
very high standard BS 9760
(used mainly in professional
and military applications).

This is an extremely useful
reference for anyone in-
volved in, or interested in,
the manufacture of quality
p.c.b.s.

The Inland Revenue's new
computer network to auto-
mate Pay -As -You -Earn ac-
counts is planned to have
18,000 terminals in 600 local
offices linked to 44 large
computers.

The flight simulator for
Boeing's latest airliner, the
767, has obtained the US
Federal Administration ap-
proval ahead of the actual
aircraft. The simulator was
built by Rediffusion at Craw-
ley, Sussex.

R. S. Components is to
move to a 300,000sq ft ware-
house in the Weldon Enter-
prise Zone, near Corby. The
move will be in stages, com-
pleted by mid -1984. C & K
Components of Kettering has
a new factory opened by
Cyril Smith, M.P., employing
130 people producing 29,000
switches of various types per
day.

A third of the Queen's
Awards to Industry in the
technology section went to
companies in electronics this
year and electronics was also
a high scorer in the exports
section.

The Midland Bank has set
up a special division to deal
with cash hungry young elec-
tronics companies needing to
borrow. The division is
headed by Colin Amies with
experience as a top executive
in the electronics industry.

TV and radio programmes
will be available in the re-
motest areas of the Aus-
tralian bush when a new
domestic communications
satellite is launched in 1985.

Radio Help -for -Aged
Relaxation of power restriction on VHF radio links enable

implementation of radio -alarm systems for elderly people
normally under warden care.

A typical system can have up to 10,000 alarms on a Radio
Linked Warden -call system to a central computer -controlled
base to handle emergency calls when wardens are off -duty.

The Plessey Company an-
nounce a 32 per cent in-
crease in pre-tax profits for
the year ended April 2, 1982.
Profits increased from f845
million to £111.4 million with
sales increasing to £963.1
million from the previous
year's figure of £8445 mil-
lion. Export sales rose by
27 per cent.

Telecommunications had a
successful year, showing a
19 per cent increase in sales
with the Electronic Systems
and Equipment sales follow-
ing closely behind, recording
an 18 per cent rise.

Both the Microelectronics
and Aerospace divisions
showed increases in profits,
the only business to actually
incur a loss was the USA
based Computer Peripherals,
this being due to a marked
reduction in demand in both
home and European markets.

Weighing machine manu-
facturer W. & T. Avery claim
to be the first in the weigh-
ing industry to install com-
puterised automation in the
manufacture of printed cir-
cuit boards for its products.

Automatic insertion equip-
ment inserts 100,000 com-
ponents into 2,000 p.c.bs
every week, supplemented
by automatic testing.

A microprocessor -con-
trolled "ring main" local
area network called Planet
has self -healing properties.
The network, to which as
many as 500 separate pieces
of equipment can be con-
nected automatically re-
routes data or digitised voice
if the main cable is cut or
damaged. The system has
been developed by Racal-
Milgo.

Ex(H)am !
Readers in the North London area may be interested

to know that Hendon College of Further. Education
are once again running a course for the Radio
Amateurs Exam, to begin some time in September.

Further information can be obtained by contacting
Chris Holford at the Hendon College of Further
Education, The Burroughs, Hendon, NW4 4BT. His
telephone number is 01-202 3811, extension 147.

Phone in the Sky
Latest gimmick to attract airline passengers in the USA is

to offer an in-flight telephone service. American Airlines and
Republic Airlines are first in the field.

Research has revealed that some 60 per cent of passengers
are travelling business people and they are expected to
welcome the service. But only outgoing calls from the air-
craft are provided. You can call the office but the office can't
call you.

-ANALYSIS--
THE NEW ELITE

Rapid expansion of manufacturing industry in developing
countries inevitably poses new
industrialised. The newcomers, rightly anxious to secure
market share, tend to work longer hours for less pay. As
newcomers, many use the latest production machinery. So
in a number of products, and they are increasing, it is even
more difficult to compete in price. Such global shifts of
activity, together with a general trade recession have inten-
sified unemployment in the United Kingdom as in other
industrialised countries.

Our only effective response, other than trade embargoes,
is to stay ahead in technology and today this means
electronic -based technology spearheaded by electronic
engineers.

These men, and an increasing number of women, are the
new elite of the Second Industrial Revolution. In an era of
high unemployment they are the only group where demand
for their expertise continues to grow.

They are privileged in many ways, particularly in mobility.
Whereas, for example, miners can only work where there is
coal, shipbuilders at coastal or estuary sites, electronics
engineers have a wide choice of locations and an equally
wide choice of industries and specialisations in which to
exercise their skill. And because they are in demand they
are able to change jobs more frequently in search of pro-
motion, wider experience or merely a change of scene. The
largest number of jobs is still in the technological South
East but the demand in other regions is growing.

Remuneration, like life itself, is often unfair or seemingly
so. Sales engineers often enjoy higher pay than innovative
engineers in laboratories and the more interesting jobs
frequently pay less than boring ones. But the engineer can
make his own choice.

Elitism, of course, is discouraged by those radicals who
would have us all equal. And strangely, the loudest voices in
favour of egalitarianism, are often those with an elitist
education without which they would remain unknown and
unheard. The egalitarians are wrong. We need more, not
fewer, elite people exercising their talents in centres of
excellence. They benefit not only themselves but the whole
nation.

Brian G. Peck.
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To BT, a bouquet
Having taken several swipes over recent

years against the Post Office and British
Telecom, how nice it is to be able now to
offer a bouquet.

British Telecom has recently opened an
exhibition, called "Telecom Technology
Showcase" at Baynard House, in Queen
Victoria Street, near the Mermaid Theatre.
Baynard House is the centre for tele-
communications in the City of London
and houses the first System X exchange
in England. The new public exhibition
stretches over two floors and there's also
a reference library for study. The Show-
case is open every Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday from 10am to
4.30pm, with admission free. It could well
become world famous as a technical
exhibition centre.

The idea is to trace the development of
telecommunication technology, from the
1837 Cooke and Wheatstone electric
telegraph, through the invention of the
telephone and radio to modern day tele-
corns. Almost every exhibit on show is an
original because, with commendable
foresight, telephone engineers over the
last century have been storing away in
mint condition equipment for posterity.
Only Alexander Graham Bell's first proto-
type telephone, of 1875, is a replica,
because no available original can now
be traced.

Working Models
There are plenty of working models, for

instance to show how old telegraph links
worked. Many of the telephones on display
are working sets connected up to a small
Strowger exchange. This clatters and
chatters into life when you dial a number
from one exhibition telephone to another.
The captions of the exhibits are very
informative. Anyone with a serious
interest in telecommunication technology,
will need several visits to take them all in.
No one could fail to learn something.

For those with long memories, many of
the exhibits come from the old Post Office
exhibition which used to be housed in the
Fleet Building exchange, off Farringdon
Road and Shoe Lane. When it was closed,
in 1975, all the exhibits were shunted off
to warehouses. Since then they have been
meticulously cared for and catalogued in

readiness for the opening of the new,
permanent exhibition centre at Baynard
House.

The next time you feel angry or frus-
trated with the Post Office or British
Telecom, try treating yourself to a free
visit to Baynard House. It makes a good
antidote.

Outrageous One
By now you'll doubtless have read

numerous reports on "The Last One"
computer program. So you'll know that
The Last One was advertised in advance
as "a computer program that writes
computer programs".

Quite a claim I In fact, DJ "Al" Systems,
the firm backing The Last One, adopted a
deliberate policy of stirring up both
interest and cynicism by some pretty
outrageous advance publicity, with ab-
solutely no technical back up.

No copies of the program were made

available to the press in advance of the
formal launch. Even the public relations
firm handling the launch didn't know, until
the day of the press conference, whether
the whole thing was a hoax or not.

The pre -launch hype certainly seemed
to succeed. The company claimed six
million dollars in advance orders, and the
press conference was packed. What's
more because no-one had got their hands
on a program in advance, no-one had
had an opportunity to pirate it.

In the event it turned out that although
The Last One is a very clever concept it's
really just a program generator which
translates plain English instructions into
Basic code language. It doesn't have
artificial intelligence and the user still
needs to analyse problems. Probably the
best way of summing up what The Last
One can and cannot do, is to quote the
pitfall into which one of the DJ Al spokes-
men fell at the press conference.

Noughts and Crosses
To illustrate the need for a program

like The Last One, he mentioned that
several years ago his firm had bought an
Apple computer and after a year they still
"couldn't play noughts and crosses on
it". But, he implied, The Last One would
of course change all that.

So I asked the obvious question. "How
do you use The Last One to program
an Apple computer to play noughts and
crosses?" Awkward silence!

Of course, there's no simple answer.
You have to analyse, for yourself, the
logical steps in a noughts and crosses
game, tell the computer how to draw the
board, give the computer the questions
and options and answers, and explain the
difference between winning and losing.

Once you've analysed the system and
worked out your instructions, then The
Last One will make it relatively easy to
write the program because you won't
have to translate your instructions into
Basic. But The Last One doesn't have any
intelligence of its own. Anyone expecting
otherwise is in for a rude shock.

Plug in to Moscow!
Some oriental electronics firms have

finally found out to their cost why it is that
Japanese hi-fi and video equipment will
work perfectly in almost every country
but in Britain it becomes mysteriously far
more susceptible to mains -born interference.
The interference spikes from a thyristor
dimmer switch, or from a refrigerator
thermostat, or an electric drill or even a
simple mains lighting switch, will often
cause noise on audio and blips on video
and throw electronic timers into confusion.
But in foreign countries the same equip-
ment copes with exactly the same kind of
interference perfectly well.

The reason is in our mains system. It
goes back to the days when sockets were
individually fused. After World War II we
went over to the modern system where the
sockets are no longer fused and there are
just a few main fuses. Local fusing is taken
care of at the plug.

In the old days we needed a ring mains
system to ensure that when one socket

fuse blew it didn't take out every other
socket downstream of the fault. In other
words, with a ring system the mains has
both upstream and downstream access to
the sockets.

But with modern fused -plug system, we
don't need a ring mains. Nevertheless, and
for who knows exactly what reason, we
stuck with the ring main principle. It's not
only unnecessary, it creates very real
problems. For one thing the ring main
loop can serve as a radio aerial; one
householder found himself receiving Radio
Moscow because his ring main loop just
matched the transmission frequency!

The other problem is that the ring main
loop, together with any motor, trans-
former or fluorescent light choke coils in
the circuit, acts as an inductance. So any
interference spike or pulse that gets into
the mains isn't damped. Instead it resonates,
or rings, as it would in any inductive
system. This is why mains interference that
is innocuous in other countries, plays havoc
with the same equipment in Britain.
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By Dave Barrington

Soldering-An Art
Strange as it may seem nearly all the

soldering irons on sale in this country are
British manufactured and the standards
are so high that the chances of failure are
very rare.

With such a record, the only excuse for
bad solder joints can only be because of
bad "habits" or incorrect procedure. So,
before we introduce the latest range of
irons and soldering aids we should like to
give a brief guide to successful soldering.
Many manufacturers also include "good
soldering" instruction booklets with their
irons, these should be read carefully.

Irons are classified by their power rating
or heat capacity measured in Watts. One
rated between 15 and 25 watts will be suit-
able for all projects in EE. A good selection
of bit sizes would be 1.5, 3 and 4mm dia-
meter-Go for one of the iron plated types.

Once a suitable iron has been selected,
the tip should be tinned before use.-
When the bit is hot melt some solder onto
the tip so that it flows evenly and then
"wipe" clean with a damp sponge or rag.
This should be carried out at fairly regular
intervals during use.

Most important both surfaces of the
intended joint must be cleaned and free
from grease.-Lightly scrape or rub with
abrasive paper.

When soldering, the hot iron must be
offered up to both surfaces of the joint
simultaneously and solder fed to the joint.

The solder should always be melted
around the contact area, not on the iron,
and allowed to flow.

Finally, remove iron from joint and hold
joint steady for a few seconds to cool.-A
good joint should be nice and bright.

New Irons
As a result of a marketing co-operation

agreement, a new range of soldering irons
are being manufactured by Adcola Pro-
ducts for OK Machine & Tool (UK).

The range consists of two thermo-
statically controlled and thermally bal-
anced instruments plus one temperature
controlled iron, each up to international
safety standards.

The OK -001 operates from 240V and
features a short heating element barrel for
effective tip control and a temperature
range up to 380°C. The OK -002 has a

lengthened barrel for long reach work and
a temperature range up to 400°C.

The model OK -003, with proportional
control, operates from a 24V 50Hz supply
and has a variable temperature range of
250 to 450°C. This is achieved by the use
of an i.c. control unit in the handle. Thetool
can be totally earthed and has a burn -
proof cable.

For more details and prices contact OK
Machine & Tool (UK) Ltd., Dept EE, Dutton
Lane, Eastleigh, Hants SO5 4AA.

Desoldering
One of the methods of desoldering com-

ponents from circuit boards is by means
of a spring -loaded suction pump. This
draws molten solder away from the re-
heated joint and sucks it up the barrel of
the gun.

Two new desolder guns are the latest
additions to the Tele-Production Tools
range of equipment.

These precision made tools are avail-
able in two sizes, one for standard work
and the other for fine joints. The miniature
desolder gun, measuring 14mm dia. x
165mm long, is ideal for the small circuit
board projects published in EE.

Both desolder guns have plunger guards
and claim one hand operation. Each gun
claims a powerful suction and a low recoil
action which leaves joints clean and tidy.
The solidified solder is automatically
ejected when the gun is re -set for the next
operation.

Replacement Teflon tips are available
for both guns at 70p each and the guns
cost L5.95 each or £10 for the pair. All
prices include VAT and carriage.

More information may be obtained from
Tele-Production Tools Ltd., Dept EE,
Stiron House, Electric Avenue, Westcliff-
on-Sea, Essex SSO 9N W.

CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECTS

Quiz Master
The large console case for the Quiz

Master can be supplied by Maplin, part
number M1006. (Order no. LH64U.)

The multiway plugs and sockets are RS
Components "QM Multipole" connectors.
The sockets SK1, 2 and 3 are 12 -way
rectangular chassis shells (although only
seven ways are used), RS part number
466-755 and the plugs on the response
units are 12 -way rectangular cable shells,
RS part number 466-747.

These moulded connectors have sep-
arate inserts so you will also require one

packet of sockets (RS part no. 466-832)
for the chassis shells and one packet of
pins (RS part no. 466-804) for the cable
shells. Any RS Component supplier
should be able to obtain these.

A seven -way cable may prove to be a
little difficult to locate, so any multiway
cable with more than seven conductors
may have to be used.

Finally, the trunking for the response
units is of the type used by electricians
for house and office wiring and should be
available from electrical supply shops. It
is an extruded plastic, square section
trunking with a clip -on lid and comes in
two metre lengths.

Doorbell Alarm
No case is specified for the Doorbell

A/arm so this is left to the constructor to
choose one to match his home decor!

If a new bell -push or transformer is
required, the high street electrical shop
or large chain store will stock these,
along with the twin -core bell wire.

CB Roger Bleeper
Nearly all components required to build

the CB Roger Bleeper are common types
avilaable from many sources. The author
used 1W resistors in his model, but the
more common 1W types may be used
instead.

The pair of connectors PL1 and SK1 may
be obtained from Maplin Electronic
Supplies. Both parts (plug and socket) are
sold as one item, order No. YX53H (Audio
Conn 4 -way).
Instrument Pre -Amp

The design for the Instrument Pre -Amp
calls for 1 per cent resistors. If you have
any supply difficulties, we can tell you that
1 per cent types of the required values are
stocked by Maplin, Rapid Electronics and
Watford Electronics.

A single -pole, single -throw slide switch
is specified in the component list, but
these are difficult to obtain. You can use
one side of the very common d.p.d.t. slide
switch.

The f.e.t. input op -amp, CA3140 should
not be excessively handled. Static elec-
tricity can quite easily damage this
device, so try not to touch the legs of this
device when inserting it in its socket.
TRS-80 Interface

A couple of special i.c.s are required
for the TRS-80 Interface project: LM334Z
adjustable current source used as a
remote temperature sensor and the
TL507C single slope analogue to digital
converter. The LM334Z is available from
Maplin Electronic Supplies, order No.
WQ32K. The TL507 may be obtained from
Tandy, stock No. 276-1789.

The printed circuit board has been
designed to accommodate a specific
transformer, stock No. 207-829 available
through your component dealer from RS
Components Ltd. RS Components will
only supply to registered account holders.
Other types of suitably rated transformers
may be fitted to the case and wired to the
appropriate p.c.b. locations.

The double -sided (20 + 20 way) wire -
wrap -pin edge connector is difficult to
obtain and may need to be cut from a
longer connector. Watford Electronics
sell a 23 + 23 way connector for use with
the ZX81 which may be cut for this pur-
pose. It is also reasonably priced. The
plastic stand-off pillars may be obtained
from Maplin, order No. FW16S (stand-off
short).
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BY C. J. BOWES

F YOU are associated with an organi-
sation which regularly holds quiz

competitions, it is most likely that
you will have, at one time or another,
wished you had an electronic machine
to tell who was ready to answer first.

One of the problems with such a
machine is that for each contestant
to have his or her own individual
push button unit, it can become
costly to provide the boxes, plugs
sockets and cables necessary. The
unit described here overcomes this
problem by providing the push buttons
for the whole team mounted in a
single piece of plastic trunking, thus
reducing the number of sockets neces-
sary and greatly simplifying the inter-
connections required.

The prototype unit illustrated here
was constructed for use by three
teams of four contestants but
the circuit can be adapted for use by
a greater or smaller number of teams
with different numbers of members.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The circuit of the unit falls into

two sections, the contestant's response
unit and the circuitry which prevents
other players from triggering their
indicators after the first contestant
has responded. This section also
provides an audio signal to indicate
that a response has been made. These
are shown in the circuit diagrams
Figs. 1 and 2.

COMPETITOR'S RESPONSE
UNIT

The competitor's response unit is
shown in Fig. 1 and one circuit is
required for each team. Each re-
sponse unit contains four identical
sections, one for each player, so only
one need be described. The heart of
the circuit is the thyristor CSR1.

In order to reduce the cost of each
competitor's unit, the switch, S4, is
a simple push -to -make momentary
action switch. Some form of latching
is therefore necessary to maintain
the lamp on after this push -switch
has been released.

The thyristor is driven from a d.c.
power source. Under this condition,

a positive voltage, with respect to the
cathode (k) applied to the gate (g)
triggers the device and a current will
flow for as long as a load is present.
Once the device has been triggered,
the gate potential may be removed
without unlatching the thyristor. The
lamp LP1 presents a fairly substantial
load and it is therefore convenient to
incorporate the latching action of
CSR1 and switching action of S4.

Both the gate current and the gate
voltage are extremely small so the
gate is therefore connected via R29
to switch S4. This switch is connected
(through pin 6 on PL1) to a supply
which is gated by the logic in the
master unit. This switching potential
is only available as long as none of
the response units are operated.

When the prototype was construc-
ted, trouble was experienced with
false triggering which occurred as the
result of the extreme sensitivity of

the thyristors to voltage spikes which
were picked up by the gates and
triggered the devices lighting the
lamps

This was overcome by the use of
an additional resistor R30. This is
connected so as to ground the gate
except for when a potential is con-
nected to it through R29. The value
shown is that calculated to pro-
vide the correct voltage to the gate
when S4 is operated. However, due
to manufacturing tolerances within
components, this may not always be
the correct value and it may be
necessary to make adjustments to
this resistor when testing the unit.
Selecting an alternative gate resistor
is described later.

In this way, when the first contes-
tant presses his button, both the
lamp, LP1, and the l.e.d, D20 will
illuminate. R28 limits the current
through D20.

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the Competitors response unit for four beam members.
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I II

MAIN UNIT
The complete circuit diagram of

the main unit is shown in Fig. 2.
To prevent any competitor from

indicating a response once the first
contestant has pressed, it is necessary
to disconnect the power to the re-
ponse switches once the first indicator
light is illuminated.

The latching action of the thyristor
is used, together with a logic circuit,
to achieve this function. Outputs
from the response units are taken
from the anodes of the thyristors and
connected to the inputs of three
4 -input NAND gates. When CSR1 is
not conducting, the anode potential is
almost that of the positive supply
rail. When CSR1 is triggered, the
anode voltage falls to 0 volts.

So with the thyristor anodes all at
logic 1 (with no repsonse buttons
pressed), the outputs of the three
NAND gates will be at logic 0.

As soon as one re -
response button is
pressed, a logic 0 will
be presented to one
of the inputs on the cor-
responding NAND gate, hence changing
the output state to logic 1. This vol-
tage is fed through R14 to the base of
TR1 and causes it to conduct. When
this transistor is not conducting cur-
rent flows through R1 to the response
switches in the competitors' units.

COMPONENTS -7
Resistors

R28, 31,
34, 37
R29, 32,
35, 38
R30, 33
36, 39
All 1W carbon ± 10%

1ki2 (4 off)

56k0 (4 off)

5.6ki2 (4 off) see text

Semiconductors
D20-23 TIL220 0.2in. red I.e.d. (4 off)
CSR1-4 C103YY p -gate thyristor (4 off)

See

41.12
page 523

Miscellaneous
S4-8 Miniature push -to -make momentary action (4 off)
LP1-4 12V, 2.2W M.E.S. filament lamps (4 off)
PL1 12 -way free plug (to mate with SKI)
Single sided glass fibre p.c.b. 70 x 30mm; stand-off insulators (4 off); M.E.S.
panel lampholders, red (4 off, for LP1-4); 7 -way cable; 7/0.2 equipment wire;
I.e.d. mounting clip (4 off, for D20-23); plastic trunking with cover, 38mm square,
2 x 2m lengths required; mounting hardware.

NOTE
These components are for one Competitors Response Unit only. Three units
are required in total, and the components list is the same for each with the
following exceptions:
Team B-D20 to D23 will be TIL 222 yellow I.e.ds (4 off) and the M.E.S. lamp -
holders will also be yellow (4 off).
Team C-D20 to D23 will be TIL 221 green I.e.ds (4 off) and the M.E.S. lamp -
holders will also be green (4 off).

When TR1 conducts, the voltage at
the collector is pulled down to 0 volts,
thus grounding the response switches
and preventing the gates of the
thyristors from being activated.

Note that a separate NAND gate is
used for each team in order to pro-
vide a different audible signal to
distinguish between each team.

The outputs from the NAND gates
are combined by the three diodes,
D13, 14 and 15 wired as an OR gate.
When any of the NAND gates are
activated, a logic 1 appears at the
combined cathodes of the three diodes
but the action of the diodes prevents
this from leaking back to the NAND
gates whose outputs are still at
logic 0.

ADDITIONAL INDICATORS
In addition to the indicator on the

competitors' response units, a panel
of 1.e.d.s, D1 to D12 are provided on
the main unit console. This enables
the Quiz Master to see who has
pressed first without having to look
at the competitors' indicator lamps.

These 1.e.d.s are grouped on the
console so as to correspond to the
arrangement of the teams and are
also coloured red, yellow and green
for team A, B and C respectively.

Resetting the system is achieved
by simply disconnecting the 0 volt
supply to the cathodes of the
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thyristors by opening switch SI. This
removes the load and allows the
thyristors to return to their off state.

AUDIBLE SIGNAL
The remainder of the circuit is

concerned with providing an audible
signal. This signal is produced by
IC4, a 556 dual timer i.c., connected
as a tone generator. One half of this
i.c. (IC4a) is connected as a mono -
stable which is triggered by the out-
put from the response units. The
output from the monostable is used
to gate the other half (1C4b) of the
556 timer, connected as an astable
which provides the audible tone for
the duration of the monostable pulse.
The length of the tone is governed
by the values of R19 and C2 and
provide a burst of about 2 seconds.

The frequency of the tone is
governed by the values of R20, R21,
R22, R23 and C5. This might seem
to be a complex arrangement and
needs some explanation. This circuit
has been designed to give three dis-
tinctive tones, one for each team.

This is achieved by the use of
transistors TR4 and TR5, to short
out sections of the resistor network
and hence alter the output tone.
These transistors are connected so
that when their base voltages are
higher than the emitter voltage, the
transistor saturates and in effect
creates a short circuit between its
collector and emitter. This shorts out
the appropriate section of the resistor
network. The base of TR4 is con-
nected to the output of ICla through
R26 and S2a.

MULTITONE
With S2a in the MULTITONE position,

a logic 1 from ICla, caused by a re-
sponse from team A, resulting in R21
and R22 shorted out, producing a
high pitched tone. The base of TR5
is similarly connected via R25 and
S2b to the output of IClb so that if
the unit is activated by a member of
team B, a mid range tone is produced
since only R21 is shorted.

The output of IC2a is not con-
nected to short out any section of
the resistor network so a reponse
by a member of team C will produce
a low pitched tone.

S2 is provided so that the unit
may, if required, be set to produce
the low tone only when any response
unit is operated.

Fig. 2. The Quiz Master main unit circuit diagram. Note that each of the three competitors response
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PULSE GENERATOR
The tone generator circuit requires

a short, negative going pulse to
trigger it. This pulse must be shorter
in duration than the output pulse of
monostable IC4a to avoid retriggering
the tone generator. The signal to
initiate the tone burst is derived from
the logic 1 output from the diode
OR gate when any one of the con-
testant's response units is triggered.

A logic 1 input to inverter IC3a
results in a logic 0 which is connected
via R16 to the base of TR3 causing
it to conduct and charge Cl through
R18. This voltage is sensed by the
input to inverter IC3b. When the
voltage on. Cl rises above the thres-
hold of the gate it switches and the
output changes from logic 1 to
logic 0.

The output of the diode OR gate
and the output from IC3b are gated
by IC3c to give a pulse. Before a
response is made, the output of the
diode OR gate is at logic 0 and the
output from IC3b is at logic 1, so the
output from IC3c is at logic 1, pre-
venting IC4a from being triggered.

When a contestant responds, the
diode OR gate output goes to logic 1
and starts the charging of Cl. During
the time between the triggering of
the system and the change of output
of IC3b, the inputs to IC3c are both
at logic 1, therefore the output is at
logic 0 and triggers the IC4a.

As soon as Cl reaches a voltage
above the trigger voltage of IC3b,
the output is switched to logic 0. The
inputs to IC3c are now at logic 1

and logic 0, resulting in a logic 1

units plug into sockets SK1, 2 and 3. The power supply section of the unit is shown in Fig. 3.

output. The time constant of R18 and
Cl governs the duration of the
trigger pulse which is of a shorter
duration than that of the tone burst.

AUDIO OUTPUT
The tone generated by the tone

burst generator is fed via R24 to the
base of transistor TR6. This is a
simple amplifier to drive LS1.

R27 prevents the loudspeaker cur-
rent exceeding that for which it was
designed. However, TR6 does draw
a sizeable current when the tone
burst is being produced and it is
therefore necessary to heat sink it
by mounting it in thermal contact
with the control panel. If a metal
control panel is not used for the unit
it will be necessary to provide this
transistor with a heat sink.

IC1,2,3 PIN 14
R20
27012

IC3a

R15
820k11

R17
5100

TR2
BC109

IC 3 PIN 5,6,7

10 2

IC3 4011

d7frF

§R19
470k12

C2
4.7/JF

4 14

RESET VCC

DISCHARGE

IC4a

THRESHOLD 0/P

TRIG.

CONTROL

3

sir
C4

R21
39011

925
10011

TR5
BC109

R22
68011

TR4
BC109

0.01pF

R23
la

13

12

I'---' C5
2.2pF

110

RESE1

DISCHARGE

IC4b

0/P

THRESHOLD

RIG.

OV CONTROL

IC4 556

9

926
70012

R24 56011

927
711

o+v

TR6
TIP 31A

LSI
4111

00V
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POWER SUPPLY
The power supply, shown in Fig. 3,

for this unit is extremely simple. The
incoming mains supply is fused and
switched and fed to transformer T1.
The 9 volt output from the trans-
former is rectified by D16-19 and
smoothed by C7 and C8. S3 contains
an integral neon indicator which is
used to indicate that the unit is
switched on.

MAIN UNIT ASSEMBLY
The bulk of the components are

mounted on the printed circuit board.
The track and component layout for
this is shown in Fig. 4. After etching,
the board should be drilled and care-
fully checked for broken or shorted
tracks before fitting and soldering
the components. The integrated cir-
cuits should not, however, be fitted
until last.

The switches, l.e.d.s, loudspeaker
and TR6 are mounted on the front
panel of the unit and the transformer,
fuseholder and three multiway soc-
kets are mounted in the case of the
unit. Care must be taken when
assembling the case and front panel
to ensure that the components will
fit into the space available. It is
advisable to lay out the case mounted
components and check for clearances
before commencing to cut the case
and panel.

Particular care is necessary where
the bare contacts of S3 are concerned
since contact between these and the
components on the p.c.b. could cause
the unit to become dangerous. For
this reason it is necessary to check
the clearances with the p.c.b.
mounted on its standoff pillars.

HEATSINKING
Transistor TR6 is mounted onto the

metal front panel to provide heat
sinking and space should be left for
this component with a suitable mount-
ing hole drilled for it when construc-
ting the front panel. The precise
dimensions will be determined by the
component used.

This component should be
mounted with an insulating mica
washer, to which silicon grease has
been applied on both sides. The
washer is placed between the tran-
sistor and the panel before the
transistor is bolted to the case. An in-
sulating bush is also used to in-
sulate the nut from contact with the
metal tab of the transistor.

53
F51

-e

Fig. 3. Power supply unit circuit diagram.

After cutting and drilling, the
panel is then painted and rub -down
lettering applied. The lettering can
then be protected with several coats
of spray -on clear varnish.

After the panel and case have been
cut and prepared the components can
then be mounted and wired up
according to Fig. 5. To provide an
adequate earth connection to a metal
control unit f r o n t panel, a sub-
stantial wire from the earth in the
mains lead should be connected to
a solder tag and then be clamped to
the front panel by means of one of
the case fixing screws.

Once the unit has been completed

and connected to the power supply,
the integrated circuits can be in-
stalled in their sockets. A suitable
temporary testing lead should be con-
nected to the negative power supply
line and the unit connected to the
mains and switched on.

The system should be tested by
applying this test lead to the input
connections (pins 2, 3, 4 and 5 on the
multiway sockets) from the com-
petitors' response units. When each
input in turn is tested, its associated
1.e.d. should light and an audible
tone should be produced by the tone
generator. The duration of the tone
should be the same on each occasion.

COMPONENTS'
Resistors

R1, 20 2700 (2 off) R17 5100
R2-13 1k0 (12 off) R18 22k0
R14 4.7k0 R19 470k0
R15 820k0 R21 3900
R16 150k0 R22 6800
All carbon ± 10% unless otherwise stated.

Capacitors
C1, 2 4.7/AF 16V tantalum (2 off)
C3, 5, 7 2.2µF 16V tantalum (3 off)
C4, 6 0.01/2F disc ceramic (2 off)
C8 2,200µF 16V elect radial lead

Semiconductors
D1-4 TIL220 0.2in. red I.e.d. (4 off)
D5-8 TIL222 0-2in. yellow I.e.d. (4 off)
D9-12 TIL221 0.2in. green I.e.d. (4 off)
D13-15 1N4148 signal diode (3 off)
D16-19 W005 1 A, 50V bridge rectifier
TR1, 2,4,5 BC109C npn silicon (4 off)
TR3 BC479 pnp silicon
TR6 TIP31 A npn silicon, TO -220 case
IC1, 2 4012B CMOS dual 4 -input NAND gate (2 off)
IC3 4011B CMOS quad 2 -input NAND gate
IC4 556 dual timer

R23 10
R24 5600
R25, 26 1000 (2 off)
R27 270 5W

page 523

Miscellaneous
51 Miniature push -to -break momentary action
S2 Miniature d.p.s.t. toggle
S3 Mains rocker switch with integral neon
SKI -3 Chassis mounting 12 -way socket (3 off)
FS1 100mA quick blow fuse, 20mm long
LS1 an, 1 W miniature loudspeaker
T1 Mains transformer, 9V, 0.6A secondary
Single sided glass fibre p.c.b. 110 x 90mm; console type case, 215 x 130 x 78
(rear) x 47mm (front); fuse holder (for FS1); TO -220 mounting kit (for TR6);
I.e.d. mounting kit (12 off, for D1-12); 14 -pin d.i.l. holders (4 off); mains lead;
P clip; grommet; 7/0.2 equipment wire (assorted colours); stand-off insulators
(4 off); mounting hardware.
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Fig. 4. Printed circuit board assembly and track layout of the main unit (shown actual size).
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FS

CONTESTANT'S RESPONSE
UNIT

The response units are each
mounted in the plastic electrical
trunking described earlier. This trunk-
ing consists of a three -sided U -section
extrusion with a clip -on cover.

The units are constructed using the
lid of the trunking as the base of
the response unit. The indicator
lamps are mounted on the front face
of the trunking and their positions
should be marked and holes of the
correct size cut out with a hole cutter.
The lampholders are rather large and
are likely to extend across most of
the width of the trunking and it is
therefore necessary to mount the
push -to -make switch and repeater
l.e.d. slightly to one side of the lamp.

The position of the push -to -make
switch can be marked in the centre
of the top of the unit and a hole of
the appropriate size drilled. The same
procedure, on the contestant's side
of the unit, can be repeated for the
l.e.d.

CONTESTANT'S P.C.B.
The remainder of the electronics

for the contestant's unit is mounted
on the printed circuit board as shown
in Fig. 6. The track layout for this
is also shown in Fig. 6. The printed
circuit board should present no manu-
facturing problems and can be made
by any of the many methods avail-
able for p.c.b. making.

The p.c.b. should be partly assem-
bled by mounting and soldering into
place the thyristors CSR1-4 and re-
sistors R28 to 39. R30, 33, 36 and 39
should not be permanently mounted
at this stage but temporarily tacked
into place on the underside of the
p.c.b.

The position of the mounting holes
for the p.c.b. in the top of the trunk-
ing should be marked and drilled.

After all the components have been
mounted the unit can be wired up
as shown in Fig. 7, but it is necessary
to allow sufficient wire to remove the
p.c.b. from its mountings and to re-
place the lamps in the lampholders.

GATE RESISTOR SELECTION
A multiway cable should be made

to connect the contestant's unit to
the master unit. The mains switch
should be turned on and a note taken
of which, if any, of the contestant's
lamps light. The gate resistors con-
nected to those thyristors must be
adjusted so that the 1.e.d.s extinguish.
This continues until no lamps light
without their push -to -make switch
being first operated. The test should
be repeated after triggering one of
the lamp units and operating the
reset button. It is likely that this
might cause any oversensitive thy-
ristors to trigger because of an in-
duced spike in the wiring.
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Fig. 7. The interwiring diagram for a competitors response
unit. The wires to the PL1 are via the 7 -way cable and this
cable must be of sufficient length to reach the main unit
console. The dimensions shown are for a four metre long
response unit (that is, utilising two lengths of plastic
trunking).

If a lamp fails to be switched on
by its associated push switch then
the circuit should be traced through
with a voltmeter to ensure that the
gate voltage presented to the gate
of the appropriate thyristor is
sufficient to trigger the triac. Typical
values are 0.8V.

If this voltage cannot be obtained
with 12V available at the output of
the switch then the value of the gate
resistor or the resistor in series with
the push-button should be adjusted
to produce about 1V at the gate of
the thyristor with respect to the
cathode.

OPERATION
When completed and tested out the

system should operate as follows:
When any one of the contestant's

push -to -make switches is operated
the associated indicator on the front

Photograph show-
ing a single re-
sponse position.
Note that the large
lamp holder has
been slightly stag-
gered to allow for
the I.e.d. and
switch. When com-
pleted, the wires
are laced together -

S7

1

PLAYER 4

of the trunking should light, as
should the 1.e.d. on the contestant's
side of the trunking and the approp-
riate l.e.d. on the control panel. The
audio signal should produce the
appropriate tone, depending on which
team operated their buttons.

The audible tone should cease after
about two seconds but the contes-
tant's light should remain on, to-
gether with the l.e.d.s until the

PL1

® 0 ® C)

PC.B. COMPONENT SIDE

RESET button is operated. If the RESET
button is operated before the audio
tone has ceased then the lights will
go out and the tone of the audio
signal will drop to the low tone but
the audio signal will continue for the
preset duration.

When any of the contestant's
lamps are on it should be impossible
for any other contestant to illuminate
their lamp. )1
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I N THE last article it was stated
that the a.c. generator is called

an alternator. Most alternators are
driven by steam turbines and since
the turbine and the alternator are
usually supplied as one generation
unit, called Turbo -alternators.

Throughout the UK there are many
power stations in which are installed
numerous Turbo -alternators. The
modern standard British Turbo -alter-
nator generates a three-phase voltage
of 28 kilovolts and produces 660
megawatts of power while running
at 3000 r.p.m. (to produce 50Hz).

NATIONAL GRID
All the state-owned power stations

(CEGB-Central Electricity Generat-
ing Board) are interconnected by a
National Grid network which enables
electrical energy to be transferred
from one station to another in case
of emergency breakdown, overload-
ing or seasonal maintenance. There
are three tiers of grid networks
having transmission voltages of
132kV, 275kV and 400kV.

Even higher voltages are being
tested since the higher the voltage,
the lower the current and hence less
copper required for transmitting the
electrical energy.

The grid networks also allow the
supply to be transmitted to trans-
former switching stations which, in
turn, supply high voltage to distribu-
tion substations where it is trans-
formed to standard distribution vol-
tages of 240V single-phase and 415V
three-phase before being carried by
underground cables to consumers
premises.

Part Two
BY A. KENYON

Fig. 2.1 shows how this is done. The
Main fuses and the kilowatt-hour
meters are the property of the supply
authority and should not be tampered
with.

In the UK the three phases are
referred to as Ll, L2 and L3 and N
(Neutral) or sometimes Red, Yellow,
Blue and N. The Continental identifi-
cation is referred to as R, S, T and N
(or Mp). Note also that the "live
phases" are fused whereas the neutral
is "solid" (not fused).

Note that the Neutral conductor is
earthed at the substation so that at
all times the ground forms one of the
supply conductors, which is the
reason why, when standing on the
"ground" and inadvertently touching
a "live" conductor, you receive an
electric shock.

WHY EARTH THE NEUTRAL?
Refer to Fig. 2.2 which shows

a one bar electric fire connected to a
single phase 240V supply via a 13A
outlet socket. The three cases shown
are that with the Neutral line
switched, the Live line switched and
the Neutral line fused.

From Fig. 2.2a, with the mains
switch incorrectly in the Neutral side,
it can be seen that even when the
electric fire is switched OFF, the ele-
ment is still Live and anyone acci-
dently touching the element would
receive an electric shock.

Fig. 2.2b shows the switch in the
Live conductor which, when switched
OFF, assuming the element is un-
damaged, leaves the element con-
nected to the Neutral conductor
which, being earthed, is at the same
potential as the user, hence even if
the element is inadvertently touched,
the user will not receive a shock.

This diagram also shows what
happens should the element break
and touch the metal framework (the
reflector). Since the metal framework
of the fire is earthed, when the ele-
ment touches the earthed frame it
will overload the circuit and "blow"
the Live fuse, which immediately dis-
connects the Live supply

Even if the Live fuse did not
"blow", anyone touching the metal-
work of the fire would not receive a
shock since the Earth conductor short
circuits their body.

Fig. 2.2c shows what would happen
if the Neutral was fused and the fuse
were to blow. As in Fig. 2.2a, anyone
touching the element would receive a
shock. So by making the Neutral solid
only a Live fuse can blow under fault
conditions thus removing the Live
conductor from the appliance.

PORTABLE ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES

Most portable electrical appliances
are supplied with a three core flexible
cable, one of which, the yellow/green

THREE PHASE
USER

E U L2L3LN

SUB -STATION

NEUTRAL
EARTHED EARTHED

LEAD COVERING JUNCTION BOXES

SINGLE PHASE USERS

E E N E

Fig. 2.1. Distribution of a four wire, three phase a.c. supply from the sub -station
to both industrial and domestic consumers.
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Fig. 2.2a. Mains connected one bar
electric fire with the on -off switch
incorrectly wired in the neutral.
When switched off, the element is
still live.

Fig. 2.2b. The same fire but with
the element broken so as to touch
the metalwork. The frame would
still be at earth potential.

240V

N

BLOWN
FUSE

Fig. 2.2c. A fused neutral line, even
when blown, does not prevent the
element from being live although
the fire will stop working.

is the Earth safety conductor. When
in use, should either the Live or
Neutral conductor break, the appli-
ance fails to function thus giving
warning. However, should the Earth
conductor break, the appliance con-
tinues to function normally and it is
only under fault conditions when the
user receives an electric shock that
it is discovered that the Earth con-
ductor is broken. Therefore it is
essential that the continuity of earth
conductors be checked at frequent
intervals.

An exception to this rule is Double
Insulated equipment. This type of
appliance is indicated by a symbol of
two squares, one within the other,
and is in fact a two wire system. That
is, it only has the Live and Neutral
connections as no earth is required.
The reason no earth is necessary is
that the appliance case or housing will
be made entirely from plastic (an
insulator) with no exposed metal,
therefore removing the risk of an
electric shock.

IMPEDANCE
When an a.c. voltage is applied to

a piece of equipment, the current flow
is limited, or impeded, by three pro-
perties given by:
(1) Resistance (R), measured in ohms
(51)
(2) Inductive reactance (XL), again
measured in ohms (Q.) and is the im-
pedance due to an inductive load.
(3) Capacitive reactance (X0),
measured in ohms (52) and is the im-
pedance due to a capacitive load.

The unit of inductance is the henry
(H). A more practical and usable unit
is the millihenry (mH) which equals
one thousandth of a henry.

The unit of capacitance is the farad
(F) and in practice, is usually quoted
in microfarads (CAF), equal to one
millionth of a farad.

RESISTANCE
Pure resistance (R) in ohms is the

same for an a.c. current as it is for
a d.c. current. So the a.c. impedance
of a resistor can be calculated in
exactly the same way, that is, by the
application of Ohms law, where R =
V/I.

INDUCTIVE REACTANCE
Inductive reactance, (XL) in ohms is

given by the formula:
XL =27-ifL

where f = frequency in hertz (Hz).
L=inductance in henries

(H).
=3.142 (pi)-always con-

stant.
For example, a 76mH inductor

would have an inductive reactance
at 50Hz of 2X 3.142 X 50 X 0.076= 2411.
(Note that 76mH=0.076H.)

CAPACITIVE REACTANCE
Capacitive reactance, (Xc) in ohms

is given by the formula:
1

Xc-
27fC

where f =frequency in hertz (Hz).
C=capacitance in farads

(F).
= 3.142 (pi)-always con-

stant.
For example, a 132.61iF capacitor

at 50Hz has a capacitive reactance of
1

-2411.
2X3.142 X50X00001326

(Note that 132.6,uF= 0.0001326F.)

METERING ELECTRICITY
The electricity meter installed into

users premises registers the electrical
energy consumed in units. One unit is
equal to one kilowatt-hour (kWh) and
this is equivalent to one thousand
watts of electrical energy used for a
period of one hour.

In order to calculate the number
of units consumed, multiply the power
in kilowatts by the time in hours. For
example, 2kW for 30 minutes uses
2 X 0.5=1 unit and 6kW for two
hours uses 6x 2=12 units.

Since the supply authority charge
for electricity by the number of units
consumed, the kilowatt-hour meter is
a very important piece of equipment
when assessing the individual con-
sumers electricity bill and for this
reason they are accurate meters.

APPARENT POWER
With reference to Fig. 2.3a, b and

c, we are going to study the effect of

QUESTION TIME
2.1. For a 40/1F capacitor rated at

350V, answer the following:
(a) What would be its capacitive
reactance (Xc) on a 2,000Hz
supply?
(b) What current would flow
through it when connected to a
240V, 50Hz supply?

2.2. You notice that the rotating disc
on an electricity meter (used to
indicate that power is being
used) is stationary yet your
ammeter in circuit reads 0.4A.
What would you assume?

PART I ANSWERS
1.1. 115V x 1 .73=200V.
1.2. Line to earth=33,000V±1 73=

19,075V (r.m.s.). Therefore peak
=19,075V x 1.414=26,970V.

1.3. Form the conductor into a loop
(a single turn coil) which has
the effect of rotating two con-
ductors in the magnetic field,
thus doubling the output volt-
age.
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a reactive load (capacitive or induc-
tive) on an a.c. supply. From the pre-
vious calculations, it has been deter-
mined that a 132 capacitor, a
76mH inductor and a 2451 resistor all
have an impedance (a.c. resistance)
of 2411 at 50Hz.

The first diagram, Fig. 2.3a, shows
the capacitor across a 240V a.c.. 50Hz
mains supply and according to Ohms
law, 10A will flow and this is indi-
cated on the ammeter in the circuit.
As power is equal to voltage multi-
plied by current, this capacitor would
appear to be taking 2400 watts. Simi-
larly with Fig. 2.3b, the inductor

would appear to be using 2400 watts
of power as it too has 10A flowing in
the circuit.

However, in both cases the kilo-
watt-hour meters do not register any
power at all! The reason for this, and
this will be explained in detail next
month, is that the product of the
voltage and the current in Fig. 2.3a
and b is known as the apparent power.
So each of these systems has an
apparent power of 2400 watts and a
true power of zero watts, as registered
on the kilowatt-hour meters.

In Fig. 2.3c, where both the capa-
citor and the inductor are connected

Fig. 2.3a (left). A capacitive load across
a 240V, 50Hz mains supply. The ammeter
in the circuit reads 10A giving an apparent
power of 2400W. The kilowatt-hour meter
indicates that no units of electricity are
being consumed, therefore the true power
is zero.

Fig. 2.3b (centre). Here the load is in-
ductive, and once again the ammeter
shows that 10A are flowing so it follows
that the apparent power is also 2400W
for this circuit. However, the kilowatt-hour
meter still does not indicate the use of
any units.

Fig. 2.3c (right). If the two reactive loads
are combined in parallel, the ammeter
shows that no current is now flowing and
the kilowatt-hour meter indicates no
units being consumed, therefore both the
apparent power and true power equal zero.

in parallel across the 240V a.c. supply,
the expected current would be 20A
through the ammeter (10A through
each branch of the circuit) but in fact
the ammeter indicates that no cur-
rent is flowing at all!

As the kilowatt-hour meter shows
that no units are being used, in this
circuit, both the apparent power and
the true power are zero. Again, this
will be dealt with next month when
we shall explain why this is so with
the aid of phasor diagrams.

To be continued

COUNTER., INTELLIGENCE
Any Old Clothes?

I seem fated lately to bump into Citizens
Band radio in some form or other. The
other day I was in the offices of my In-
surance Company, when a pleasant
looking lady approached me smiling and
said, "Have you any old Clothes?" I

replied gravely, "Indeed I have madam,
I am wearing them," and I held out my
cap hopefully, in case she felt she would
like to rectify the matter.

"No, no" she cried, "I want them for a
jumble sale I am holding for my CB Club."

My attention was instantly fixed on
what she had to tell me, and although I

assured her that I had nothing I could
part with, without literally feeling the
draught, my wife on the other hand, having
to conform to the whims of fashion to
some degree, could undoubtedly help.

In return this good lady promised to tell
me more about her club. Her name is
Mrs. Megan Hardway, and her "Handle"
is "Blue Eyes". She told me, that although
there are many CB Clubs for grown ups,
there are none for children. So about a
month ago she started one, and called it,
"The Ankle Biters Club". (Ankle Biters
being the CB code name for children.)

They hold a meeting every Saturday
morning between 10 am and 12 midday
in the Parish rooms. The club is open to
any child between the ages of five and 15
who has access to a CB radio. Disabled
children are particularly welcome.

Already there is a membership of 93.
Mrs. Hardway hopes to arrange for
speakers to give the children instruction
in the correct use of CB radio and has
already managed to persuade "Buzby"
and the local Police to give some useful
talks to the children, This is a very worth-
while scheme and I shall follow their
progress with interest.
Desert Island Inventions

I wonder how many of our readers
watch a programme on BBC 2 called "The
Great Egg Race"? The title is now rather
a misnomer. Although in the original
series it was a competition to design a
vehicle to transport an egg the greatest
distance using a rubber band and a few
pins, it has now developed into a competi-
tion between three teams, who are re-
quired to design a piece of equipment for
a specific requirement from ordinary
materials in a limited time.

So far they have had to build a wide
variety of items such as a boat, a bridge,
a machine for automatically measuring
liquids, and an acoustic gramophone.

To date, no one has asked them to
design a radio receiver! I think it would
be fun to let the teams imagine they were
prisoners of war and see what they could
produce from a few old cocoa tins, some
rusty razor blades, a nail or two and a
piece of coke. I think we would have to
let them have a high impedance earphone,
so we will imagine they were able to bribe

the guards to get one. I wonder how our
readers would fare in such a competition?
I would expect them to come out top!

I frequently ask the question, "What
does one do with a Home Computer?"
In the last few weeks the BBC have put on
an excellent series in ten fortnightly
parts, called appropriately "The Computer
Program" and designed to explain to
duffers like P.Y. what it is all about.
Naturally, like all good programmes, it
is put on at an hour when most hard-
working people are sound asleep -11.30
pm!

Dodgem's Department
Electronics has now become an integral

part of the car and some of the innovations
such as delayed action wipers, have been
pioneered by the amateur. There is still
one electronic gadget I would dearly
love to have to assist me when parking.

Imagine a display on your dashboard.
It would show a small rectangle, this would
represent your car. There would be four
small windows. One above, one below,
and one either side. In these windows
would appear figures, which would
represent the exact distance in inches
your car is from the nearest object. It
would prevent me from breaking the glass
in my reversing lamp, or the reversing
light of the chap in front, or cutting my
tyres to pieces. Now you inventors, what
about it?
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FOR
BEGINNERS

THE DRY CELL battery is the
cheapest and most convenient

power source available for portable
electronic equipment. It is also the
safest and so ideal for the beginner.

Dry cells were invented by Georges
Leclanche in 1866 and it is a develop-
ment of his first cell that forms the
basis of the batteries we use today.
Three basic types are now on the
market, and these are the zinc -carbon
cell (used in most torches and cas-
sette players), the alkaline mangan-
ese cell (the Duracell v e r y hi g h
power type) and the rechargeable
nickel -cadmium battery.

TYPE
SP11
SP2
HP16
HP7
HP11
HP2
R6PP
R14PP
R20PP
PP3
PP3-C
PP3-P
P P6
PP9
PJ996
1289

M N2400
MN1500
MN1400
MN1300
MN1604
MN1203

it it.

RX6
RX14
RX20
RX22

#

VOLTAGE
1.5V
1 5V
1 5V
1 -5V
1 -5V
1 5V
1 5V
1 5V
1.5V
9V
9V
9V
9V
9V
6V

4.5V

CASE
SIZE
C
D
AAA
AA
C
D
AA
C
D

The table shown below gives the
most popular type numbers in each
of these three categories and lists
the key dimensions for each. Note
that a "battery" is a collection of dry
cells, and as a single cell has a volt-
age 1.5V, a battery will have a mul-
tiple of this, for example a PP3 bat-
tery has six cells giving 9V.

The alkaline manganese batteries
have an advantage over standard zinc -
carbon batteries in that they last much
longer and can supply more current.
This does however, make them con-
siderably more expensive.

The rechargeable nickel -cadmium
cells have a cell voltage of only 1.2V
but have the advantage of being re-
usable. A constant current recharger
is required. They are not as powerful
as the alkaline manganese batteries.

When using dry cell batteries in
electronic equipment, remember:

(1) Where a set is utilised, use the
same type of battery throughout.

(2) Remove batteries if the equip-
ment is not to be used for some time.

(3) When batteries have run down
and reached the end of their useful
life, remove them carefully and dis-
pose of them. Do not throw on a fire.

(4) Zinc -carbon and alkaline man-
ganese batteries are not rechargeable
and do not attempt to do so.

ZINC -CARBON BATTERY DATA
OUTLINE
DRAWING

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2
2

2
3
4

DIMENSIONS (mm)ABCD E
26.2 50 0 - - -
34 2 61 8 -
10 5 44.5 -
14 4 50 5 - -
26.2 50 0 - -
34.2 61 8 - -
14 4 50.5 - -
26-2 50.0 - -
34-2 61 1 - -- 48 5 26 5 17-5 12.7- 48 5 26.5 17 5 12.7- 48.5 26.5 17.5 12.7- 70 0 36 0 34.5 12 7- 81.0 66 0 52.0 35.0- 102 67.0 67.0 25 5- 67 0 22.0 62 0 -

DIA. A

+ A

f

0

nrin c-1

0

Fig. 1. Some common battery outlines.

TYPICAL
CAPACITY* APPLICATION

Standard power
f (torches, etc.)

'High power (motor
driven equipment)

Ever Ready "Power
Plus" range

Transistor equipment
Calculators
Extra power equipment

}Transistor equipment
Handlamps
Cycle lighting

ALKALINE MANGANESE BATTERY DATA
1 5V AAA 1 10.5 44.5 - - - 0 8Ah
1 -5V AA 1 14 4 50.5 - - - 1 8Ah
1 -5V C 1 26.2 50 0 - - - 5 5Ah
1 -5V 0 1 34.2 61-8 - - - 10Ah
9V (PP3) 2 - 48.5 26 5 17.5 12.7 0-5Ah

4 5V - 4 - 67.0 22.0 62.0 - 4-4Ah

RECHARGABLE NICKEL -CADMIUM BATTERY DATA
1 2V AAA 1 10 5 44.5 - - - 0 2Ah
1 2V AA 1 14.4 50.5 - - - 0-5Ah
1 -2V C 1 26 2 50.0 - - - 2Ah
1 -2V D 1 34.2 61 8 - - - 4Ah
8 4V (PP3) 2 - 48.5 26.5 17 5 12 7 0 1Ah
8-4V (PP9) 2 - 81.0 66.0 52.0 35.0 1 2Ah

High power, long life
(flashguns, toys, etc.)

Cycle lighting

1
`Portable equipment with

high current consumption

No capacity figure is quoted for zinc -carbon batteries as this varies greatly and is dependent upon the current drawn, temperature,
period of use per day and the voltage at which the host equipment ceases to function.

Type numbers given for rechargable batteries are Ever Ready numbers and where no number is quoted, the battery may be specified
by its case size only. Type numbers for all other batteries listed are now fairly standard and used by most major manufacturers,
including: Ever Ready, Chloride Exide, Vidor and Duracell. Varta, however, use different numbers but can still supply.
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BY D.J. EDWARDS

2MMENT P 2E -AMP
THIS

unit was designed to extend
the low voltage ranges of multi -

meters by a factor of 10, 20 or 100
as selected. The output of the unit
plugs into the test prod sockets of
the meter and the voltage to be
measured is applied to the high
resistance input of the Pre -Amp. The
f.s.d. of the meter is now given by
the range selected on the meter
divided by the amplification factor of
the unit. It can also be used as a
pre -amp for an oscilloscope.

The input impedance is 2 .2Mfl en-

suring very little loading on the
circuit under test. The maximum
output of the unit is 7 volts in the
d.c. mode and 14 volts peak -to -peak
on the a.c. range. The meter range
chosen must therefore be within
these limits.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The circuit diagram is shown in

Fig. 1 and is based, on two operational
amplifiers.

IC1, a f.e.t. amp, is used purely as

a buffer. Due to the output being
strapped to the inverting input, its
gain is unity. However, its impedance
at the non -inverting pin is extremely
high and in practice is determined by
the value given to Rl. Cl in the input
lead blocks d.c. voltages when
measuring a.c., but can be bypassed
by closing S1 for d.c. operation,

R2, R3 and VR1 connected between
pins 1 and 5 provide an output offset
null function to allow the output of
the unit to be made exactly equal
to earth potential under no -input
conditions.

IC2 and associated components
form the amplifier proper. The ratio
of the feedback resistor to R4 deter-
mines the amplification factor. By
having a choice of feedback resistor
(R6, R7 and R8) and making the
resistors 1 per cent tolerance, this
factor can be accurately selected.

R5 helps reduce the effect of input
bias currents on the output voltage.
C2 and C3 provide supply line de -
coupling.

LAYOUT
All components, with the exception

of R6 to R8 and Cl, are mounted on
a piece of 0.1 inch matrix stripboard,
size 18 strips by 13 holes, see Fig. 2.
Sockets should be used for the i.c.s.
The only breaks on the board
are underneath the i.c.s to prevent
opposite pins from being shorted
together. Cl is mounted across the
switch contacts of S1 and R6 to R8
are mounted on the tags of S2a.

Because we are dealing with a high
gain amplifier the case should be
aluminium to provide 'screening from

Fig. 1. The complete circuit diagram of the Instrument Pre -amplifier.
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OFFSET
NULL
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stray signals. For the same reason
the input lead should be a length of
screened cable.

At the back of the unit there are
three solder tags bolted to the case.
This is a common earthing point for
the negative lead of Bl, the positive
lead of B2, the input and output
earth leads, the input lead screen and
the earth lead to the circuit board. A
piece of card was placed behind the
circuit board, which is free standing,
to prevent shorting against the metal
case. Alternately, a spacer, nut and
bolt could be used.

TESTING
On switch on, with a multimeter

on an appropriate range connected
to the output, the output should be
approximately OV and should be
made exactly OV by adjusting VR1.
There is no calibration required and
the instrument should be ready to
use immediately.

To check that the unit is amplifying
correctly, construct a potential divider
using two resistors, R. and Rb, and
use them to reduce the voltage from
a 9V battery to the voltage necessary
to give full scale deflection on the
meter when amplified by the Pre -
Amp. The voltage is measured across
Rb, the lower section of the divider,
and this can be assigned a convenient
value such as 1 kilohm.

A B C

The value of R. is given by:
XRb X A factor)mp. _R.= (VBRb
f.s.d. of meter

Thus for f.s.d. of 5V, VB=9V, Amp.
factor=10 and Rb=lk.Q.

Ra=(9 X 1000X 10)-1000=17kft
5

Exact f.s.d.s will not be obtained
due to the tolerances of the resistors
(1 per cent types will give more
accurate results) but it will be close
enough to check that the unit is
working satisfactory.

IN USE
There is no reason why the ampli-

fication factors used in the prototype
should be rigorously adhered to.
These can be altered to suit personal
requirements by changing the values
of R6 to R8. For instance, if the unit
needs to be used only to provide a
high impedance input for a meter
with low sensitivity, R6 could be
made equal to 101(11, giving unity
gain.

Bear in mind that if the gain of
the unit is to be increased, the high
frequency response will suffer. On
the x100 range the response of the
741 begins to roll off at 10kHz. If this
presents a problem the 741 could be
replaced by a 748 op -amp which has
a better frequency response. A 10pF

DEF
0 0
0
O
O
O
O
O

IB1-vel

VR1

0000
R2

H

Rt

0 POR
0 0 0 0 0

0

 IC2

;O R 4
1041M- R54)

C2
C3

C

O

O

0

0
0

30

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1 2.2M12 R5 1Okf2
R2 47kf2 R6 1Mf2 1%
R3 4.7kf2 R7 200k12 1%
R4 lokn 1% R8 100kf2 1%
All I watt carbon, ±5% except
where stated otherwise

Capacitors
C1 100n F plastic or ceramic
C2 100n F plastic or ceramic
C3 100n F plastic or ceramic

Semiconductors
IC1 CA3140 f.e.t. Op -Amp,

8 -pin d.i.l.
IC2 741 Op -Amp, 8 -pin d.i.l.

Miscellaneous
VR1 1kf2 linear carbon potentio-

meter
S1 s.p.s.t. slide switch
S2 3 -pole, 4 -way rotary switch
PL1, PL2 Plugs to suit meter

sockets (1 red, 1 black)
B1, B2 9V PP3 battery (2 off)
Stripboard: 0.1 inch matrix size
18 strips by 13 holes; PP3 battery
connectors (2 off); aluminium
case size 101 x 70 x 38mm (AB9);
knobs (2 off), screened cable,
length to suit; 8 -pin d.i.l. sockets
(2 off); 6BA nut, bolt; 6BA solder -
tags (3 off); flexible wire for PL1,
PL2; probe and crocodile clip.

Guidance only r 6 excluding
Approx. cost batteries

M l K J I HGF EDCBA
o 0
o
o
o
O

0 0 0. 0 NO o     0 0 0 0 0 0
o
o
o
o

0
0

DOM MC  0
0

0 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
000000-111085 00 c.o...0 o o o

F'g. 2. The interwiring diagram incorporating the component layout on the stripboard
and the underside view of the board. Note that the case has been folded flat for clarity.

will need to be fitted' between pins
1 and 8 on the 748 device.

The CA3140 f.e.t. op -amp has a
maximum differential input voltage
of only ±8 volts so care should be
taken to ensure that the input voltage
does not exceed this limit. Alterna-
tively, two Zener diodes connected
opposite polarity could be wired in
parallel with the input of the unit. 11
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PUBLIC
A ESS

SYSTEM
PART 4
By E.A.Rule

THIS
concluding article is concerned

with the testing and setting up of
the Public Address System. Important
information concerning its operation
and use is included.

POWER AMPLIFIER-
TESTING AND SETTING UP

It is probable that many builders of
this Public Address amplifier will have
access to a fair range of test equip-
ment, including signal generators,
c.r.o.s and harmonic distortion meters.
The application of such equipment in
checking out the performance of the
P.A. amplifier will be fully under-
stood by its users, and so it is not in-
tended to describe detailed test pro-
cedures here.

Instead, a basic procedure is given,
that should be followed first, in any
event. It calls for the very minimum
of equipment: a multirange meter
and two 33 ohm wire wound resistors.

MAINS OPERATION TESTS
Before proceeding, first set the

mains switch to the OFF position and
remove the mains lead connector. Dis-
connect the wires from terminal pins
11 and 12 and connect the 33 ohm
wirewound resistors in series between
the wires and the pins (one resistor in
each lead). Do not connect any load to
the output terminals at this stage.

Check that the correct fuses have
been fitted, a 1 amp slo-blow in the
mains fuse holder and a 15 amp in
the battery fuse holder.

Connect the mains supply and
switch on (S1 to MAINS). Watch for
any sign of a fault condition, such as
overheating or other signs.

If all seems well, connect the multi -
range meter, switched to read around
50 volts mid -scale, to each supply rail
in turn, pin 7 (NEG) pin 10 (Pos). The
voltage should be around plus and
minus 48/52 volts.

If this voltage is reasonable, check
the voltage at pins 11 and 12, this
should be similar to the first test ex-
cept for a slight voltage drop (one or
two volts).

If correct, check the voltage be-
tween the 8 ohm output terminal and
chassis, this should not be more than
a few millivolts (normally around plus
or minus 50/100 millivolts).

Having checked these voltages and
found all of them correct, the ampli-
fier may be switched off and a loud-
speaker or headphones connected
across the 8 ohm output.

Switch on, touch pin 5 on the input
socket with your finger, a loud hum
should be heard from the speaker and
will show that the amplifier is work-
ing. Switch off.

Remove the two 33 ohm resistors
and reconnect the two wires to their
respective pins. Remove the load con-
nected to the 8 ohm terminals.

Connect a 12 volt car battery (fully
charged) to the battery terminals. Do
not use a bench power supply for this,
it may cause damage.

BATTERY OPERATION TESTS
Connect the meter across the posi-

tive 50 volt rail and chassis. Discon-
nect terminal pin 26 and insert a 1 or
2 ohm wirewound resistor in series.

Switch Si to BATTERY. A 14kHz note
may be heard coming from the trans-
former. The meter should read some-
where between 40 and 60 volts.

Adjust VR2 until reading is 46/50
volts (assuming the battery voltage is
fully charged at 13.8 volts). Switch
off.

Remove low value resistor from ter-
minal pin 26 and reconnect lead from
extra winding on T2.

Switch SI to BATTERY and recheck
voltage on supply rail. If battery is up
to 13.8 volts set final supply rail
voltage for 52 volts. If battery is low
at around 11.5 volts, set rail voltage
for 46 volts.

NOTE: the low value resistor is
used to limit the current through the
Darlingtons during initial tests and
may burn out if a fault exists. Care
should be taken while testing on bat-
teries as under fault conditions quite
large currents can flow. Be ready to
switch off at all times until you have
proved the circuit is working normally.

This completes the basic power am-
plifier and power supply tests.
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CONTROL UNIT -
TESTING AND SETTING UP

Before testing the Control Unit
turn all controls fully anti -clockwise.

Connect the two power sockets (5
pin DIN 240 degree) together via the
interconnecting lead. Switch the
power supply on. Measure the volt-
ages present on pin 2 (positive) and
pin 4 (negative) of the power socket
with respect to chassis. Each pin
should be at around 15 volts plus and
minus. Make sure that pin 2 is in fact
the positive. The 1.e.d. fitted on the
control unit front panel should be
alight. Switch off.

Connect a loudspeaker to the 8 ohm
terminal of the power amplifier. Con-
nect a signal source (tape recorder,
radio or generator) to the TAPE
socket. Switch on. Turn the TAPE GAIN
control to maximum, adjust the
MASTER GAIN control towards maxi-
mum, a signal should be heard in the
loudspeaker.

Check each input in turn by repeat.
ing the test in each case. The DISC
input will need to be tested on an
actual pickup or a generator set for a
low level signal.

Fig. 4.1. Inverter waveform at
collector of TR10. TR11. 14kHz.

Fig. 4.2. Inverter waveform on pin 2
of IC1. 14kHz.

111V P -P

Fig. 4.3. Inverter waveform at
collectors of TR16, TR17, TR18,
TR19. 14kHz (standby condition).

21V P -P

Fig. 4.4. Inverter waveform at
collectors of TR16, TR17, TR18,
TR19. 14kHz (full power condition).

Feeding a music signal into one of
the inputs, check the action of the
BASS and TREBLE controls and also the
music/speech FILTER.

To set up the VU meter a constant
1kHz tone signal is required. Connect
a 8 ohm resistor across the output of
the amplifier in place of the speaker.
Connect an a.c. reading meter across
the load. Adjust the signal level for
20 volts across the a.c. meter, set
VR1 (power amplifier) for a VU
reading of OdB. Remove signal and
test on actual music or speech. Meter
will indicate the peaks of signal and
show when output is reaching 50
watts into 8 ohms.

Remove the 8 ohm load and connect
a -166 ohm load across the 100 volt
line output. Inject a constant tone
(1kHz) and measure the a.c. voltage
across the line, it should reach 100
volts when the VU meter is showing
approximately OdB.

The complete system is now ready
for use, assuming no faults have been
found.

If the appropriate test equipment is
available one can compare the results
with those obtained on the prototype
by referring to the full technical speci-
fication (Part 1). A full voltage
check list is given in Tables 4.1 and 2
as an aid to fault finding. A number
of these amplifiers have been made
and the design fully proven. Any
faults experienced will be due either
to faulty components or incorrect
assembly.

100 VOLT LINE SYSTEM
For long wire runs, the amount of

power loss in a low impedance speaker
system is significant especially for the
smaller wire sizes. The power at the
output terminals is divided between
the resistance of the wire and the im-
pedance of the speaker and if the re-
sistance of the wire becomes a high
percentage of the total load, consider-
able power will be lost.

For this reason the 100 volt line
system was decided on as standard
for public address installations. Loud-
speakers designed for use with this
system are all matched to deliver
rated power when fed from a 100 volt
source. This makes calculation of
total power easy. Simply add the wat-
tage of the speakers together until
the total equals the rated output of
the amplifier. No involved calcula-
tions with impedances!

Many of the 100 volt line speaker
systems available have a switch for
different power outputs from the
speaker. These can be used to match
a system so that the maximum power
output is always available. For ex-
ample, if you have a 60 watt line
(which ours is) you could connect one
60 watt speaker, or twelve 5 watt
speakers. The load could also be made
up of, say, two 20 watts outdoors and
four 5 watts inside a tent for example.

The speaker power will depend on
how much actual audio is required
for the job and it is simply a matter
of adding the total powers up to find
the power required from the ampli-
fier. If, for example, you had decided
that you needed three 20 watt and
four 5 watt speakers for a particular,
installation you would need a total 01
80 watts from the amplifier. In our
case you would need an extra "slave"
amplifier giving you a total of 120
watts, leaving 40 watts "spare".

When using the 100 volt line out-
put, the 8 ohm terminals are left
"open circuit". The maximum power

TABLE 4.1
CONTROL UNIT VOLTAGES

Device t/ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1C1, 1C2,

1C3, IC4
105, IC6

- 4.6 0.7 - 1-1

- - -12 -

- 1.6 -

- - +12

Device emitter base collector
TR1 -0.6 0 12.5
TR2 -0.6 0 12.5
TR3 13 12.5 TO.2
TR4 0 -1.4 0

0 +0.7 0*
TR5 -0.6 0 12.5
TR6 -0.6 0 12.5
TR7 13 12.5 TO.2
* Mute circuit activated.
t IC pin No's.

TABLE 4.2
POWER AMPLIFIER VOLTAGES

Device emitter base collector
TR1 0.7 0 -40.5
TR2 0.7 0 -40.5
TR3 -41 -40.3 18
TR4 -41 -40.3 +0.1
TR5 41 40.3 0.7
TR6 41 41.7 42.5
TR7 -41 -41-7 -42.5

source gate drain
TR8 0 0.7 42.5
TR9 0 0.1 -42.5

BATTERY OPERATION
Battery volts=12 POSITIVE earth
Device t/ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1C1 -12 -1.3 -12 -1 -8 -3 -12 -1

Device emitter base collector
TRIO, 11 -12 -11.3 -7
TR12 -12 -11.3 -2.5
TR13 -1.8 -2.5 -7.8
TR14 -1 -0.3 0
TR15 -11.8 -12 0
TR16, 17,

18,19 -12 -12 0

Transformer T2 secondary
Mains 32-0-32 a.c.
Battery 34-0-34 a.c.

measured with a peak reading meter
calibrated in r.m.s. volts.

NOTE: When working from the mains
supply there will be a small voltage on
some parts of the inverter circuit; this may
be ignored.
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SCREENED LEAD
BRAIDING

IDMIC. TWIN MIC LEAD

)MIC. PRIORITY
SWITCH

MIC. INPUT
SOCKET

Fig. 4.5. Quasi -balanced microphone connections. Note, screening is NOT
connected at microphone end.

available from the 100 volt line is 60
watts (load of 166 ohms) and loud-
speakers with a total wattage up to
this figure may be used.

Whenever possible the 100 volt line
output should be used in the balanced
condition. This is achieved by linking
a wire between the common Output
terminal and the CT terminal. The
line is then connected to the +50 and
-50 terminals. For unbalanced line
working, connect a wire link between
the common output terminal and
either the +50 or -50 terminal. The
CT terminal is left disconnected.

USING BATTERIES
The amplifier should be earthed

when used outdoors from a battery
supply by connecting a lead from the
earth terminal fitted on the chassis to
a suitable earth rod pushed into the
ground. If a vehicle battery is used
for the supply ensure that it has a
POSITIVE earth otherwise a short
circuit across the battery will result
if the amplifier chassis or wiring
make contact with the vehicle chassis.
A completely separate battery should
always be used if at all possible.

Under NO circumstances may bat-
teries with a higher voltage than 14
volts (fully charged 12 volt) be con-
nected. Severe damage may result if
this precaution is not observed.

SEPARATION OF UNITS
For optimum signal to noise ratios,

always keep the maximum practical
distance between the power amplifier
unit and the control unit. Do not be
tempted to stand one unit on top of
the other.

If used alongside each other, the
power amplifier should be on the
right looking from the front and this
will maintain the maximum distance
between the mains transformer and
microphone inputs.

Do NOT let the two chassis make
electrical contact with each other,
otherwise earth loops may be formed.

EARTH LEADS
Do NOT use a separate earth on the

microphone leads or other inputs.
Do NOT use a separate earth on

loudspeaker lines.

The ONLY earth connection should
be either via the mains earth or a
separate earth to the earth terminal
provided.

Keep microphone lines away from
loudspeaker lines, especially in the
open on damp or wet days.

These precautions will help avoid
instability when installations using
long cable runs are in use.

MICROPHONE INPUTS
Whenever possible the microphones

should have "twin" leads which are
also screened and should be con-
nected as shown in Fig. 4.5. One of
the inner leads is the live and con-
nected to pin 3 on the 5 -pin DIN micro-
phone socket. The other inner lead is
the "return" and connects to pin 1.

The screening is not connected at
the microphone end but the ampli-
fier end is connected to pin 2.

Any "mute" switch fitted to the
microphone is connected between pins
4 (earth) and 5 (mute).

This method of connection will pro-
vide the minimum of interference
pickup and ensure optimum signal to
noise ratio.

The signal voltage levels from typi-
cal low ohm impedance microphones
can vary over a very wide range, from
around 160 microvolts (quiet speech
from a low output microphone) to as
high as 350 millivolts (0.35 volts)
with someone singing loudly into a
high output microphone.

This is a dynamic range of some
66dB and many commercial public
address amplifier microphone inputs
just cannot handle this wide range of
signal levels. If they are sensitive
enough they overload on strong signals
and if they can handle the strong
signals they tend to be insensitive. A
typical input may be 200 microvolts
with its overload point at 20 millivolts,
a range of only 40dB and fitting an
attenuator to improve the overload
figure would clearly reduce the sensi-
tivity.

Because of this problem the writer
spent considerable time developing
the circuit used in the EVERYDAY ELEC-
TRONICS Public Address Amplifier and
the simple circuit resulting belies the
effort which went into it!

This circuit will handle signals over
a range in excess of 109dB. With a
basic sensitivity of 70 microvolts PD
its overload point is around 20 volts.
This means of course that it can
handle any signal likely to be found
in practice and also used for other
types of inputs other than micro-
phones, see Table 1.1. All this and a
-58dB signal to noise ratio too!

As the basic sensitivity of the
microphone input is 70 microvolts PD
and its input impedance is 200 ohms
(at maximum gain) we can calculate
the input e.m.f. required for different
impedances.

e.m.f. input millivolts =
0.07 X source impedance + 200 ohms

200 ohms
Some examples are given in Table

1.1. However certain signal sources do
not like being fed into a low imped-
ance and where this is the case a
resistor equal to the source imped-
ance should be wired in series with
the microphone input. This will pro-
vide correct matching and the new
e.m.f. figure will be twice that shown
in Table 1.1.

For example, a tuner with a 100
kilohm output impedance. Wiring 100
kilohm in series with the input will
give correct matching and an e.m.f.
of 35 X 2=70 millivolts, still with an
overload point of around 20 volts.

From all this it can be seen that
the circuit used is very versatile and
can be used for almost any type of
signal source likely to be found in
practice.

DISC INPUT
Either mono or stereo pickups may

be used with the DISC input, although
the stereo type will of course be used
as mono because both channels are
wired in parallel. Only magnetic car-
tridges can be used and these will nor-
mally be matched correctly with the
47 kilohm load fitted in the pre-
amplifier input. The input is sensitive
enough (3.5 millivolts) for most
type of magnetic cartridge available
but not suitable for moving coil (al-
though some of the more recent types
have a high output and may be suit-
able, they have not been tried). The
overload point for the DISC input is
120 millivolts for 0.1 per cent dis-
tortion.

If it is required to use a crystal
cartridge it is suggested that the
microphone input is used with a suit-
able series resistor (see section on
microphone inputs).

AUXILIARY AND TAPE INPUT
The AUXILIARY input is fed directly

into the 100 kilohm gain control and
no overload problems should arise.
The TAPE input has a similar ar-
rangement. A signal for feeding to a
recorder is available from the TAPE
socket (pin 1) at a signal level of 100
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Part 2, page 399,
BATTERY OPERATION

Third paragraph, last sen-
tence, should read-

The output pulses from these
transistors are fed into two
extra windings on T2 which are
in parallel and form the
primary when working from a
battery supply.

millivolts (assuming at least an input
equal to rated sensitivity), this signal
is at low impedance.

MASTER GAIN CONTROL
All inputs are affected by the

MASTER GAIN control and it is sug-
gested that this control be set at
around the 3 o'clock position for
normal operation and each of the four
other input gain controls adjusted
for the required VU meter reading.
The MASTER GAIN can then be used to
either increase or decrease all signals
as required.

Alternatively the MASTER GAIN can
be used to limit the maximum power
output by referring to the VU meter
reading. Each 3dB reduction from OdB
reduces the power by 50 per cent.

That means -3db= 25 watts, -6dB=
12.5 watts, -12dB=3 watts, and so
on.

The BASS and TREBLE tone con-
trols and FILTER are used as required
depending on type of installation and
signal in use.

One final point. When operating
from a battery supply ALWAYS turn
the MASTER GAIN control to minimum
BEFORE switching on. This will give
the supply time to stabilise and avoid
instability. Once the unit is stabilised
(a few seconds only required) there
is no further restriction on control
settings.

NEW NEW  NEW NE

ErNgL)
NEW S NEW NEW NEW
1 1

HOMOGENOUS WHIP
Already successfully mar-

keted in Europe and North
America, the latest car aerial
from Comsintra should ap-
peal to all motorists and
CB'ers who have had the
unhappy experience of re-
turning to their car to find
the aerial snapped off.

The antenna is a base -
loaded 14 wave type measur-
ing only 38cm (15in) in
length. The whip is construc-
ted from an homogenous
rubber compound impreg-

nated with metal particles.
Due to the tough, flexible

nature of the compound the
antenna is claimed to be
highly resistant to accidental
damage. It can also tolerate
extreme weather conditions
and is unaffected by the
usual causes of corrosion.

Several models are avail-
able for use with AM/FM
car radios and have a variety
of mounting options. A re-
placement whip specifically
designed to fit over the re-

maining stub of a broken
metal aerial is included in
the range.

Two CB models are avail-
able, one for mobile use the
other for fitting to hand-held
walkie-talkies, both are
tuned to the UK frequencies.
Custom modifications can be
made for other frequencies
such as taxi, radio telephone
or local authority allocations.

Comsintra, P.O. Box 7,
Dept EE, Holmfirth,
Huddersfield, 11D7 7NT.

DISPLAY MONITOR
A new UK manufactured

12 inch monochrome Data
Display Monitor has been in-
troduced by Chable Elec-
tronics.

Claiming a new standard
in low cost monitors, it
achieves a display of 24 by
80 characters whilst not
suffering the usual lack of
stability and bandwidth prob-
lems associated with some
portable TV sets.

Costing £69.50 plus VAT,
the monitor operates from
12V d.c. or 240V a.c. and is
intended for business and
scientific users, educational
establishments and also for
home computing.

Chable Electronics Ltd,
Dept EE, 3A Commercial
Street, Batley, West
Yorkshire WF17 5HJ.

CASSETTE VIDEO
"Walk -about video" has finally reached these shores with

the announcement that Sulkin (UK) has been appointed
distributors of the revolutionary 14in Microvideo system from
Technicolor Inc of America.

Using cassette cartridges slightly bigger than the present
audio tapes, the recorder weighs only 71b, including battery,
and plays 14in video cassettes. Despite its size the Techni-
color video cassette claims a picture quality comparable to
conventional portable VCRs.

The tapes are currently of 30 and 45 minute duration, and
1 hour versions will be available soon. A 2 hour version and
a range of pre-recorded cassettes are being planned. All
Technicolor tapes can be played back through conventional
television sets using the portable unit. Of particular signifi-
cance to the home market is the fact that anything recorded
on to the Technicolor system can be simply transferred on
to VHS, Betamax or others.

The recorder has a compatible Technicolor camera,
although almost any other video camera can be used via
a simple adaptor. The Technicolor camera has a 6 X Zoom
lens and an electronic viewfinder for immediate on -location
playback via viewfinder/monitor. The camera weighs only
4.21b. Features include a built-in mike with boom, illumi-
nated indicators for light intensity, video start, battery life
and white balance.

The Technicolor video re-
corder will retail at approxi-
mately £600, with the camera
slightly less and 30 minute
blank tapes will be around
£6 each.

After seeing a demonstra-
tion of the system being
operated by a teenager on
roller skates, the primary
aim of taking over the 8mm
Super 8 home movie market
will find itself redirected to
the young scene. Of course,
the price will have to come
down.
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Kit includes tape transport mechanism, ready punched and
back printed quality circuit board and all electronic parts.
i.e. semiconductors, resistors, capacitors, hardware, top
cover, printed scale and mains transformer.
You only supply solder and hook-up wire,
Self assembly simulated wood cabinet - only
£4.50 + £1.50 p+p.
Featured in April issue of P E Reprint 50p. Free with kit.

ELECTRONICS ONLY!
Ideal for updating your existing case- £18.95
ette. Includes pcb diagram, all semi-
conductors, IC's, Capacitors, resistors. +£1.40p&p

P.E. STEREO
CASSETTE

KIT;I ;1
 NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM

 AUTO STOP TAPE COUNTER
 SWITCHABLE E.Q.

 INDEPENDENT LEVEL CONTROLS
 TWIN V.U. METER

 WOW & FLUTTER 0.1°o
 RECORD'PLAYBACK I.C.WITH

ELECTRONIC SWITCHING
 FULLY VARIABLE RECORDING BIAS FOR
ACCURATE MATCHING OF ALL TAPES

STEREO AMPLIFIER KIT
. Featuring latest SGS/ATES TDA 2006 10 watt output
IC's with in-built thermal and short cirsuit protection.
 Mullard stereo preamplifier module.  Attractive
black vinyl finish cabinet, 9x 8''/.x 3%"(approxl.
 10+10 stereo converts to a 20 watt disco amplifier.
To complete you lust supply connecting wire
and solder. Features include din input sock-
ets for ceramic cartridge, microphone, tape
or tuner. Outputs - tape, speakers and head-
phones. By the press of a button it transforms
into a 20 watt mono disco amplifier with
twin deck mixing. The kit incorporates a
Mullard LP1183 pre -amp module, plos pow-
er amp assembly kit and mains power supply.
Also features slider controls, push button
switches, fascia, knobs and contrasting case.
Instructions 50p - supplied free with kit.

jai
tie flu

£16.50 £2.90 P&P.

SPECIFICATIONS: Suitable for 4 to 8 ohm
speakers. Frequency response: 40Hz - 20KHz.
Input sensitivity: P.U. 15Orny, Aux. 200mV,
Mic. 1.5mV. Tone controls: Bass t 12dB @
60Hz, Treble 12dB @ 10KHz Distortion:
0.1% typ. @ 8W. Mains supply. 220 -250v 50Hz.

8" SPEAKER KIT- Two 8" twin cone domes
tic speakers. £4.75 a stereo pair plus £1.70 p&p.

125W HIGH POWER
AMP MODULE
rSPECIFICATIONS. Max output power: 125w rrns.

Operating voltage IDCI: 50 -80max. Loads: 4 - 16
ohms. Frequency response measured @ 100 watts:
25Hz -20KHz. Sensitivity for 100 watts: 400m V @
47K. Typical T.H.D. @ 50 watts: 4 ohms: 1%.

LDimensions: 205 x 90 and 190 x 36 mm.

MUM
KIT £1050 BUILT £14.25

+ E1.15 p&p + E1.15 p&p:A

P.E. STEREO TUNER KIT
This easy to build 3 band stereo
AM/FM tuner kit is designed incon-
junction with P.E. (July 81 issue).
For ease of construction and align-
ment it incorporates .hree Mullard
modules and an I.C. IF System.
FEATURES: VHF, MW, LW bands,
interstation muting and AFC on VHF.
Tuning meter. Two back printed pcb's.
Ready made chassis and scale. Aerial: AM
- ferrite rod, FM - 75 or 300 ohms. Stabilised
power supply with 'C' core mains transformer.
All components supplied are to P.E. strict
specification. Front scale size: 10'h"x 2%"ePP.
Complete with diagram and instructions.
Self assembly simulated wood cabinet sleeve
to suit tuner only. Finish size: 11'4"x 814"
x 3'4". £350 Plus £1.50 p&p.
Reprint 50p FREE with kit.

Evan 2.50
%Jr P&P.

SPECIAL OFFER! TUNER KIT PLUS:
 Matching I.C. 10 watt per channel Power
amp kit.  Mullard LP1183 built pre -amp,
suitable for ceramic pickup and aux. inputs.
 Matching power supply kit with trans-
former.  Matching set of 4 slider controls
for bass, treble +vols. £21.95 + £3.80 p&p.

[All mail to:21A HIGH STREET, ACTON,IN3 6NG.
Note: Goods despatched to U.K. postal addresses
only. All items subject to availability. Prices correct
at 30/6/82 and subject to change without notice.
Please allow 7 working days from receipt of order
for despatch. RTVC Limited reserve the right to
update their products without notice. Send S.A.E.
for full list of products.
Telephone or mail orders by ACCESS are welcomed.

ALL CALLERS TO. 323 Edgware Rd, London W2.
Tel: 01.723 8432. 9.30 . 5.30, closed all day Thurs.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 15%.

R

METERS: 110 82 x 35mm
3044A, 501,A, 1001.4A. L590.
Post 50p.

METERS: 45 x 50 x 34mm
50AA, 10044A, 1mA, 5mA, 10mA,
25v, 1A, 2A, 5A 25V.
£290. Post 30p.

METERS: 60 x 47 x 33mm
500A, 100p.A, 1mA, 5mA, 10mA,
100mA, 1A, 2A, 25v, 50v,
50-0-50pA, 100-0-100mA. £476.
VU meters. £5-32.
Post on above meters 30p.

Silicone grease 50g £1.32 Post
14p.

NI -CAD BATTERY
CHARGER
Led indicators charge -test switch.
For PP3, HP7, HP11 & HP2 size
batteries.
Price £5.85 Post 94p.

MULTI -METER
7N 360 TR
20,000 ohm/volt
DC Volts: 0 1,
0.5, 2 5, 10-150-
250-1,000v.
AC Volts: 10-50,
250-1,000

RESISTANCE
RANGES
X1, X10, X1K,
X1OK
£14.10
P.&P. 87p

TRANSFORMERS
240v Primary
3-0-3v 100mA
6-0-6v 100mA
6-0-6v 250mA

12-0-12v 50mA
12-0-12v 100mA

82p
87p

£122
92p

£115
Post on above transformers 48p.

9-0-9v
12-0-12v
15-0-15c
6.3v
6-0-6v

1A £1.80
1A £2.40
1A £2.60
1+A £1.80
11A £2.10

Post on above transformers 87p.

All above prices include V.A.T. Send 80p for new 1982 fully Illustrated
catalogue, S.A.E. with all enquiries. Special prices for quantity quoted
on request.

All goods despatched within 3 days from receipt of the order.

M. DZIUBAS
158 Bradshawgate, Bolton

Lancs. BL2 1BA

WILMSLOINIt, mai
Cv

The firm for Speakers

Bigger and Better for 1982
the colourful Wilmslow Audio brochure
-the definitive loudspeaker catalogue!

Everything for the speaker constructor- kits, drive units,
components for HiFi and PA.
50 DIY HiFi speaker designs including the exciting new
dB Total Concept speaker kits, the Kef Constructor range,
Wharfedale Speakercraft, etc.
Flatpack cabinet kits for Kef, Wharfedale and many others.

* Lowest prices - Largest stocks *
* Expert staff - Sound advice *

* Choose your DIY HiFi Speakers in the comfort of our *
two listening lounges

(Customer operated demonstration facilities)
* Ample parking *

Send £1.50 for catalogue
(cheque, M.O. or stamps - or phone with your credit card number)

* Access -Visa -American Express accepted *
also HiFi Markets Budget Card.

WIMLMSLOW
UM

The firm for Speakers
0625 529599

35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 lAS

Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders!
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This is the spot where readers pass
on to fellow enthusiasts useful and
interesting circuits they have them-
selves devised.

Payment is made for all circuits
published in this feature.

Contributions should be accom-
panied by a letter stating that the
circuit idea offered is wholly or in
significant part the original work of
the sender and that it has not been
offered for publication elsewhere.

INVADER LANDING GAME
This circuit is a game for one

player and is entitled "Invader
Landing".

When an invader lands, it buries
itself in the ground so that it cannot
be seen (at D12). Also, the invader

can counter-attack any attack on
itself, so the invader must be taken
by surprise. This is done by having
large bombs hidden at ground level
(D11).

The 555 timer i.c., IC3, is wired up
in the astable mode and feeds pulses
to IC4, a 4017 1 -of -10 decoder. The
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TOUCH ALARM

I should like to pass on my circuit
idea for a simple touch alarm. When
the touch plate is touched the alarm
is sounded and will remain on until
the reset push switch S1 is operated.

Touching the sensing plate switches
the transistor TR1 and allows TR2/3
to drive the loudspeaker LS1 via the
transformer Ti.

The action of CI keeps the alarm
switched on until the reset button is
pressed. Sensitivity of the circuit is
controlled by VR1.

By leaving out capacitor Cl the cir-
cuit will only sound the alarm while
the sensing plate is touched. Remov-
ing the contact from the touch plate
extinguishes the alarm.

Gary Partis,
Bedlington,

Northumberland.

TR1
Ba69C

TOUCH
PLATE

St
RESET

TB1w
C3
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invader lands as D3 -D12 light up in
turn.

At D11, if the FIRE button is pres-
sed, and AND gate (made from two
NANDS in the 4011) IC1 detects that
there has been a "hit", and feeds a
trigger pulse to pin 8 of the 4047
monostable IC2. Pin 11 of IC2, the
Q output, then goes low and stops
the 555 using pin 4, the reset.

Meanwhile, the Q output of IC2
has gone high and this is fed into
a second AND gate along with the
output of the first AND gate. The
output of the second AND gate is fed
to pin 15 of IC4 and resets the line
of I.e.d.s to D3. If this did not happen
the invader would merely stop at Dll
for the length of the monostable
pulse and then move on to D12,
registering a "miss".

Capacitor Cl, resistors R1 and R2
are wired in such a way that only a
small pulse gets to pin 8 of IC1 when
the FIRE button is first pushed.
Therefore, it is useless to continually
hold down the FIRE button.

In the event of a miss, the mono -
stable is triggered when the invader
gets to D12. The second AND gate
does not reset IC4 this time because
although the monostable is on, the hit
detecting AND is low, and therefore
the output of the AND gate is low.

The invader was made to stop at
D12 because if the invader reset to
D3 as in the case of a hit, it may not
be clear in some cases whether a
player missed or hit. However, in
the case of a hit or miss, IC2 stops
IC3. The speed at which the invader
lands is decided by VR1, a linear
variable resistor.

Using mainly cmos i.c.s current
consumption is low, around 15mA.
Most of this current is used up by
the l.e.d.s not the i.c.s. The length of
the monostable pulse can be altered
by changing R3 and C2, but in the
circuit the timing is set for about
4 seconds.

C. Stops,
Bridgwater,

Somerset.

aR10051'
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MASTER
ELECTRONICS

NOW!
The PRACTICAL way!

This new style course will enable
anyone to have a real understanding
of electronics by a modern, practical
and visual method. No previous
knowledge is required, no maths, and
an absolute minimum of theory.

You learn the practical way in easy
steps mastering all the essentials of
your hobby or to start or further a
career in electronics or as a self-
employed servicing engineer.

All the training can be carried out in
the comfort of your own home and at
your own pace. A tutor is available to
whom you can write personally at any
time, for advice or help during your
work. A Certificate is given at the end
of every course.
You will do the following:
Build a modern oscilloscope
Recognise and handle current electronic

components
 Read,draw and understand circuit diagrams
Carry out 40 experiments on basic

electronic circuits used in modern
equipment

Build and use digital electronic circuits
and current solid state 'chips'

 Learn how to test and service every type
of electronic device used in industry and
commerce today. Servicing of radio, T.V.,
Hi-Fi and microprocessor/computer
equipment.

Newebb?NewCareer?NewHobby?Get into Electronics Now!

COLOUR BROCHUI!E

II OTHER SUBJECTSER Ell
'

ri.ERNA
.

IPOST NOW TO: BLOCK CAPS PLEASE EE/8/820 I
O&M NatiOnal Radio 8C EleCtrOniCS SCI1001 Reading Berks.RG11BR

ow.

Please send your brochure without any obligation to I am interested in:

NAME

ADDRESS

1 COURSE IN ELECTRONICS
as described above

RADIO AMATEUR LICENCE
MICROPROCESSORS

LOGIC COURSE
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RADIO WORLD
Home entertainment centres

Almost 20 years ago, the American
audio industry sought to develop the con-
cept of "home entertainment centres" in
which a stereo audio system, a disc player
and a tape player were housed in the same
console as a television set. But is was an
idea in advance of its time, with television
very much out on a limb. Now however the
TV screen has itself become the display
unit for VCR machines (and more recently
video disc), video games, teletext, home
computers and so on.

This seems to be encouraging some
firms to take another look at the home
entertainment centre concept, but this
time in the form of mix -and -match video,
audio, TV and radio units-on the lines of
the "component audio" systems that have
long been a standard approach to hi-fi.

At the recent trade -exhibition, Cetex, at
least two firms, Philips and Sony, were
displaying "component television" and
from the USA come reports of several
other manufacturers, including Zenith and
several Japanese firms, jumping into this
market with "colour monitors", separate
TV tuners, high -power stereo amplifiers,
etc. In Japan already more than a quarter
of colour TV sales are reported to take the
form of component -TV, encouraged by
the introduction of stereo sound on tele-
vision. Stereo -TV is available in Germany
and on some of the VCR and video discs;
in the UK we may have to wait for direct -
broadcast -satellites to give us multi-
channel sound.

Cetex also showed some other new
ideas in home entertainment electronics
though some of these were still proto-
types of uncertain cost. For example
Philips had a teletext printer as an integral
part of a TV receiver, and were forecasting
voice -operated channel -changing in which
you simply tell the set which channel you
want. Cetex was also putting emphasis on
video discs, both the Laser Disc and VHD
systems.

A number of 27MHz CB equipments
were shown, though I noticed only Bina-
tone were making a real feature of these.
Inside the TV sets, more and more special-
purpose LSI (large scale integration) chips
are being used including complete PAL
decoder on a single chip, a two -chip PAL/
SECAM decoder and some further ad-
vances in low-cost digital frequency syn-
thesis.

Cetex was also looking to the future with
many mentions of direct broadcast satel-
lites and the now almost obligatory display
of Russian television pictures.

Eurikon international TV
Recently for four evenings I watched a

special experimental "Eurikon" television
channel with programme contributions
from a number of different countries and
distributed for closed-circuit viewing in
some 13 European and North African
countries by means of the OTS2 satellite
and the IBA's transportable up -link ter-
minal near Winchester.

By Pat Hawker, G3V A

This was the first of a series of five
weeks of "Eurikon" programmes due this
year; the first co-ordinated by the IBA and
drawing on simultaneous translation
facilities for six different language chan-
nels provided by Visnews. RAI Italy, OR F
Austria, NOS Holland and ARD Germany
will also each co-ordinate a week of
international programmes this year.

It is part of an investigation being
carried out under the European Broad-
casting Union to determine the feasibility
of a pan-European DBS channel in a few
years time-though there are many
questions about finance, copyright etc still
to be determined.

Eurikon was certainly a worthwhile ex-
periment in screening notable examples
of European television programmes, inclu-
ding ballet, concerts, opera, documen-
taries etc as well as language courses and
some in lighter vein. It showed that a
worthwhile additional programme channel
could be assembled from international
contributions, though I for one was left
wondering what share of the total tele-
vision audience would for long be attracted
to a "cultural" diet that at times seemed
determined to outdo the old "Third Pro-
gramme" on BBC Radio.

Technically the most significant item
was the digital six -channel sound system
that provided a choice of six different
languages for those of us unable to follow
the original sound tracks.

Satellite Broadcasting
Broadcasters are already receiving

a steady trickle of enquiries from
viewers who have read items about
satellite broadcasting and are wonder-
ing if they could already receive extra
programmes if they built or bought a
suitable receiver. In North America a
small but growing number of viewers
are picking up directly the low -power
distribution satellites used to feed the
many channels on their cable net-
works.

Apart from questions of legality one
should stress that these satellites tend
to be located well to the west of the
areas they serve and cannot be picked
up in the UK even with a large dish
aerial and very sensitive receiver.
There are rumours that an American
TV channel intended for US person-
nel in Germany is being sent via a
military satellite and has been suc-
cessfully intercepted in the UK
though I have no details. What cer-
tainly can be received is the Russian
satellite "Ghorisont" on 3.7GHz, al-
though this uses the SECAM colour
system and you need to understand
Russian to get full benefit from the
programmes.

Direct Broadcasting via Satellite
(DBS) is due in Europe about 1985-
86, but it is still not possible to final -

Australian UHF CB
During the long debate that preceded

the introduction of legal 27MHz CB in the
UK, a good deal was said about the misuse
or abuse of the 27MHz allocation in
Australia a reputation reflected in the term
"Chicken Brained band".

However it is only fair to report that this
does not apply to operation on the UHF
band 476 to 477MHz with 40 channels and
mandatory FM. A recent letter from an
Australian user of this band points out
that ever since its inception the UHF band
has maintained a high standard of orderly
and sensible operation, of a type more
commonly associated with the amateur
radio bands than with CB. Those not willing
to conform to such standards are cold -
shouldered by the majority. The use of
high power linear amplifiers is not toler-
ated, even if economically possible.

Power is restricted to 5 watts. The
Australian authorities appear to turn a
blind eye to the use of high -gain aerials
(up to about 14dB gain), although legally
this is restricted to 6dB gain. At least three
firms are supplying UHF CB equipment
Philips, Apollo and Sawtron.

My correspondent, Norman Burton of
Revesby, N.S.W., ascribes part of the
reason why 476MHz is much more orderly
than 27MHz to the fact that UHF equipment
is more expensive and tends to be ac-
quired by older, or at least more mature,
enthusiasts who are often "fugitives from 
the chicken band."

While I for one would certainly hesitate
to criticise 27MHz CB on account of its
low cost, there is little doubt that there is
always the danger of the whole thing being
turned into toy radio, and it may well be an
attempt to overcome this problem that has
led the FCC to encourage the use of
49MHz rather than 27MHz for the extremely
low-cost (no licence necessary) milliwatt
hand held s in the USA.

ise the design of a suitable 12GHz
adaptor/receiver as the transmission
characteristics of both vision and
sound channels have not yet been
determined.

Some engineers believe it essential
that in order to overcome the prob-
lems of viewing across national fron-
tiers there should be only one single
standard, both vision and sound,
throughout Europe, and that any sys-
tem adopted for DBS now should be
capable of remaining equally suitable
for the high -resolution, large -screen
displays that it is believed will be-
come available during the next
decade.

These are among the arguments
used by IBA engineers in advocating
MAC ("multiplexed analogue com-
ponent") although not apparently
accepted by the BBC who are back-
ing their own "extended PAL" pro-
posals.

As an interested party, it is not for
me to advocate here which system(s)
I feel the UK and Europe should
adopt-but clearly a decision needs to
be made very soon. Both BBC and IBA
agree that multichannel digital sound
should be adopted, though this is
bound to add quite a bit to DBS
receiver/adaptor costs.
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FREE VOUCHERS

TO SAVE YOU UP TO

Send for EV Catalogue 82 before Aug.
31 160 pages A4 - 70p post paid) and we
give you THREE 70p. REFUND
VOUCHERS FREE! Each is valid at any
time for spending singly on any one
C.W.O. order minimum list value £10
to quickly represent a useful saving
for you. Send 70p now for your
catalogue and 3 vouchers by return.

+ USUAL DISCOUNTS + FREE POSTAGE
DISCOUNTS
5% on orders over £23 lino VAT.)
10% on orders over £57.50 lino VAT.) on most
catalogue items, but not on payments by cre-
dit cards.

POSTAGE
Not charged on U.K. C.W.O. orders over £5.75
inc V.A.T. If less, add 40p handling charge.

* SEMI-CONDUCTORS/ICs/OPTOs

* COMPUTERS/SOFTWARE

* CAPACITORS/RESISTANCES

* CONNECTORS/SWITCHES/KNOBS

* POTS/FERRITES

* BOOKS/BOXES/TOOLS

and more and more and more
ELECTROVALUE LTD. 28d St Jude's Rd., Englefield Green, Egham, Surrey TW20 OHB.
Telephone Egham (STD 0784; London 87) 33603: Telex 264475
Northam Branch (Personal shoppers only) 680 Bumage Lane, Burnage, Manchester M19 1N/L
Telephone 061 432 4945.

If you see an advertisement in
the press, in print, on posters
or a cinema commercial which
you find unacceptable, write to
us at the address below (TV
and radio commercials are
dealt with by the I.B.A.)

The Advertising
Standards Authority.

ASA Ltd., Brook House,Tornngton Place, London WC1E 7HN.

19" RACK MOUNTING CABINET
1-19'50
+ ZOO P&P

t'cPo e
6,,", AO

V-4)
stY

Front Panel 480 *150
-c's C%:"* 4 .31 9ORear Case 4250250 x140mm

* Top, bottom and few cover removable for wee.* * Plates have heavy duty grey paint hniah * Front Panel ia
heavy gauge - 3mm aluminium * strong, screwed, construction throughout- screws included * Heavy gaup
[hoes,. mounting plate is pre -drilled end has four mounting positions to choose from * Front penal is of brushed
aluminium finish enhanced with heavily chromed handles * Supplied all a flat pack
Many sold to 'TANGERINE'users,Se INDUSTRY

metal cabinets

a 10210 x selhl 83(wanm 31 .70

b moo) . 61(h)  103(wiennt £2.55

C 150111) 711fhi  1344wirsten 3.04
d ,e44,0 y 70th) s 1801w/mm 4.08
These are besot:NA, manulactwed ub net. +.01,1 ha
end 18 gauge steel covers They come fitted with rubber lest to please
the wilW).1000,10 tor venultot.on and finial...I in an filireetiVe two 10 a
finish They make excellent cabinets for power supplies. remote
control outs and many more proiects

seder; 30w Iron
ONLY 2.95 p
- DIODES -
1N4148 2p
1N 4001/2 3 p
1N4003/4 - 4p
W0005 bridge 16p
- Slide Switches -

1P 21 10p
1 2pp42pP3tt
28

2P235012t
1P41

p

P361 .

4P41 45p

REEA74-QUIP

PRODUCTS

Moat Lodge,Stock Chase,
MALDON, Essex,U.K.
Tel 0621.57242 10ain - 8pm. msel

VISA
OMME

TITAN TRANSFORMERS AND COMPONENTS
CENTRAL HALL CHAMBERS,

GRIMSBY DN32 7EG
Mail Order only - Prices include IS% VAT
Inverters-high quality frequency stable 12 volts DC. 240

AC/50Hz/I00, 250 and 300 watt. 24 volts DC/240 AC/
SOHz/500 watt.

Voltage Stabilisers-Coarse or fine regulation. High speed
Null switching 170/260V150Hz. IOOVA to 5KVA plus other
sizes.

Adaptors-Switchable 6-7.5-9V 300MA unregulated.
6-7.5-9V 250 MA regulated.

Battery chargers -2 volts & 6 volts, power supplies and a
full range of transformers.

Send S.A.E. for details of product you are interested in.

04 acle)il
Litesold's new 'L' Series soldering iron - now at a bargain price
Outstanding performance. Lightweight. Easy to maintain.
Elements are enclosed in Stainless Steel shafts.
insulated with mica and ceramic. Non -seize
interchangeable bits, choose from
'copper' or 'long life'. A very special
tool at a very special 'direct' price.
Just 8.58 for iron fitted with 3.2mm
copper bit. Just £2.40 for 3 spare
copper bits (1.6: 2.4; 4.7).
A mere g4.38 for
professional spring
stand! Or buy the
lot for £11.12!
and save 10 %.
All prices inc. VAT P.&P.
Please allow 14 days delivery.
Write today. Send Cheque/P.O. to Litesold. 97-99 Gloucester Road. Croydon CR0 2DN

or phone 01-689 0574 for Barclaycard/Access sales.

LIGHT SOLDERING
DEVELOPMENTS LTD
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SUPER HI -Fl SPEAKER
CABINETS
Made for an expensive Hi-Fi outfit
- will suit any decor. Resonance
free. Cut-outs for 6%" woofer and
2%" tweeter. The front material is
Dacron. The completed unit is most
pleasing. Supplied in pairs, price
E6.90 per pair (this is probably less
than the original cost of one
cabinet) carriage £3.00 the pair.

GOODMANS SPEAKERS
6'4" 8 ohm 25 watt £4.50. 2%" 8 ohm
tweeter. £2.50. No extra for postage it
ordered with cabinets. Xover E1.50.

0 - 100 MICRO AMP PANEL METER
Japanese made, flush
mounting, size approx-
imately 45mm x 50mm
x 30mm deep.
PRICE £2.95.

TAPE PUNCH &
READER For controlling

etc, motorised 8 bit punch with
MI6"...

matching tape reader. Ex -computers,
believed in good working order,
any not so would be exchanged.
E17.50 pair. Post £4.00.

POPULAR KITS
3 - 30v VARIABLE VOLTAGE
POWER SUPPLY UNIT
With 1 amp DC output, for use on the bench,
students, inventors, service engineers, etc.
Automatic short circuit and overload protect-
ion. In case with a volt meter on the front
Panel. Complete kit E13.80.

MORSE TRAINER
Complete kit for only £2.99.

DRILL SPEED CONTROLLER
Complete kit for E3.95.

MAINS POWER SUPPLY
Gives any voltage from 3V to 16V at up to
300mA. Complete kit less case E1.95. Case
available at 90p.

IONISER KIT
Refresh your home, office, shop, work room,
etc. with a negative ION generator. Makes
you feel better and work harder - complete
mains operated kit, case included £11.95 plus
E2.00 post.

CAR STARTER/CHARGER KIT
This kit has no doubt saved many motorists
from embarassment in an emergency you can
start car off mains or bring your battery up to
full charge in a couple of hours. The kit com-
prises: 250w mains transformer, two 10 amp
bridge rectifiers, start/charge switch and full
instructions. You can assemble this in the
evening, box it up or leave it on a shelf in the
garage, whichever suits you best.
Price: ONLY £12.50 + E3.00 post.

UNIVAC KEYBOARD BARGAIN

50 keys together with 5 mini-
ature toggle switches all
mounted on a p.c.b. together
with 12 i.c.'s many tran-
sistors and other parts.
£13.60 £2.00 Post
This is far less than the
value of the switches alone.
Diagram of this keyboard
is available separately for £1.

VENNER TIME SWITCH
Mains operated with 20 amp switch, one
on and one off per 24 hrs. repeats daily
automatically correcting for the lengthen.
ing or shortening day. An expensive time
switch but you can have it for only £2.95.
These are without case but we can supply
a plastic base E1.75 or metal case with
window £2.95. Also available is adaptor
kit to convert this into a normal 24 hr.
time switch but with the added advantage
of up to 12 on/offs per 24 hrs. This makes

an ideal controllerfor the immersion heater.
Price of adaptor kit is £2.30.

THERMOSTAT ASSORTMENT
10 different thermostats. 7 bimetal types and 3 liquid types.
There are the current stets which will open the switch to protect
devices against overload, short circuits, etc., or when fitted say
in front of the element of a blow heater, the heat would trip
the stet if the blower fuses; appliance stets, one for high temp-
eratures, others adjustable over a range of temperatures which
could include 0 - 100°C. There is also a thermostatic pod which
can be immersed, an oven stet, a calibrated boiler stet, finally an
ice stat which, fitted to our waterproof heater element, up in the
loft could protect your pipes from freezing. Separately, these
thermostats could cost around £15.00 however, you can have
the parcel for £2.50.

SPECIAL
Chance of a lifetime!

We have to clear a big store. 100 tons of stock must go. 10
kilo parcel of unused parts. Minimum 1,000 items includes
panel meters, timers thermal trips, relays, switches,
motors, drills, taps and dies, tools, thermostats, coils,
variable condensers variable resistors, etc. etc. Individually
these must cost in excess of £100.

YOURS FOR ONLY £11.50 plus £3.00 post.

MINI -MULTI TESTER Deluxe pocket size precision mov-
ing coil instrument, Jewelled bearings - 2000 o.p.v, mirrored scale.
11 instant range measures, DC volts 10, 50, 250, t000.

AC volts 10, 50, 250, 1000.
DC amps d - 100 m A.

Continuity and resistance 0 1 meg ohms
in two ranges. Complete with test prods
and instruction book showing how to
measure capacity and inductance as well.
Unbelievable value at only £6.75 + 60p

post and insurance.

FREE Amps range kit to enable
you to read DC current from 0
10 amps, directly on the 0 - 10
scale. It's free if you purchase

uickly, but if you already own a
Mini.Tester and would like one,
send £2.50.

THIS MONTH'S SNIP

8 POWERFUL
BATTERY MOTORS
For models, maccanos, drills,
remote control planes, boats,
etc. £2.95.

DELAY SWITCH
Mains operated - delay can be
accurately set with pointers knob
for periods of up to 25 hrs. 2
contacts suitable to switch 10 amps
- second contact opens a few
minutes after the 1st. £1.95.

ZX81 OWNERS
Make yourself a full size
keyboard! Key switches
complete with plain
caps. 6 for £1.15.

SOLENOID WITH PLUNGER
Mains operated E1.99. 10 12 volts DC operated £1.50.

STANDARD RELAYS
3 changeover 10 amp contacts, single screw fixing, mains operas
ed. E1.25. 12 volt operated E1.50. 6 volt model 99p.
Other coil voltages - please enquire.

ULTRA SMALL 12v RELAYS
Single pole gold plated contacts. Tubular construction, 17mm
long 10mm dia. Ideal for models. PCB or freemounting. £2.30 aa.

MINAITURE PLUG IN RELAYS
12v operated. 3 changeover.

E2.45 base 45p.
12v operated. 2 changeover.

El 87, base 35P.

TINIEST MICROPHONE
Not much bigger than a pea, 600
ohm condenser type. Ideal for
bugging and similar applications.
50p each or 10 for £4.50

LEVEL METER

Size approximat ly 5" square,
scaled signal and power but cover
easily removabl for rescaling.
Sensitivity 200uA. 75p.

RESISTORS
Carbon film, 1/4 or 1/3 watt,
standard leads, not pre -formed, all
5% values, 1p each 100's. 2p each
10. 5p each less than 10 per value.
OR - INVENTOR'S PACK
Containing 10 of each of 60 differ.
ens values from 1 ohm to 10 meg-
ohm, packed separately, £5.75.

3 CHANNEL SOUND TO LIGHT KIT

ra 1111,

Complete kit of parts fora three channel sound to light unit
controlling over 2000 watts of lighting. Use this at home it you
wish but it is plenty rugged enough for disco work. The unit is
housed in an attractive two tone metal case and has controls for
each channel, and a Master on/off. The audio input and output
are by 5" sockets and three panel mounting fuse holders provide
thyristor protection. A four -pin plug and socket facilitate ease of
connecting lamps. Special price is £14.95 in kit form or £25.00
assembled and tested.

EXTRACTOR FAN
Mains operated - ex -computer
5"Woods extractor

E5.75, Post E1.25.
5" Plannair extractor

£6.50. Post E1.25
4" x 4" Muffin 115v.

£4.50. Post 75p.
4" x 4" Muffin 230v.

E5.75. Post 75p.

MILLIONS OF HOMES WILL BE BURGLED
THIS SUMMER - SAY THE EXPERTS
Don't let yours be one of them. Install our burger alarm. Install
our burglar alarm. Complete kit includes 6" external alarm bell,
mains power unit control box with key switch 10 window/door
switches 100 yards of wire. With instructions £29.50.

STEREO HEADPHONES
Very good quality, 8 ohm, padded,
terminating with standard 5"
lack plug. £2.99 plus 60p post.

9 a.3

I TIME SWITCH BARGAIN
- Large clear mains frequency controlled clock,

which will always show you the correct time
start and stop switches with dials. Com-

, plete with knobs FOR ONLY E2.50.

ELECTRIC MOTORS!
MOTORS FOR ROBOTICS
If its a toy robot you are making then one of
our eight battery motors (see centre column)
may do. If its a bigger one, however, then see
below. If still not big enough then enquire -
we have larger motors but these are usually
Mains driven.

12v MOTOR
BY
SMITHS

Made for use in cars, these are series wound
and they become more powerful as load in-
creases. Size 35" long by 3" dia. These have
a good length of 5" spindle - price £3.45.
Ditto, but double ended E4.25.

EXTRA POWERFUL 12v MOTOR
Made to work battery lawnmower, this prob-
ably develops up to 5 h.p., so it could be used
to power a go-kart or to drive a compressor,
etc. etc. E6.90 + £1.50 post.
(This is easily reversible with our reversible
switch - Price 0.151.

SPIT MOTORS

6-4 Etif=TT:

These are powerful mains operated
induction motors with gear box attached.
The final shaft is a %" rod with square hole,
so you have alternative coupling methods -
final speed is approx. 5 revs/min, price
£5.50.  Similar motors with final speeds of
80, 100, 160 & 200 r.p.rn. same price.

REVERSIBLE MOTOR WITH
CONTROL GEAR
Made by the famous Framco Company this
is a very robust motor, size approximately
75" long, 35" dia. 3/8" shaft, Tremendously
powerful motor, almost impossible to stop.
Ideal for operating stage curtains, sliding doors
ventilators etc., even garage doors if adequately
counter -balanced. We offer the motor complete
with control gear as follows:
.1 Framco motor with gear boo. 1 manual
reversing and on/off switch. 1 push to start
switch. 1 x 100w auto transformer.  2 limit
stop switches. 1 circuit diag. of connections.
£19.50 plus postage £2.50.

12 VOLT FLUORESCENT LIGHTING
For camping car repairing - emergency lighting
from a 12v battery you can't beat
fluorescent lighting. It will offer
plenty of well distributed
light and is economical.
We offer an in-
verter for 21"
13 watt mini-
ature fluores-
cent tube.
ONLY £3.45.
(tube not
supplied).

J. BULL (Electrical) Ltd.
(Dept. EEL 34 36 AMERICA LANE,

HAYWARDS HEATH, SUSSEX RH16 30U

104441 45451,3 Bulk Or.lors Ira 1,,j1,11 DvIlvt.ry

Establish.]
30 YEARS

ROTARY WAFER SWITCHES
5 amp silver plated contacts. 5" shaft. 1" dia. wafer.
Single wafer types, 29p each. as follows:

pole 12 way 2 pole 6 way
4 pole 3 way 6 pole 2 way
Two wafer type, 59p each, as follows
2 pole 12 way 4 pole 5 way
6 pole 2 way 8 pole 3 way
3 wafer types 99p each,
3 pole 12 way 6 pole 5 way
9 pole 4 way 12p 3 way

3 pole 4 way
4 pole 3 way

4 pole 6 way
12 pole 2 way

6 pole 6 way
16P 2 way

TRANSMITTER SURVEILLANCE
Tiny, easily hidden but which will enable conversation to be
picked up with FM radio. Can be made in a matchbox - all
electronic parts and circuit. E2.30. (not licenceable in the U.K.)

RADIO MIKE
Ideal for discos and garden parties, allows complete freedom of
movement. Play through FM radio or tuner amp. E6.90 comp.
kit. (not licenceable in the U.K.).

FM RECEIVER
Made up and working, complete with scale and pointer needs
only headphones, ideal for use with our surveillance transmitter
or radio mike. £5.85. or kit of parts £3.95.
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ELECTRONIC IGNITION
Flakes a good car

better

Asa
KIT
Or

READY
BUILT

N.

TOTAL ENERGY DISCHARGE electronic
ignition gives all the well known advantages of the best capacitive
discharge systems.

PEAK PERFORMANCE higher output voltage under all
conditions.

IMPROVED ECONOMY no loss of ignition performance
between services.

FIRES FOULED SPARK PLUGS no other system can better the
capacitive discharge system's ability to fire fouled plugs.

ACCURATE TIMING prevents contact wear and arcing
by reducing load to a few volts and a fraction of an amp.

SMOOTH PERFORMANCE - immune to contact bounce and
similar effects which can cause loss of power and roughness.

PLUS
SUPER POWER SPARK 3% times the energy of ordinary

capacitive systems - 31/2 times the power of inductive systems.

OPTIMUM SPARK DURATION 3 times the duration of ordinary
capacitive systems - essential for use on modern cars with weak fuel
mixtures.

BETTER STARTING full spark power even with low
battery.

CORRECT SPARK POLARITY unlike most ordinary C.D. systems
the correct output polarity is maintained to avoid increased stress on the
H.T. system and operate all voltage triggered tachometers.

L.E.D. STATIC TIMING LIGHT for accurate setting of the engine's
most important adjustment.

LOW RADIO INTERFERENCE fully suppressed supply and absence
of inverter 'spikes' on the output reduces interference to a minimal level.

DESIGNED IN RELIABILITY an inherently more reliable circuit
combined with top quality components - plus the 'ultimate insurance'
of a changeover switch to revert instantly back to standard ignition.

IN KIT FORM it provides a top performance
electronic ignition system at less than half the price of competing ready -
built systems. The kit includes everything needed, even a length of solder
and a tiny tube of heatsink compound. Detailed easy -to -follow instructions,
complete with circuit diagram, are provided - all you need is a small
soldering iron and a few basic tools.

AS REVIEWED IN
ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL June '81 Issue
and EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS December '81 Issue

FITS ALL NEGATIVE EARTH VEHICLES,
6 or 12 volt , with or without ballast

OPERATES ALL VOLTAGE IMPULSE TACHOMETERS
Some older current impulse types (Smiths pre '741 require an adaptor -
PRICE £2.95

STANDARD CAR KIT £14.85
Assembled and Tested £24.95

TWIN OUTPUT KIT £ 22.95
For MOTOR CYCLES and CARS with twin ignition systems

Assembled and Tested £34.70

ELECTRONIZE DESIGN
Goods normally despatched within 7 days

Dept. C, Magnus Road, Wilnecote

Tamworth, B77 5BY

114111P.

Phone (0827) 281000

PLUS
£1.00
U.K.
P. & P.
Prices
Include
VAT.

VISA

CB EXTRA!
ADD-ON KITS FOR C.B. USERS

SPEECH PROCESSOR
Dramatically improves the intelligibility of C.B. speech signals. This is the
unit that so many C.B. owners are talking about on the airl

KIT CB -110 £13.98

VOICE SCRAMBLER
For coding or decoding speech signals for greater transmission security.

KIT CB -117 L2.258

FUNNY TALKER
Modified ring modulator for fascinating metallic quality to your voice when
transmitting. KIT CB -99 £1632

MUSICAL BLEEPER
Programme your own Individual 8 -note call sign. Push button operated for
use when you want. KIT CB -121 £1641

REVERE{ UNIT
Enhances the spacious quality of your transmitted voice. With control over
depth and duration, KIT CB -122 £2229

Kits include printed Circuit boards, U.K. P & P, 15% VAT, resistors, capacitors,
semi -conductors, controls, switches, 4 -pin CB plugs & sockets, wire, solder,
metal case and assembly instructions. Batteries are not included (9v or 12v
supply needed). All transmission units insert between microphone and rig
without modification to either. For fuller details of these great popular add-on
kits send a stamped addressed envelope for our Free catalogue. (Catalogue
also includes many kits for musical and general projects.) For Export List send
£100.
Prices correct at time of press, E. & O.E. subject to stock. Despatch usually
24 hours on all ex -stock Items.
Terms: Mail Order C.W.O. or collection by appointment. Access. Barclay &
Am -Express orders accepted. Tel: 01-302 6184.

PHONOSONICS
DEPT EE27, 22 HIGH STREET, SIDCUP, KENT, DA14 6EH

Founded 1972. A decade of design and delivery!

SUMMERTIME SALE I 20-MEg OUR 1. FROM THIS ADVERT

All prices include VAT-just add 50p post
1982/3 CATALOGUE

Bigger! Better!! Buy one!!!
Only 75p inc. post-Look what you get !!
 Vouchers worth 60p
 1st class reply paid envelope
 Wholesale list for bulk buyers
 Bargain List with hundreds of surplus

lines
 Huge range of components
 Low, low prices

Sent free to schools, colleges etc.

'COMPUTER
BATTLESHIPS'

Probably one of the most popular elec-
tronic games on the market. Unfortunately
the design makes it impractical to test the
PCB as a working model, although it may
well function perfectly. Instead we have
tested the sound chip, and sell the board
for its component value: SN76477 sound
IC; TMS1000 u -processor; batt clips, R's,
C's etc. Size 160 x 140mm. Only CI50.
Instruction book and circuit 30p extra.

'STARBIRD'
Gives realistic engine sounds and flashing
laser blasts-accelerating engine noise
when module is pointed up, decelerating
noise when pointed down. Press contact
to see flash and hear blast of lasers
shooting. PCB tested and working com-
plete with speaker and Batt clip (needs
PP3). PCB size 130 x 60mm. Only £2.95.

COMPONENT PACKS
K503 150 wirewound resistors from 1W to
12W, with a good range of values, £1.75.
K514 100 silver mica caps from 5pF to a
few thousand pF. Tolerances from 1% to
10%£200.
K520 Switch pack -20 different, rocker,
slide, rotary, toggle, push, micro, etc.
Only £2.00.

MIXED LED PACK
All new full spec by Micro, Fairchild, etc.
Red, Yellow, Green, Amber, Clear, 3mm
& 5mm. Pack of 50 asstd £3-45; 250 £15.

1000 RESISTORS L2.50
We've just purchased another 5 million
preformed resistors, and can make a
similar offer to that made two years ago,
at the same price!!! K523-1000 mixed

and VW 5% carbon film resistors,
preformed for PCB mntg. Enormous range
of preferred values. 1000 for £2i 50: 5000
MO; 20k £36.

COPPER CLAD BOARD
K522 All pieces too small for our etching
kits. Mostly double sided fibreglass.
250gm (approx. 110 sq ins) for just £1 .00.

PANELS
Z521 Panel with 16236 (2N3442) on small
heat sink, 2N2223 dual transistor, 2 BC108,
diodes, caps, resistors, etc. 60p.
Z527 Reed relay panel-contains 2 x 6V
reeds, 6 x 2S030 or 2S230, 6 400V
rects + Rs. 50p.
Z529 Pack of ex -computer panels contain-
ing 74 series ICs. Lots of different gates
and complex logic. All ICs are marked
with type no. or code for which an
identification sheet is supplied. 20 ICs
E.100; 100 ICs £4 00.

ELECTRO-DIAL
Electrical combination lock for maximum
security, absolutely pick -proof!! One
million combinations!! Dial is turned to
the right to one number, left to a second
number, then right again to a third number.
Only when this has been completed in the
correct sequence will the electrical con-
tacts close. These can be used to operate
a relay or solenoid etc. Overall dia 65mm
x 60mm deep. Finished in bright chrome.
With combination the price is £9.95.
Also available without combination, but
instructions are provided on how to find
it. Takes about 20 mins. £2.95.

GREENWELD
443D MILLBROOK ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON SO1 OHX
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E.E. PROJECT KITS
I.C.s TOOLS CASES
TRANSISTORS RESISTORS KITS
CAPACITORS HARDWARE MAGENTA

Make us your No. 1 SUPPLIER OF KITS and COMPONENTS for E.E. Projects. We supply
carefully selected sets of parts to enable you to construct E.E. projects. Kits include ALL
THE ELECTRONICS AND HARDWARE NEEDED. Printed circuit boards (fully etched,
drilled and roller tinned) or Veroboard are, of course, Included as specified in the original
article, we even include nuts, screws and I.C. sockets. PRICES INCLUDE CASES unless
otherwise stated. BATTERIES ARE NOT INCLUDED. COMPONENT SHEET INCLUDED.
If you do not have the issue of E.E. which includes the project -you will need to order
the instruction reprint at an extra 45p each.
Reprints available separately 45p each 4- P. & P. 40P.

2k RAM PACK Apr 82 less case £12.89
V.C.O. SOUND EFFECTS UNIT Apr 82

£10-81
LIGHT ACTUATED SWITCH Apr 82

£17 52
CAMERA OR FLASH GUN TRIGGER
Mar 82. £11'60 less tripod bushes
POCKET TIMER Mar 82. £3-47.
GUITAR TUNER Mar 82. £14.65.
CAR OVERHEATING ALARM. Feb. 82.
E0.99.
SIMPLE STABILISED POWER
SUPPLY. Jan. 82. £22'98
MINI EGG TIMER. Jan. 82. f3.69
SIREN MODULE. Jan. 82. less speaker.
£521.
MODEL TRAIN CHUFFER. Jan. 82.
E773.
SQUARE SIX. Dec. 81. £4 40.
GUITAR ADAPTOR. Dec. 81. £3'52.
REACTION METER. Dec. 81. E1641.
ELECTRONIC IGNITION. Nov. 81.
E24.33.
SIMPLE INFRA RED REMOTE CON-
TROL. Nov. 81. £15.99.
PRESSURE MAT TRIGGER ALARM.
Nov. 81. E5.66 less mats.
EXPERIMENTER CRYSTAL SET.
Nov. 81, Less aerial. £5.60.
Headphones. £2' 98 extra.
CAPACITANCE METER. Oct. 81. £21 98.
SUSTAIN UNIT. Oct. 81. £11 -93.
'POPULAR DESIGNS'. Oct. 81.
TAPE NOISE LIMITOR. £4.28.
HEADS AND TAILS GAME. £2.36.
CONTINUITY TESTER. £3.70.
PHOTO FLASH SLAVE. £3'24.
FUZZ BOX. £6.62.
OPTO ALARM. £6' 34.
SOIL MOISTURE UNIT. £5 43.
ICE ALARM. £7.3$.
0-12V POWER SUPPLY. Sept. 81. L16.84
CMOS CAR SECURITY ALARM.
Sept. 81. £8.49.
CMOS DIE. Sept. 81. £7-47.
LED SANDGLASS. Aug. 81. £7 98.
CMOS METRONOME. Aug. 81. £7-70.
COMBINATION LOCK. July 81. Less
case. £111' 30.
BURGLAR ALARM SYSTEM. June 81
less bell, loop & Mies. £30 30.
TAPE AUTO START. June 81. Ell 96.
LIGHTS REMINDER AND IGNITION
LOCATOR E.E. May 81. £5 29.
SOIL MOISTURE INDICATOR E.E.
May 81. E3 83.
GUITAR HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER
E.E. May 81. £3-96.
PHONE BELL REPEATER/ BABY
ALARM E.E. May 81. £5 29.
INTERCOM. April 81. £20 76.
SIMPLE TRANSISTOR & DIODE
TESTERS. Mar. 81. Ohmeter version
£1 89. Led version £2.56.
MINI SIREN. Mar. 81. E7.52.
LED DICE. Mar. 81. £749.
LED FLASHER. Mar. 81. £4.01.
MODULATED TONE DOORBELL.
Mar. 81. £6.21.
BENCH POWER SUPPLY. Mar. 81.
£49 N.
THREE CHANNEL STEREO MIXER.
Feb. 81. £17 47.

SIGNAL TRACER. teb. 81. £7-114 less
Probe.
Ni-Cd BATTERY CHARGER. Feb. 81.
/212-72.
ULTRASONIC INTRUDER DETEC-
TOR. Jan. 81 -less case. E4948.
2 NOTE DOOR CHIME. Dec. 80. E9.65.
LIVE WIRE GAME. Dec. 80. E10-94.
GUITAR PRACTICE AMPLIFIER.
Nov. 80. £11  99 less case. Standard case
E3 U. High quality case ES33.
SOUND TO LIGHT. Nov. 80. 3 channel.
£1995.
TRANSISTOR TESTER. Nov. 80.
E10-87 Inc. test leads.
AUDIO EFFECTS UNIT FOR WEIRD
SOUNDS. Oct. 80. E12.26.
BICYCLE ALARM. Oct. 80. E9.611 less
mounting brackets.
IRON HEAT CONTROL. Oct. 80. E5.411.
TTL LOGIC PROBE. Sept. 80. Ea 45.
ZENER DIODE TESTER. June 80. £6.23.
4 STATION RADIO. May 80. £15 33 less
Case.
LIGHTS WARNING SYSTEM. May 80.
£4.36.
BATTERY VOLTAGE MONITOR. May
80. 44 63.
CABLE & PIPE LOCATOR. Mar. 80.
£3 85 less coil former.
KITCHEN TIMER. Mar. 80. £13 70.
STEREO HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER.
Mar. 80. £16 97.
MICRO MUSIC BOX. Feb. 80. £15 20.
Grey Case £3.99 extra.
SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER.
Feb. 80. £2417. Headphones £2.98.
SLIDE/TAPE SYNCHRONISER. Feb.
80. £11  50.
MORSE PRACTICE OSCILLATOR.
Feb. 80. £4.32.
SPRING LINE REVERS. UNIT. Jan. 80.
£24 17.
UNIBOARD BURGLAR ALARM. Dec.
79. £5 64.
BABY ALARM. Nov. 79. 1E8  98.
CHASER LIGHTS. Sept. 79. £21 -97.
SIMPLE TRANSISTOR TESTER.
Sept. 79. £6 88.
DARKROOM TIMER. July 79. £2' 71.
ELECTRONIC CANARY.June79.£5 48.
MICROCHIME DOORBELL. Feb. 79.
£14 82.
THYRISTOR TESTER. Feb. 79. £3 54.
FUSE CHECKER. Oct. 78. £2.16.
SOUND TO LIGHT. Sept. 78. £7.67.
CAR BATTERY STATE INDICATOR.
Sept. 78. Less case. L1.96.
R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR. Sept. 78.
£24 90.
IN SITU TRANSISTOR TESTER.
June 78. £6.33.
WEIRD SOUND EFFECTS GENERA-
TOR. Mar. 78. £5.28.
AUDIO VISUAL METRONOME. Jan. 78
£5 63.
ELECTRONIC TOUCH SWITCH. Jan.
78. £2.56 less case.
RAPID DIODE CHECK. Jan. 78. £257.
PHONE/DOORBELL REPEATER. July
77. £6- 911.

ELECTRONIC DICE. Mar. 77. Li' II.

TEACH IN 82
All top quality components as specified by Everyday Electronics. Our kit comes
complete with FREE COMPONENT IDENTIFICATION SHEET. Follow this educa-
tional series and learn about electronics -Start Today.
LIST I and LIST 2 together £24.59. LIST 3 £598.

* * * SPECIAL OFFER * * *
LISTS 1, 2 and 3 all bought together £2095.

WOODEN CASE KIT also available £11' 98 -wood, formica, glue, screws etc. Cut
to size.
12 part series, reprints available of previously published parts. 45p each.

LISTS 1, 2, AND 3 ALL AVAILABLE NOW.
ALSO WOODEN CASE KIT.

MAGENTA gives you FAST DELIVERY OF QUALITY COMPONENTS & KITS.
All products are stock lines and are new & full specification. We give personal service &
quality products to all our customers -HAVE YOU TRIED US?

MAGENTA ELECTRONICS LTD.
EA42, 135 HUNTER ST. BURTON -ON -TRENT, STAFFS.,
DE14 2ST. 0283 65435. MON.-FRI. 9-5. MAIL ORDER ONLY.
ADD 45p P. & P. TO ALL ORDERS. Normal despatch by return of post.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE 15% V.A.T. OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOME.

IRISH REPUBLIC & B.F.P.O. EUROPE:

fri Deduct 10% from prices shown Payment.
must be in Sterling.

fleorCLA.C.0 ACCESS and BARCLAYCARD (VISA)
ORDERS ACCEPTED BY PHONE OR11=1=1,6) POST.
SAE ALL ENQUIRIES.

SOLDERING/TOOLS/+
ANTEX XS SOLDERING IRON 25W
45 U.
SOLDERING IRON STAND £2 40.
SPARE BITS. Small standard, large,
85p each. For )(5-1-)(25.
SOLDER. Hand, size 99p
HOW TO SOLDER LEAFLET 12p
DESOLDER BRAID 69p
HEAT SINK TWEEZERS 29p
DESOLDER PUMP £6.46
SOLDER CARTON £1 84
LOW COST CUTTERS £1.69
LOW COST LONG NOSE PLIERS
£1 68
WIRE STRIPPERS & CUTTERS £2 69
VERO SPOT FACE CUTTER £1 49.
PIN INSERTION TOOL. 41.98.
VEROPINS. (pk of 100) 0.1" 52p.
MULTIMETER TYPE 1 (1,000 opv).
E6.64.
MULTIMETER TYPE 2. 20,000 opv with
transistor tester. Very good. 414.75.
CROCODILE CLIP TEST LEAD SET.
10 leads with 20 clips. 99p.
RESISTOR COLOUR CODE CALCU-
LATOR. 21p.

CONNECTING WIRE PACK. (5 A
5yd coils). 115P.
CAST IRON VICE (Small). E2 58.
SCREWDRIVER SET. £1 98.
POCKET TOOL SET. £3 98.
ILLUMINATED MAGNIFIERS.
Small 2" die (5 i< mag) £1'14.
Large 3" dla (4 x mag). Et 40.
DENTISTS INSPECTION MIRROR.
£2 85.
JEWELLERS EYEGLASS. £1 50.
HAND MAGNIFIER 3" L2 89.
HELPING HANDS JIG. Eli 30.
EUROBREADBOARD. £6 20.
VEROBLOC. £4 20.
S. DEC. a H.
BIMBOARD 1. Ea 98.
MIN. SPEAKERS. 8 ohm 117p, 64 ohm.
89p.
PCB ETCHING KIT. £4 911.
PLASTIC TWEEZERS. 69p.
LETTERS/NUMBERS TRANSFERS.
£2 48.
SCREWS/NUTS,WASHERS-40peach.
M2 pack £1 80. M3 £1 78. M4 Et 84.
SOLDER TAGS. M3 33p/50. M4 54p/50.
STICK ON FEET 23p/4.

BOOKS (INCLUDES NEW TITLES)

SEMICONDUCTOR DATA BOOK. Newnes. L5 SS
PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC PROJECT BUILDING. Ainslie & Colwell 13 35

CONSTRUCTOR'S PROJECT BOOKS
ELECTRONIC GAME PROJECTS. Royer 453.35
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR HOME SECURITY. Bishop 43.35
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS IN AUDIO. Penfold 13.35
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS IN MUSIC. FlInd £345
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS IN PHOTOGRAPHY. Penfold 43.35
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS IN THE CAR. George 113.35
PROJECTS IN AMATEUR RADIO & SHORT WAVE LISTENING. Rayer £3.35
PROJECTS IN RADIO AND ELECTRONICS. Sinclair 11335
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS IN HOBBIES. Rayer E3.35
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS IN THE HOME. Bishop E31-35
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS IN THE WORKSHOP. Penfold 43 35
ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT PROJECTS. Alnelle E3.35
MORE ELECTRONIC PROJECTS IN THE HOME. Rind £3 35
110 ELECTRONIC ALARM PROJECTS FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR

Marston E541
MODEL RAILWAY PROJECTS. Penfold 4145
SOLID STATE SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS FOR BEGINNERS. Penfold £145
BEGINNERS GUIDE TO BUILDING ELECTRONIC PROJECTS. Penfold &Ili
IC555 PROJECTS. Parr 41 .55
BASIC ELECTRONICS. A super book covering theory and practice. E746
RADIO CONTROL FOR BEGINNERS. Rayer £1:75
INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS GUIDE. 320 pages

Michaels £295
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR CARS AND BOATS. Penfold £195
SECOND BOOK OF CMOS IC PROJECTS. Penfold £1 50
50 SIMPLE L.E.D. CIRCUITS: Book 2 £135
ELECTRONIC MUSIC PROJECTS. Penfold £1 75
ELECTRONIC HOUSEHOLD PROJECTS. Penfold £1 75
ELECTRONIC GAMES. Penfold £1 75
PROJECTS IN OPTO ELECTRONICS. Penfold £1 25
52 PROJECTS USING IC 741. Redmer El 25
ELECTRONIC TIMER PROJECTS. Rayer £1.95
POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS. Penfold £1 75
REMOTE CONTROL PROJECTS. Bishop £1 95
POPULAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS: Book 2 £235

MAY & JUNE 82 E.E.
PROJECTS

TWO TONE TRAIN HORN
WITH REMOTE TRIGGER OP-
TION £1053
CAR L.E.D. VOLTMETER less
case L2.71
LIGHTNING CHESS BUZZER

£5 80
SEAT BELT REMINDER £3 49
EGG TIMER June 82 £4 63

ADVENTURES WITH
MICROELECTRONICS

Similar to 'Electronics' below.
Uses I.C.s. Includes dice, elec-
tronic organ, doorbell, reaction
timer, radio etc. Based on Bim-
board 1 bread board.
Adventures with Microelectronics

£2 55
Component pack L2984 less
battery.

ADVENTURES WITH ELECTRONICS by Tem

An easy to follow book suitable for all ages. Ideal for beginners.
No soldering, uses an S -Dec breadboard. Gives clear instructions
with lots of pictures. 16 projects -including three radios, siren,
metronome, organ, intercom, timer, etc. Helps you learn about
electronic components and how circuits work. Component pack
includes an S -Dec breadboard and all the components for the
projects.
Adventures with Electronics £240. Component pack L1798 less
battery.

MORE KITS AND
COMPONENTS
IN OUR LISTS

FREE PRICE LIST
Price list Included with

orders or send sae (9 x 4)
CONTAINS LOTS MORE

KITS, PCBs &
COMPONENTS

1982 ELECTRONICS
CATALOGUE

Illustrations, product descriptions, circuits all in-
cluded. Up-to-date price list enclosed. All products
are stock lines for fast delivery.
Send 80p in stamps or add 80p to order.

MORE E.E. KITS PLUS H.E. and E.T.I. PRO-
JECT KITS IN THE PRICE LIST.
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{The prepaid rate for classified
advertisements is 28 pence per word
(minimum 12 words), box number
60p extra. Semi -display setting
£7-24 per single column centimetre
(minimum 2 - 5cm). All cheques,
postal orders, etc., to be made pay-
able to Everyday Electronics and
crossed "Lloyds Bank Ltd." Treasury

CLASSIFIED
notes should always be sent
registered post. Advertisements,
together with remittance, should be
sent to the Classified Advertisement
Manager, Everyday Electronics,
Room 2337, IPC Magazines Limited,
King's Reach Tower, Stamford St.,
London SE 1 9LS. (Telephone
01-261 5918).

Courses

SOUND ENGINEERS
If you're following a career in Sound Engineering or interested in learning all aspects of recording
studios you should attend one of our weekend studio courses. Topics covered include:

A. The basics of studio construction, wiring and materials used.
B. Types of microphone uses, techniques, and limitations.
C. Use of 2" 16 track machine, lining up, remotes, etc.
D. Use of 24 Channel Desk and all controls.
E. Effect equipment, ADT, reverb, Echo, etc.
F. Ancilliary equipment.
G. Mixing and Editing.

There are a maximum number of 8 students on each course and every one is tutored to their
own level of knowledge with regard to their needs and interest. The cost is £98 for the weekend
including hotel accommodation overnight. Details: please phone 01-580 4720 or 01.636 5308
during office hours.

Veteran & Vintage

"SOUNDS VINTAGE"
The only magazine for all vintage sound
enthusiasts, packed with articles by top
writers, covering gramophones, phono-
graphs, 78s, wireless, news, history, re-
views, etc.
Bi-monthly. Annual subscription £8.75
(airmail extra). Send 75p for sample copy.
28 Chestwood Close, Billericay, Essex

For Sale
NEW BACK ISSUES OF "EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS". Available 85p each Post
Free, cheque or uncrossed PO returned If
not in stock. BELL'S TELEVISION
SERVICES, 190 Kings Road, Harrogate,
Yorkshire. Tel: 10423) 55885.

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS, The First Ten
Volumes. OFFERS to Boston 66343.

Receivers and Components
AERIAL BOOSTERS trebles incoming sig-
nal, price £7.00. SAE leaflets. VELCO
ELECTRONICS, Ramsbottom, Lancashire
BLO 9AG.

SPECIAL OFFER TO E.E. READERS
Stock clearance of Atari/Taito commercial video printed
circuit boards. ££E£ of components & support hardware.
(Capacitors. I.C. 74 series. Resistors. Preset. Eproms.
Edge connectors. Sub miniature switches. M.P.U. etc.)
Components may vary from board to board.
Yours for only .21245 plus £2.00 P&P. Send S.A.E. for
free catalogue packed with bargains/power supplies.
Transformers. Fruit machine reel units. Wiring looms.
Solenoids. Relays. Hundreds of micro switches. Motor-
ised switch for chase lights etc., plus a large selection
of other electronic products.
Mail order terms/P.O./Cheque with orders. Please allow
14 days delivery.

STAR AMUSEMENTS ELECTRONICS
Reigate Road, Hookwood, Horley, Surrey RH6 OHL.

P.C. BOARD S.S. 12in X 12in 3 for £2.00,
glass fibre P.0 board S.S. or D.S. 12in X 12in
£1.00 each. Add 60p P&P any quantity.
COOPER, 16 Lodge Road, Hockley, Birm-
ingham B18 SPN.

Receivers and Components
300 SMALL COMPONENTS, transistors,
diodes. £1.70 7lbs assorted components £4.25
101bs £5.75. Forty assorted 74 series ICs on
panel £1.70. 500 capacitors £3.20. List 20p
refundable. Post 60p. Optionable insurance
20p. J. W. B. RADIO, 2 Barnfield Crescent,
Sale, Cheshire M33 1NL.

Equipment Wire

MULTI -COLOUR WIRE -PACKS

28 Different Colours/Bi-colours
DEF 61-12 (part 6)Type 2

Black Blue Brown Green Grey  Orange

Pink Red Violet White Yellow Green/Red

Green/Yellow Grey/Blue Grey/Black

Orange/Red Orange/Black Pink/Bieck

Purple/Red Red/Black Red/Blue Red/Brown

Red/Green While/Black White/Red

Yellow/Green Yellow/Red Yellow/Black

5 metres of each
7/0.2 set 26.55 - 16/0.2 set £9.95

Stort Technology
daas.n of Space Appbcal.ns L.

Pet EE
The Mailings
Sawlandgeworth
Herd ordshire
CM21 91.Y
0279 724970

no extras
for VAT p&p

inclusive prices

TURN YOUR SURPLUS capacitors, tran-
sistors etc., into cash. Contact Coles Hard-
ing & Co., 103 South Brink, Wisbech,
Cambs. 0945 4188. Immediate settlement.

SCOOP PURCHASE! TELEPHONES
Black GPO type for extension use. As new only E4-75
each. Carriage £1 75. 2 for £12 including carriage.
HAVE YOU SEEN THE GREEN CAT? 1000s of new
components, radio, electronic, audio at unbelievably
low prices. Send 40p and receive list and FREE RECORD
SPEED INDICATOR. Try a JUMBO PACK. Contains
transistors, caps, resistors, pots, switches and radio
and electronic devices. Over£50 tor£11 . Carriage 22.50.
MYERS ELECTRONICS. Dept E.E., 12/4 Harper
Street, Leeds LS2 7EA. Tel: 452045. Open 9 to 5. Mon to

Sat. Callers welcome.

Service Sheets
BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICE for service
sheets on Radio, TV etc. £1.25 plus SAE.
Colour TV Service Manuals on request.
SAE with enquiries to BTS, 190 King's
Rd. Harrogate, N. Yorkshire. Tel: 0423 55885.

Full size Service Sheets by return £2
each plus L. S.A.E. except C.T.V./
Music Centres from £3. Repair data with
circuits named T.V.s or early VHS/
Phillips Video Recorders £8.50. L.
S.A.E. for free 50p magazine/quota-
tions/etc.

T.I.S. (E.E.), 76 Churches, Larkhall,
0698-883334. Lanarks ML9 1HE.

ORDER FORM PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Please insert the advertisement below in the next available issue of Everyday Electronics for
insertions. I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £
(Cheques and Postal Orders should be crossed Lloyds Bank Ltd. and made payable to Everyday Electronics)

NAME Send to: Classified Advertisement Manager

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS
Classified Advertisements Dept., Room 2612,ADDRESS King's Retch Tower, Stamford Street, London SIE1 OLS
Telephone 11-261 5942

Rate:
Hp per word, minimum 12 words. Box No. Hp *eta.

Company registered In England. Registered No. 52695 Registered Office: King's Reach Tower, Stamford Street, London 6E1 9LS. 8 /82
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Wanted
ARMY WIRELESS SETS and instruction
books on same. Hallicrafter receivers, and
speakers. Will collect during my holidays in
September. Please write to: A. Huizer
(PE1-DMN), Wilhelminasingel 16, 3135 JP
Vlaardingen, Holland.

Miscellaneous
FOR PROFESSIONAL LOW COST Burglar
Alarm DIY kits, contact: SECUTRONIC,
Temple House, 43-48 New Street, Birming-
ham, B2 4LH. Tel: 021-643 4577.

A MUST FOR THE
COST CONSCIENCE MOTORIST

Fleet tested on Britain's number one best selling cars
our unique petrol saving device saving pounds with our
V.F.X. 2000 system.
Three functions in one, monitored by top quality com-
ponents. Secondary warning device for engine over-
heating, with indicators and alarm, saving expensive
repairs.
Choke warning device to stop excess use, plus save on
servicing. Lights reminder, to save flat battery.
We offer you this unique kit complete for only £19 45
plus £1 00 p&p U.K.
All kits supplied with detailed easy to follow instructions.
These kits can be fitted to 12v. neg earth or pos earth
vehicles.
Mail order terms/P.O./cheque with orders. Please allow
7 days delivery.
STAR ELECTRONICS, Reigate Road,
Hookwood, Horley, Surrey RH6 OHL.

DIGITAL WATCH REPLACEMENT PARTS.
Batteries, displays, backlights, etc. Also re-
ports publications charts. SAE for full list.
PROFORDS, Copners Drive, Holmer Green,
Bucks HPI5 6SGA.

FIBRE OPTIC GLASS LIGHT GUIDE.
0.064" distal diameter, E150 metre 0.031",
£100 metre. Minimum order 0.00.
Nyewood Equipment, 91 Tilmore Gardens,
Petersfield, Hampshire.

THE SCIENTIFIC
WIRE COMPANY
PO Bon 30, London E.4. 01 531 1568

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
SWG 1 lb 8 oz 4 oz 2 oz
8 to 34 3.30 1.90 1,00 0.80

35 to 39 352 2.10 1'15 0.85
40 to 43 4.87 2.65 2 05 1'46
44 to 47 8.37 5  32 3.19 250
48 to 49 15.96 9 58 6 38 3.69

SILVER PLATED COPPER WIRE
14 to 30 6.63 386 2.28 1.50

TINNED COPPER WIRE
14 to 30 3.97 2.41 I 39 0'94

10 x 10 mtr reels 3 amp PVC cable mixed colours 5'00
Prices include P & P vat. Orders under £2 ado 20p,
SAE for list of copper and resistance wire. Dealer en-
quiries welcome.

PARAPHYSICS JOURNAL (Russian trans
lations): psychotronic generators, Kirlian
ography, gravity lasers, telekinesis. Details:
SAE 4X 9in, Paralab, Downton, Wilts.

OPTICAL FIBRES for use in communica-
tions, electrical isolation, remote sensing,
illumination, etc. Introductory package
contains five sample lengths of Silica, glass
and plastic fibres totalling ten metres plus
a forty page fibre optics guide with theory,
uses, practical circuits, etc. Send E5.99 to
QUANTUM JUMP LTD., 53 Marlborough
Road, Tuebrook, Liverpool L13

Build electronic
circuits without solder
on a Roden S -Dec.
This has built-in
contacts and holes into
which you plug your components.
Suitable for all ages. Can be used
time after time. Ideal gift for
students or experimenters.
Full instructions and 2 circuit
diagrams with each S -Dec.
Send cheque or P.O. to '
Roden Products, Oeo EE

2470High March, Daventry.
Northants. NN1140E 11 including p & p

MAINS INTERCOM NO
BATTERIES
NO WIRES

ONLY

£29.95
PER PAIR

± VAT £450
P & P £1.95

The modern way of instant 2 -way communications.
lust plug into power socket. Ready to use. Crystal
clear communications from room to room. Range
k -mile on the same mains phase. On/off switch.
Volume control, with 'buzzer' call and light indicator.
Useful as inter -office intercom. between office and
warehouse, in surgery and in homes. Also available
F.M. model.
NEW AMERICAN TYPE CRADLE

TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER

- VAT 12.85
P & P L1.63

Latest transistorised Telephone Amplifier. with
detached plug-in speaker. Placing the receiver on to
the cradle activates a switch for immediate two-way
conversation without holding the handset. Many
people can listen at a time. Increase efficiency in
office, shop, workshop. Perfect for "conference"
calls: leaves the user's hands free to make notes,
consult files. No long waiting, saves time with long-
distance calls. On/off switch, volume control, Con-
versation recording, model at 820.95 + VAT L3 .15.
P&P £1. 65.

DOOR ENTRY SYSTEM
No house / business / surgery should be without a
DOOR ENTRY SYSTEM in this day and age. The
modern way to answer the door in safety to un-
wanted callers. Talk to the caller and admit him
only if satisfied by pressing a remote control button
which will open the door electronically. A boon for
the invalid, the aged, and busy housewife. Supplied
complete d.i.y. kit with one internal Telephone.
outside Speaker panel, electric door lock release (for
Yale type surface latch lock): mains power unit.
cable (4 pairs) 50ft and wiring diagram. Price
/49.95 including VAT & P & P. Extra phone 89.95.
PLEASE ALLOW 8-12 DAYS FOR DELIVERY

10 -day price refund guarantee on all items
Access and Barclaycard welcome.

Personal Callers Welcome
WEST LONDON DIRECT SUPPLIES (EE8)

119 THE VALE, ACTON
LONDON W3 7RO Tel. 01 740 9760

NOILOWN.
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BAKER £69
50 WATT Post 82 ,.. A. . soIApr.:AO :;.a...

7.r.
AMPLIFIER

.w lit. to
u.

Superior quality Ideal for Balls/PA system. Disco's and
Groups. Two inputs with Mixer Volume Controls. Master fleas,
Treble and Gain Controls. 50 watts RMS. Three loudspeaker
outlets 4, 8, 16 ohm. AC 240V (120V available).
BAKER 150 Watt AMPLIFIER 4 Inputs L89
Mono Slave 150W 275. post £2 Stereo Slave 2.12.5. post £2

DRILL SPEED CONTROLLER LIGHT DIMMER KIT.
Esay to build kit. Controls up to 480 watts AC mains. 13
DELUXE MODEL Ready Built. 800 watts. £5
STEREO PRE -AMP KIT. All parts to build this pre -amp.
3 Inputs for high, medium or low gain per channel, with
volume control and P.C. Board. Can be ganged to make
multi -way stereo mixers. 22.95

SOUND TO LIGHT CONTROL KIT MK II
Complete kit of parts, printed circuit. Mains tramformer.
3 channels. Up to 1.000 watts each. Will operate from 20031V
to 100 watts signal source. Suitable for home Hi -F1 415

and all Disco Amplifiers. Cabinet extra £4.50. Post 96p
200 Watt Rear Reflecting White Light Bulbs. Ideal for Disco
Lights. Edison Screw 75p each or 6 for 14 or 12 for 27.50.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS Primary 240V A.C. POST

250-0-250V 70mA. 6.6V. 2A 24-50 NI
250.0-250V 80mA. 6 - 3Nr 3.5A. 6.3V IA 25.00 22
350-0-350V 260mA. 6.3y 6Amp C.T 212 00 61
300-0-300V 120mA. 2 ,.. 6.3V 2A CT.; 5V 2A 213 00 62

220V 45mA. 6.3V 2A 13 00 21

Tapped outputs available
2 amp 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9. 10. 12,15, 18,25 and 30V

.

. 28.00 £2

1 amp 6, 8, 10, 12. 16. 18. 20. 24, 30, 36. 40. 48. 60 213 00 20

2 amp 6, 8, 10, 12,16,18,20.24. 30,36.40, 48 , 60 210 50 42
3 amp 6, 8, 10.12. 16, 18, 20, 24. 30. 36. 40, 48. 60 112 50 12
5 amp 6. 8, 10, 12, 16. 18.20.04. 30. 36. 40, 48.60 218 00 62

5-8-10-16V 4a -22-50 80p 12-0-12V 2a 23.50 21

filV 4a 22-00 21 15-0-15V 2a 23 75 it
6-0-6V 11a 13  50 11 20V la 23 00 11

9V 250ma 2150 809 2011 2a 83.50 21

9V 3a 23  50 21 20-0.20V la 63 50 11

9.0-9V OOma ......1150 80p 20-40-60V la _24 00 22

10-0-10V 20 £300 21 25-0-25V 2a 24 50 II
10-30-40V 2a 8350 £1 28V la Twice ...2500 12

12V 100ma 21.50 80p 30V 11a 13 50 21

12V 750ma 82 00 80p 30V 5a 25 00 £2

12V 3a £3.50 21 34-0-94V 6a ... 112.00 £2

12V 2a . .. 1300 11 35V 2a 24 00 21

TOROIDAL 30-0-30V 4 Amp +20-0-20V 1 Amp 210.00 22

CHARGER TRANSFORMERS RECTIFIERS
6-12V 3a 2400 22 6-12V 2a 21.00 809

6-12y 4a .. . 28.50 22 6-12V 4a 22-00 809

R.C.S. LOUDSPEAKER BARGAINS
3 ohm. 6 x 41n., 5in., 7 . 4in. 1850. 8 x Sin. 23.00.
64in. 13-00. Sin. 23-50. 10in. 24-00. 8 ohm. 2jin. 2200.
3M., 5 x 3in.. 210. 2250. Sin. 23.50. 10In. 2520. 12in. 2600.
16 ohm. 6 x 4in. Sin. 22-50. gin. 23-50.10 x Sin. 14-00.
25ohno. 311n. 35 ohm. 31n. 22.50. Many others in stock.
Speaker Covering Material Samples 31p. stamps.

R.C.8. LOW VOLTAGE A
POWER PACK KITS 90-ST 100 mABILISED Poet 75P 13.95
All party and instructions with Zener diode printed circuit,
rectifiers and double wound maim transformer input 200.240
a.e. Output voltages available 6 or 7 -5 ur 9 or lilif d.c. up to
100mA. State voltage.
PP BATTERY ELIMINATOR. BRITISH MADE it so
Mains Transformer Rectifier 9 volt 400nia. Post 75p
stabilised, with overload cutout. Plastic case size 0 x 51 x 21.
Suitable Rarlio/Caseettes. Fully Isolated and Smoothed.
DELUXE Switched Model 3-6-71-9V 400nia. 17-50. post £1
THE "INSTANT" BULK TAPE ERASER
Suitable for cassettes and all sizes of tape reels. 110,

A.C. mains 200/240V. L9 50 Post
Ideal all Computer,, 95p
Timm, Discs, Cassettes.
HEAD DEMAGNETISER PROBE 25-00.

A.C. ELECTRIC MOTORS POST 75p.
2 Pole. 240V, 0.2 Amp. Spindle -
1.43 x 0.2121n. 11 75. 2 Pole.
240V, 0.16 Amp Double spindle-
1.75 x 0.161n. Each 21. 2 Pole.
120V,  5 Snip Spin..le-0 -75 x
0.21n. Two In series - 240V. 50p
each. Brush Motor. From a Food
Mixer '240V. .3 Amp High Speed
and Powerful Spindle -0.5 x

0.251n. 22-95. Good Selection.
B.S.R. Motors £4. Garrard Motors 15.

"Oil.
A ill

(11

Ci-'

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS 18 s.w.g. Undrilled, 4 rides, riveted
corners; 6 x 4 x 211n.£1 .45; 8 x 6 x 211n. El -80; 10 x 7 x 2fin.
£2.30; 14 0 90 211n. 13.00; 1608 x 211n. 22.90; 12 x3 x 211n.
£1.80; 12 x 8 x 211n.£2.60; 16 x 10 x 211n. 13.20.
ALI ANGLE BRACKET 6 x 2 0 fin. 25p.
ALUMINIUM PANELS 18 e.w.g. 12 x 12in. 11.50; 14 x 91n.
81.45; 6 x 41n. 43p; 12 x 8in. £1.10; 10 x 7in. 96p; 8 x bin. 72p.
14 x Sin. 72P: 12 x 51n. 72p; 16 x 10in. 81.68; 16 x (fin. £1.10;
ALUMINIUM BOXES. MANY OTHER SIZES IN STOCK.
4 x21 x 2in. 11.00; 3 x 2 x tin. 80p; fix 4 x 21n. E1.60; 8 x 6x
31n 22.50: 12 x5 x 310 t2 .75 ; fi x4 x Sin 11 .80; 10 x 7 x 3ln t3.
HIGH VOLTAGE ELECTROLYTIC'S 32 -k 32/350V 509

8/450V . 459 50/450V 95p 32+32/500V ...21-80
32/350V . 459 220/450V 95p 32+32+32/352V 700
32/500V ....75p 8+16/450V 75p 16+32+32/500V £2

DE LUXE BSR HI-FI AUTOCHANGER
Stereo Ceramic Cartridge
Plays 121n.. 10In., or 71n.
record° Auto or Manual. A high 120
quality unit 240V AC. Post on

Size 131 x 11)10. A All
Above motor board 3110. . Decks

Below motor board 21in. 22.

BSR Single Player P204 cueing device. Ceritioic 215 post £2
or with ADC. QLM 30/3 Magnetic cartridge. 220 poet £2
Garrard Single Player 730 SP metal turntable. ...wys

cueing device. Snake arm. Magnetic cartridge.
LAI poet £2

BSR P170 Single Planer. Slim ann. 240V. AC. .........
Ceramic cartridge. Cueing device. Auto stop.

LA,/ post t2

B.S.R. P232. Belt drive, ceramic cartridge.
snake arm cueing device. 240V. i24 post £0
B.S.R. Single Player. 12V D.C. motor, belt
drive, magnetic cartridge. [24 nog £2

Radio Component Specialists
337, WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON,

SURREY, U.K. TEL: 01-684 1665
Post 65p Minimum. Callers Welcome. Closed Wed.
Same day despatch. Access -Barclay -Visa. Lists 31p.
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r HOME LIGHTING KITS
These kits contain all necessary components and full
instructions & are designed to replace a standard well
switch and control up to 300w. of lighting.

TDR300K Remote Control £14.30
Dimmer

MK6 Transmitterfor above E 4.20

TD300K Touchdimmer £ 7.00
TDEM Extension kit for 2 -way

switching for TD300K £ 2.00

LD300K Romeroontrolled £ 3.50
D

r 3 -NOTE DOOR CHIME ill;
---7Based on the SAB0600 IC the kit is suppled with all
components, including loudspeaker, printed circuit
board, a pre -drilled box 195 x 71 x 35mm) and full instruc-
hone Requires only a PP3 9V battery and push -switch to
complete. AN IDEAL PROJECT FOR BEGINNERS.

hO:der as XK102. £5.00

r DISCO LIGHTING KITS"
DL 100016
This value -for -money kit
features a bi-directional
sequence, speed of sequence
and frequency of direction
change, being variable by
means of potentiometers and
incorporates a master
dimming control. Only £14.60
Ot2100K
A lower cost version of the above, featuring
undirectional channel sequence with speed
variable by means of a pre-set pot. Outputs
switched only at mains zero crossing points
to reduce radio interference to a minimum.

Optional opto input DLA1 Only £8.00
Allowing audio ("bital"1 Presponse. t"ir

r DISPLAYS
COX87A 0.5- dual, c.a. Red E1.80
DL340M 0.1' 4 -Digit c.c. £4.50 411161110
FND 500 0.5- c.c. 86p
FND 507 0.5" c.a. 86p

MP463 4digit 0.5"
multiplexed c.c.
LED Clock Display 12.20

Liquid Crystal Display, 31/2 digit, 0.5"
digits, d.I.I. package MOO

KL901 9 -digit, 7-seg. 0.1" cc. LED
calculator display with red filter

55AP

r C SHORT FORM CATALOGUE - send SAE
(6" x 9"). We also stock Vero, Books,

L._ Resistors, Capacitors, Semi -Conductors etc.

FAST SERVICE  TOP QUALITY- IOW LOW PRICES

TK
No circuit is complete without a call to -

ALL PRICES

EXCLUDE VAT

ELECTRONICS 11111
11 Boston Road
London W7 3SJ

r TEACH -IN '82
EE Minilab
Parts 1-6 £7.50
Parts 7-12 £4.90
Special price for all kits purchased
together '23.50
woodwork not included
The above kits include all the
components specified in the Teach -In
'82 projects parts 1 - 12 plus sockets

L for ICs specified.

LCD 31/2 DIGIT MULTIMETER
16 ranges including DC and AC voltage, DC
current and resistance+NPN & PNP transistor
gain and diode check. Input impedance 10M.
Size 155.88.31mm. Requires PP3 9v battery.
ONLY E31.00

TRANSISTORS

BC108 ... 89
BC109 . 15p
BC182 8p
BC182L . BD
BC212 .... 9P
BC212 ... 9p
BC327 .. 12p
BC337 .. 13p

BFY50 20p
TIP3IA 40p
TIP32A 40p
2N3055 45p
2N3442
115w140v

2N3819 N9CcT
fet 20p

VMOS POWER FETS
VN1OKM 0.5A/60v 52p
VN66AF 2A/60v falp

r REMOTE CONTROIT1
Published remote control
systems tend to be quite
complex requiring
difficult.to-get component! and a well-
equiPPed lab to get them to work. If this has
put you off making your own system we
have lust the kits for you. Using inhered, our
KITS range from simple on/off controllers to
cooled tranamitterfreceivers with 16 on/off
outputs or three analogue outputs for contr
oiling, e.g., TV or Hi-Fi systems. The kits are
easy to build and simple to set up -and they
fre extremely versatile, controlling anything
rom garage doors to room lighting just by
adding the required output circuits!. relays.
'Pecs. etc. ff you can design your own
system we stock a wide range of remote con-
trol components at very competitive prices.
We have compiled a booklet on remote

shntrol. containing circuits, hints. data
eets and details of our remote control kits

and components. So don't control yourself -
SEND US 30p and a stamped addressed

envelops fee your copy TOIDAYI

24 HOUR CLOCK/APPLIANCE
TIMER KIT

Switches any appliance up to 1kW
on and off at preset times once per
day. Kit contains: AY -5-1230 IC,
0.5' LED display, mains supply,
display drivers, switches, LEDs.
triacs, PCBs and full instructions.

CT1000K Basic Kit E14.90
CT1000K with white box 156/131 x 71mm) E17.40
(Ready Built) 822.50

Add 55p postage IN packing -1-15% VAT to total.
Overseas Customers;

Add C1.75 (Europe). C4.50 (elsewhere) for p&p.
Send S.A.E. for further STOCK DETAILS.
Goods by return subject to availability.

9am to 5prn IMon to Fril
10am to 4pm (SellOPEN

21C

CLOCK TOWER Ea

CAR
PARK

TEL 01-567 8910 ORDERS
01.579 9794 ENQUIRIES
01-579 2842 TECHNICAL AFTER 3PM

AVIC22.

6/
LI GM..

DVM/ULTRA SENSITIVE
THERMOMETER KIT

This new design is based on the
ICL7126 la lower power version of
the ICL7106 chip) and a 31/2 digit
liquid crystal display Th's wli
form the basis of a digital multi
meter (only a few additional resis ors and
switches are required -details suppled), or a
sensitive digital thermometer (-WC to
+150T) reading to 0.1°C. The basic kit has a
sensitivity of 200mV for a full scale reading,
automatic polarity indication and an ultra low
power requirement -giving a 2 year typical
battery life from a standard 9V PP3 when used
8 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Price £15.50

(DUE TO POPULAR DEMAND)
EXTENDED OFFER!

As an introduction to CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS LTD.,
(Marshall's Old Shop), 40 Cricklewood Broadway, London NW2 3ET
tel: 01 452 0161 Whilst stocks last and only if accompanied by this Ad.

DESOLDERI NG TOOL

Now every one can afford one of these superb, anodised aluminium high
pressure hand desoldering tools at nearly half our normal price.
Normal Price 66:50 + VAT with this ad 63:85 I VAT.
Spare Teflon screw -in noses 75p + VAT.
JAPANESE TRANSISTORS May not be as hard to replace as you think.
Phone our equivalent service on 01 452 0161 (everyday except Wednesdays) or
write. We have thousands of Transistors, ICs, LEDS in stock, as well as every
conceivable type of component -Why not make CRICKLEWOOD ELEC-
TRONICS your personal ELECTRONICS HOBBY CENTRE? We have the goods!
Now you need no longer grope in the
dark. For a miniature price you can
watch those volts move! See those
resistors jump to life!
THE MIGHTY MINI MULTI -
TESTER 2,000 ohms per volt. DC &
AC Voltage ranges: 10v, 50v, 250v,
1000v. DC current ranges 100mA.
Resistance ohms x 10, ohms 100db
from -10db to +22db. Mirror arc
scale, overload protected, complete with battery, test leads & instructions.
Usual price £8.65 + VAT; with this Ad: £495 + VAT.

ORDER FORM
Name
Address

Desoldering tools @ f385
Spare Teflon noses @ 75 - L
Mighty Mini Testers @ 14.95 - L

Postage, packing and Insurance e_z, 60p per one
device 25p for each additional device

Sub total £
Add 15% VAT £

I enclose cheque no/P.O. no.
Alternatively please credit my VISA/ACCESS no.
Signature
This offer applies to UK only. Please allow 7-10 days delivery. Overseas custom-
ers please do not add VAT but allow enough to cover postage.
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME.

CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS LTD.
40 Cricklewood Broadway, London NW2 3ET tel 01 452 0161

LIGHTNING
DO YOU NEED:- Electronic components, Tools, Test Equipment,

Cases, Cabinets and Hardware etc. IN A HURRY?
THEN YOU NEED: -

LIGHTNING Electronic Components.
WHY?

Because LIGHTNING Strikes out where others fail: -
Express Despatch All Low Prices In Depth Stock

All New Guaranteed Goods from Leading Manufacturers
With all that going for us, going to you can you really afford to be

without a copy of our brand new exciting CATALOGUE?
Many Prices Reduced - Many More Stock Lines

Send for YOUR Copy Now, ONLY 70p Post Paid

LIGHTNING ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
84 Birchmoor Road, Birchmoor, Tamworth,

Staffs. B78 lAB. (NOTE New Address)

MAIL ORDER ADVERTISING

British Code of Advertising Practice
Advertisements in this publication are required to conform to the British Code of
Advertising Practice. In respect of mail order advertisements where money is paid in
advance, the code requires advertisers to fulfil orders within 28 days, unless a longer
delivery period is stated. Where goods are returned undamaged within seven days, the
purchaser's money must be refunded. Please retain proof of postage/despatch, as this
may be needed.

Mail order Protection Scheme
If you order goods from Mail Order advertisements in this magazine and pay by post in
advance of delivery, EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS will consider you for compensation if
the Advertiser should become insolvent or bankrupt, provided:
(1) You have not received the goods or had your money returned; and
(2) You write to the Publisher of EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS summarising the situation
not earlier than 28 days from the date you sent your order and not later than two months
from that day.
Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us. When you write, we will tell you
how to make your claims and what evidence of payment is required.
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in accordance with the above procedure
as soon as possible after the Advertiser has been declared bankrupt or insolvent.
This guarantee covers only advance payment sent In direct response to an advertisement
in this magazine not, for example, payment made in response to catalogues etc. received
as a result of answering such advertisements. Classified advertisements are excluded.

Pithliated elterosintately the third Friday of each month by 1PC Meerut.. Ltd., Kings Reach Tower, Stamford St., London 8E1 9LS. Printed no England by Index Printers, Dunstable. Beds. Bole AgentsInt Anstrslis and New Eealand-aordon and Glotch (A/Bit) Ltd. South Africa --Central New. Agency Ltd. Subscriptions: Inland 89.00, Overseas 110.00 per annum payable to IPC Service., Oakfield House, Perry -mount Eoail, Hayward. Heath, Susees. Everyday Electronics is sold subject to the fo;lcwing conditions namely that it shallnot, without the written consent of the Publishers Brat given, be lest, resold, hired est
a otherwise disposed of by way of Trails at more than the recommended eelline price shown on cover, and that It shall not be lent, resold, or hired eat or otherwise diepoeed of in a mutilated eondition or laany unauthorised cover by way of Trade, or affixed to or a. part of any publication or advertising, literary or motorist matter whatsoever.
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25W STEREO MOSFET AMPLIFIER

A superb new amplifier at a remarkably low price.

* Over 26W per channel into 802 at 1kHz both channels driven.

* Frequency response 20Hz to 40kHz ldB.

* Low distortion, low noise and high reliability power MOSFET
output stage.

* Extremely easy to build. Almost everything fits on main pcb,
cutting interwiring to just 7 wires (plus toroidal transformer
and mains lead terminations).

* Complete kit contains everything you need including pre -
drilled and printed chassis and wooden cabinet.

Full details in our projects book. Price 60p.
Order As XAO3D

Complete kit for only £49.95 incl. VAT and carriage.
Order As LW71N

DIGITAL MULTI -TRAIN
CONTROLLER
Control up to 14 trains individually

on the same track with any four

simultaneously! Low cost kits available. "-
Full details in our projects book. Price 60p.
Order As XAO2C.

aTooptiin ELECTRONIC
SUPPLIES LTD.

All mail to:
P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR
Tel: Sales 107021552911 General 107021 554155

Shops at.
159 King St., Hammersmith, London W6. Tel: 01-748 0926
284 London Rd., Westcliff -on-Sea, Essex. Tel: (07021 554000
Note: Shops closed Mondays

* A full size, full travel 43 -key keyboard that's
simple to add to your ZX81 (no soldering in
ZX81).

* Complete with the electronics to make "Shift
Lock", "Function" and "Graphics 2" single
key selections making entry far easier.

* Powered from ZX81's own standard power
supply -with special adaptor supplied.

* Two-colour print for key caps.
* Amazing low price.

Full details in our projects book. Price 60p.
Order As XAO3D

Complete kit for only £19.95 incl. VAT and
carriage.
Order As LW72P

MATINEE ORGAN
Easy -to -build, superb specification.

Comparable with organs selling for

up to £1,000. Full construction details
in our book. Price £2.50.
Order As XH55K.

Complete kits available:

Electronics- £299.95,

Cabinet- £99.50 (carriage extra).

Demo cassette price f1.99. Order As XX43W.

HOME SECURITY SYSTEM
Six independent channels -2 or 4 wire

operation. External horn. High degree

of protection and long term reliability.
Full details in our projects book.

Price 60p.

Order As XAO2C.

MILES PER GALLON METER
Digital display shows you how
economical your driving is as you go
along.

Complete kits available.

Full details in our projects book.
Price 60p.

Order As XA02C.

Don't miss out -get a copy of our catalogue now!
Over 140,000 copies sold already!

On sale now in all branches of 1VIISMITII0 price fl.

320 big pages packed with data and pictures of over 5,500 items.

r ---s-MMIEUM I
Post this coupon now!
Please send me a copy of your 320 page catalogue. I enclose f 1.25 (inc. 25o uSe). If
I am not completely satisfied I may return the catalogue to you and have
refunded.

If you live outside the U.K. send f1.68 or 12 International Reply Coupons

Name

Address

r,

U124

>> 4.95

Delivery within 14 days EE/8f 8:2
EN I= Mil MN NMI MI MI INII Mi MN NE
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* PROMPT DELIVERY * PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. * AMPLE STOCKS
A PERSONAL SERVICE FROM A SMALL EXPANDING COMPANY

STEREO CASSETTE TAPE DECK MODULE.
Comprising of a top panel and tape mechan-
ism coupled to a record/play back printed
board assembly. Supplied as one complete
unit for horizontal installation into cabinet or
console of own choice. These units are brand
new, ready built and tested.
Features: Three digit tape counter. Auto -
stop. Six piano type keys, record, rewind.
fast forward, play, stop and eject. Automatic
record level control. Main inputs plus
secondary inputs for stereo microphones.
Input Sensitivity: 100mV to 2V Input Im-
pedance: 68K. Output level: 400mV to both
left and right hand channels. Output Im-
pedance: 10K. Signal to noise ratio: 45dB.
Wow and flutter: 0.1%. Power Supply re-
quirements: 18V DC at 300mA. Connections:
The left and right hand stereo inputs and
outputs are via individual scrLaned leads, all
terminated with phono plugs (phono sockets
provided). Dimensions: Top panel 51/2in x
11t/gin. Clearance required under top panel
21/4in. Supplied complete with circuit dia-
gram and connecting diagram. Attractive
black and silver finish.

0 e ePrice E26.70 + E2.50 postage and packing.
Supplementary parts for 18V D.C. power
supply (transformer, bridge rectifier and

6 piano lype keys smoothing capacitor) E3.
NEW RANGE QUALITY POWER LOUD-
SPEAKERS (15". 12" and 8"). These
loudspeakers are ideal for both hi-fi and
disco applications. Both the 12" and 15"
units have heavy duty die-cast chassis
and aluminium centre domes. All three
units have white speaker cones and are
fitted with attractive cast aluminium
(ground finish) fixing escutcheons.
Specification and Price: -

15" 100 watt R.M.S. Impedance Bohm
59 oz. magnet, 2" aluminium voice coil.
Resonant Frequency 20Hz. Frequency -
Response to 2.5KHz. Sensitivity 97dB.
Price £32 each. E2.50 Packing and Car-
riage each.

12" 100 watt R.M.S. Impedance 8 ohm, 50 oz. magnet. 2' aluminium voice coil
Resonant Frequency 25Hz. Frequency Response to 4KHz. Sensitivity 95dB. Price
£23.70 each. E2.50 Packing and Carriage each.

8" 50 watt R.M.S. Impedance 8 ohm. 20 oz magnet. 11" aluminium
voice coil, Resonant Frequency 40Hz, Frequency Response to 6KHz,
Sensitivity 92dB. Also available with black cone fitted with black metal
protective grill. Price: White cone £890 each. Black cone/grill
£9.50 each. P. & P. £1 -25.
PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS - MOTOROLA
Join the Piezo revolution. The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a
Piezo tweeter produces an improved transient response with a lower
distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters. As a crossover is not
required these units can be added to existing speaker systems of up
to 100 watts (more if 2 put in series). FREE EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS
SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.

TYPE
'A'

TYPE 'C'

TYPE 'E'

TYPE 'D'

TYPE 'F'

TYPE 'A' (KSN1.038A) 3" round with protec-
tive wire mesh, ideal for bookshelf and medium
sized Hi-Fi speakers. Price £3  45 each.
TYPE 'B' (KSN1005A) 3f" super horn. For
general purpose speakers, disco and P.A.
systems, etc. Price £4.35 each.
TYPE 'C' (KSN6016A) 2" . 5" wide dispersion
horn. For HI-Fi systems and quality discos,
etc. Price L5-45 each.
TYPED'(KSN1025A) 2" r 6" wide dispersion
horn. Upper frequency response retained
extending down to mid range (2,000 c/s)
Suitable for Hi-Fi systems and quality discos.
Price £0 90 each.
TYPE 'E' (KSN10.38A) 36" horn tweeter with
attractive silver finish trim. Suitable for Hi-Fi
monitor systems, etc. Price £4.35 each.
TYPE 'F' (KSN1057A) Cased version of type
'E'. Free standing satellite tweeter. Perfect
add on tweeter for conventional loudspeaker
systems. Price £10.75 each.
U.K. post free for SAE for Piezo leaflets).

1 K -WATT SLIDE DIMMER
* Controls loads up to 1 K W.
* Compact Size 44" Y 1*" r 24".
* Easy snap in fixing through panel/cabinet cut out.
* Insulated plastic case.
* Full wave control using 8 amp triac.
* Conforms to BS800.
* Suitable for both resistance and inductive loads.

Innumerable applications in industry, the home,
and disco's/theatres, etc.
Price £11 -70 each + 50p P&P. (Any quantity.)

dVto1000 MONO DISCO MIXER -
completely built and tested
employing modern I.C. circuitry.
Can be mounted vertical or hori-

zontal into cabinet, console, etc.
Two turntable Inputs (ceramic) plus aux. (tape)
and mic. inputs. Headphone monitor socket. Compatible with OMP100 Power Amp. (500mV 0/P ).
Controls: Microphone talk over switch with separate volume, treble and bass.

Three main fader (level) controls with master volume, treble and bass.
Monitor selector switch with monitor level control. Maids On/Off switch.

Smart black finish. Size: 535 x 110 x 60mm. Power requirements: 240V A.C.
Price: £3089 + £2.25 P & P.

12" 80 watt R.M.S. loudspeaker.
A superb general purpose twin cone loud-
speaker. 50 oz. magnet. 2" aluminium
voice coil. Rolled surround. Resonant fre-
quency 25Hz. Frequency response to
13KHz. Sensitivity 95dB. Impedance Bohm.
Attractive blue cone with aluminium
centre dome.
Price £17.99 ea + £2.50P & P.

B.S.R. P232 TURNTABLE
P232 Turntable * 'S' shaped tone arm
* Belt driven * Aluminium platter
* Cueing lever * 240 volt AC operation (50Hz)
* Cut-out template supplied
* Used as standard by Hi-Fi and Disco
manufacturers
* Fitted with either a magnetic or ceramic
cartridge, please state cartridge required
Price L22-50 + £2  50 P & P.

dVill POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES

100 WATTS R.M.S.

Power Amplifier Modules with integral toroidal
transformer power supply and heat sink. Sup-
plied as one complete built and tested unit.
Can be fitted in minutes. Auxilliary stabilised
supply and drive circuit incorporated to power
an L.E.D. Vu meter available as an optional
extra.
SPECIFICATION:
Max. output power 100 watts R.M.S. (OMP 100)

Loads: (Open and short circuit proof) 4-16 ohms
Frequency Response: 20Hz-25KHx ± 3dB
Sensitivity: for 100 watts 500mV at 10K

T.H.D. 00.1%
Size: 360 > 115 . 80mm
Prices: OMP 100 £2999 P & P L2  00

V.u. Meter  SO

MULLARD 40 WATT R.M.S. 8 ohm
SPEAKER SYSTEM. Designed by
Mullards specialist team in Belgium.
Comprising of a Mullard 8" woofer with
foam surround, a Mullard 3" dome
tweeter and a cleverly designed B.K.
Electronics crossover combining spring
loaded loudspeaker terminals and re-
cessed mounting penal. Supplied com-
plete with installation and cabinet
details.
Price L1390 + -50 P & P per kit.

M VISA

37 Whitehouse Meadows, Eastwood, Leigh -on -Sea, Essex SS9 5TY
* SAE for current lists. * Official orders welcome. * All prices include VAT. * Mail order only. * All items packed (where

applicable) in special energy absorbing E'U foam. Callers welcome by prior appointment, please phone 0702-527572.

B.K. ELECTRONICS DEPT E.E.


